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1 INTRODUCTION
The Road Weather Management Benefit Cost Analysis Compendium (RWM Compendium) is a companion
to the broader Transportation Systems Management and Operations Benefit Cost Analysis Compendium (TSMO
Compendium). Both documents are additions to the series of reference documents and tools
developed by the Federal Highway Administration Office of Operations to assist planners and
operations professionals in evaluating the benefits and
costs of TSMO strategies and technologies. The
For more information on FHWA’s
RWM Compendium expands the road weather
Planning for Operations program, visit
management technologies and strategies covered in
http://www.plan4operations.dot.gov/
the TSMO Compendium to provide a more thorough
and complete coverage of benefit cost analysis of road weather management projects. This body of
work is part of a larger initiative in the Office of Operations referred to as Planning for Operations and
is designed to better integrate planning and operations activities.
PROJECT BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE
Due to an increasingly competitive fiscal environment, State, regional, and local transportation
planning organizations around the country are being asked more than ever to justify their programs
and expenditures. Road weather projects as a subgroup of TSMO programs have not escaped this
scrutiny, and road weather managers are routinely asked to rank their projects against traditional
expansion and other TSMO projects as well as conduct other “value-related” exercises.
This requirement can put RWM projects at a disadvantage since many specialists in this arena have
limited experience in performing benefit cost analyses (BCA), and often, many of the established
tools and data available for conducting BCAs for traditional infrastructure projects are poorly suited
to analyzing the specific performance measures, project timelines, benefits, and life-cycle costs
associated with operational improvements.
In response to the needs of system operators to conduct these analyses, a number of initiatives have
been undertaken in recent years at the national, State, and regional levels to develop enhanced
analysis tools, methodologies, and information sources to support BCAs for many specific RWM
strategies. It often remains difficult, however, for practitioners to weed through the multiple
information and guidance sources in order to understand and apply an appropriate methodology for
meeting their specific analysis needs.
THE FHWA TSMO AND RWM COMPENDIA
The TSMO Compendium is a collection of cases from across the country where BCAs have been
applied to one or more TSMO technologies/strategies. The RWM Compendium follows this
approach by providing information about BCAs conducted around the country for specific RWM
technologies or operational strategies. The actual project evaluations involve the use of custom
spreadsheets developed by the agency or its contractors, or the application of available software
1-1
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tools to the BCA. The Compendium also includes hypothetical cases designed to demonstrate how
BCA can be used for a specific RWM technology or operational strategy. FHWA has developed a
sketch planning BCA tool —the Tool for Operations Benefit/Cost (TOPS-BC)—for application to
TSMO projects, including RWM projects. For the hypothetical cases, TOPS-BC is used to assist in
the measurement of benefits and costs and in the calculation of the benefit cost ratio. More
information about TOPS-BC can be found at
http://plan4operations.dot.gov/topsbctool/index.ht
The Operations BCA Desk Reference
m.
is available at
http://www.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/public

Each case demonstrates how planners conducted, or
ations/fhwahop12028/index.htm
could conduct, a BCA on one or more RWM
technologies or strategies. There are 17 cases studies
presented in the RWM Compendium, and each addresses one or more specific BCA issues or
procedures. Readers should become familiar with the Operations Benefit/Cost Analysis Desk Reference
(Desk Reference), which is described below, and use it in conjunction with the compendium. The
technologies included in the compendium are discussed in the Desk Reference, and more detailed
discussions can be found in FHWA’s Road Weather Management Programs web page:
http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/weather/mitigating_impacts/technology.htm
THE FHWA OPERATIONS BENEFIT/COST ANALYSIS DESK REFERENCE
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Office of Operations developed the Operations
Benefit/Cost Analysis Desk Reference (available at:
http://www.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/fhwahop12028/index.htm) in recognition of
practitioners’ need for relevant and practical guidance on how to effectively conduct a BCA for a
wide spectrum of transportation system management and operations strategies. The Desk
Reference provides practitioners with relevant guidance on how to effectively and reliably estimate
the benefits and costs of TSMO strategies.
The Desk Reference meets the needs of a wide range of practitioners looking to conduct a BCA of
operations strategies, including RWM strategies. The guidance provided in the Desk Reference
includes basic background information on conducting a BCA, such as basic terminology and
concepts intended to support the needs of practitioners just getting started with a BCA who may be
unfamiliar with the general process. Building from this base, the Desk Reference also describes
some of the more complex analytical concepts and latest research in order to support more
advanced analyses. Some of the more advanced topics include capturing the impacts of travel time
reliability; assessing the synergistic effects of combining different strategies; and capturing the
benefits and costs of supporting infrastructure, such as traffic surveillance and communications.
ROAD WEATHER MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
Together, the Desk Reference and the RWM Compendium are intended to support the analysis of a
wide range of RWM strategies. These “strategies” include the direct application of technologies and
1-2
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infrastructure to RWM (e.g., regional pre-deployment of assets), as well as many more difficult-todefine, nonphysical strategies (e.g., interagency coordination). While it is not possible to
comprehensively provide guidance on applying every type and variation of diverse RWM strategies
(especially in light of the fact that new strategies and technologies are constantly emerging), the
strategies covered in the RWM Compendium, which are aligned with those strategies identified in
the BCA Desk Reference, include strategies from the following categories:
1. Surveillance, Monitoring, and Prediction
2. Information Dissemination
3. Decision Support, Control, and Treatment
4. Weather Response or Treatment
The RWM Compendium provides brief summaries of the BCAs undertaken by transportation
agencies, educational institutions and firms to assess the value of these strategies. These examples
evaluate the benefits and costs of some RWM deployments and identify the lessons that can be
learned from the BCA. Hypothetical BCA examples were drawn from actual deployments, in part
or whole, in order to demonstrate how the TOPS-BC model can be used and modified to support
RWM BCA.
Following this introduction, Section 2 provides a brief summary of the fundamentals of the BCA as
applied to transportation projects in general and to TSMO and RWM projects in particular. Section
3 introduces several BCA tools developed by FHWA and others for transportation applications and
TSMO and RWM projects. The final four sections of this RWM Compendium contain a number of
case studies where agencies have applied BCA to RWM projects.
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2 FUNDAMENTALS OF BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS
This chapter explains the basic
FHWA BCA References
approach to economic analysis as
applied to transportation decision
Economic Analysis Primer making and how it is useful for
http://www.webpages.uidaho.edu/~mlowry/T
understanding and evaluating TSMO
eaching/EngineeringEconomy/Supplemental/
and RWM projects. This is not
USDOT_Economic_Analysis_Primer.pdf
intended to replace more extensive
Operations Benefit/Cost Analysis Desk Reference –
documents on economic analysis and
http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/fhwahop12
benefit cost analysis (BCA) available
028/index.htm
from FHWA and other sources (see
TIGER BCA Resource Guide –
box at right). This section addresses
http://www.dot.gov/policysome of the fundamental concepts
initiatives/tiger/tiger-bca-resource-guide-2014
required for the economic analysis of
projects (e.g. inflation and discounting)
and then describes the fundamental components of BCA. These methods are demonstrated in the
subsequent sections of this Compendium in a series of BCA studies conducted around the country
on RWM projects. Note that this chapter provides a summary of portions of the FHWA Economics
Primer, which is available at:
http://www.webpages.uidaho.edu/~mlowry/Teaching/EngineeringEconomy/Supplemental/USD
OT_Economic_Analysis_Primer.pdf
Economic analysis is a critical component of a comprehensive project or program evaluation
methodology that considers all key quantitative and qualitative impacts of TSMO and RWM
investments. It allows highway agencies to identify, quantify, and assign a value to the economic
benefits and costs of highway projects and programs over a multi-year timeframe. With this
information, highway agencies are able both to allocate scarce resources to maximize public benefits
as well as to show a rational basis for their decisions.
Economic analysis can inform many different phases of the transportation decision-making process.
It can assist engineers in the development of more cost-effective designs once a decision has been
made to go forward with an RWM project. In planning, it can be applied to basic cost and
performance data to screen a large number of potential project alternatives, assisting in the
development of program budgets and areas of program emphasis. Similarly, economic analysis can
play a critical role in screening alternatives to accomplish a specific project and provide information
for the environmental assessment process.
The application of economic analysis to highway investments is not a new concept. The American
Association of State Highway Officials published information on road-user-benefit analysis in 1952,
showing that economic methods and procedures for transportation project evaluation were well
2-1
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understood and described 60 years ago. Of course, significant progress has been made since that
time in areas as diverse as modeling future traffic flows, estimating the consequences of highway
projects on safety, and the application of computer technologies to support improved economic
methods.
Today, many States and metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) and some local governments
use economic tools in some capacity. There is, however, much diversity in application. Most
agencies will occasionally quantify the life-cycle costs or net benefits of projects or investigate their
economic impacts on communities. Only a minority of agencies, however, regularly measure project
net benefits in monetary terms. Also, most agencies do not consider the full range of costs and
benefits when conducting their analyses. In general, there is significant potential for the broader
application of economic methods to TSMO and RWM decision making.
FHWA has a long tradition of promoting the application of economic analysis to project planning,
design, construction, preservation, and operation. FHWA has strongly encouraged the use of lifecycle cost applications as part of its pavement design and preservation initiatives as well as in the
Value Engineering program. It has also published the Operations Benefit/Cost Desk Reference
cited above. In addition, the United States Department of Transportation (U.S. DOT) requires a
BCA to accompany all applications for Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery
(TIGER) funding.
Benefits of Using of Economic Analysis for RWM Projects
Among the beneficial applications of economic analysis to RWM projects are the following:
•

Cost Effective Design and Deployment. Economic analysis can inform highway agencies as
to which of several project designs can be implemented at the lowest life-cycle cost to
the agency and the lowest user cost to the traveler. It can also identify the best
affordable balance between these costs.

•

Best Return on Investment: Economic analysis can help in planning and implementing
transportation programs with the best rate of return for any given budget, or it can be
used to help determine an optimal program budget.

•

Understanding Complex Projects. In a time of growing public scrutiny of new and costly
road projects, highway agencies and other decision makers need to understand the
true benefits of these projects, how transportation system management and operations
contribute to road performance, and the effects that such projects will have on
regional economies. This information is often very helpful for informing the
environmental assessment process.

•

Documentation of Decision Process. The discipline of quantifying and valuing the benefits
and costs of highway projects also provides excellent documentation to explain the
decision process to legislatures and the public.
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As part of its long-term commitment to improving operations investment and management
practices, FHWA will continue to develop and advance economic tools and guidance. This RWM
Compendium of BCAs is part of an FHWA Office of Operations initiative referred to as “Planning
for Operations” (P4O). The use of an economic analysis to compare costs and benefits in dollar
terms over multiyear periods provides vital information about RWM and other comprehensive
infrastructure management strategies.
ECONOMIC FUNDAMENTALS
The most basic economic questions that people face in their day-to-day personal and business lives
involve the tradeoffs between dollars earned, spent, or invested today and those dollars they hope to
earn, spend, or invest in the future. Such tradeoffs must also be considered when evaluating TSMO
and RWM investments. Project life cycle evaluation is important for TSMO projects—including
RWM projects—as these activities can be long lived and require initial and periodic capital
investments as well as ongoing materials and maintenance expenditures. A typical distribution of
costs and benefits over time is presented in Figure 2-1.
Comparison of benefits to costs over the project life cycle would be a simple issue of summation
except for one problem: the value of a dollar changes over time. In particular, a dollar that an
individual or agency will spend or earn in the future is almost always worth less to them today than a
dollar they spend or earn now. This changing value of the dollar must be understood and quantified
to enable meaningful comparisons of multiyear dollar streams.
Two separate and distinct factors account for why the value of a dollar, as seen from the present,
diminishes over time. These factors are inflation and the time value of resources.

Figure 2-1. Time Series of Costs and Benefits
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Inflation

Inflation is a continuous rise in prices. This is distinct from changes in relative prices that might be
caused by changes in supply or demand for specific products or services. Furthermore, technological
advances and consumer preferences change over time impacting market prices.
Economists usually measure inflation by comparing the price of groupings or “market baskets” of
goods and services from year to year. The prices of some goods and services in the grouping will go
up, the prices of others may go down. It is the overall price level of the grouping that captures the
effect of inflation. A price or inflation index is constructed by dividing the price of the grouping in
each year by its price in a fixed base year and multiplying the result by 100. The change in the index
value from year to year reveals the trend and scale of inflation. The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is
probably the best-known price or inflation index to most Americans, but there are many others.
Dollars from one year can be converted into equivalent dollars of another year (as measured by
purchasing power) by using price indices to add or remove the effects of inflation. Dollars from
which the inflation component has been removed are known as "real," "constant," or "base year"
dollars. A real dollar is able to buy the same amount of goods and services in a future year as in the
base year of the analysis. Dollars that include the effects of inflation are known as "nominal,"
"current," or "data year" dollars. A nominal dollar will typically buy a different amount of goods and
services in each year of the analysis period.
In the case of economic analysis of investments by a public agency, it is best practice to forecast lifecycle costs and benefits of a project without inflation (i.e., in real or base year dollars). Inflation is
very hard to predict, particularly more than a few years into the future. More importantly, if inflation
is added to benefits and costs projected for future years, it will only have to be removed again before
these benefits and costs can be compared in the form of dollars of any given base year.
Time Value of Resources

Most people have a day-to-day familiarity with inflation. They are less familiar, however, with the
separate and distinct concept of the time value of resources. The time value of resources is also
referred to as the time value of money or the opportunity cost (or value) of resources. It reflects the
fact that there is a cost associated with diverting the resources needed for an investment from other
productive uses or planned consumption within the economy. This cost is equal to the economic
return that could be earned on the invested resources (or the dollars used to buy them) in their next
best alternative use. Equivalently, the time value of resources can be interpreted as the amount of
compensation that must be paid to people to induce them not to consume their resources in the
current year, but rather to make them available for future investment.
The Role of the Discount Rate

The time value of resources is measured by an annual percentage factor known as the discount rate.
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Formula for Discounting
The standard formula for discounting is as follows:

where:

1
𝑃𝑃 = �
�𝐴
(1 + 𝑟)𝑡 𝑡

PV = present value at time zero (the base year);
r = discount rate;
t = time (year); and
A = amount of benefit or cost in year t.
The formula above is the most basic calculation of present value. The term
1
(1 + 𝑟)𝑡

which incorporates the discount rate "r" is called the discount factor. Multiplying a future sum
by the appropriate discount factor for that future year will yield the present value of that sum
at time zero (e.g., the year in which the analysis is being done).
Of course, most RWM projects generate costs and benefits over their entire life-cycles. This
entire series of costs and benefits must be discounted to the present by multiple applications
of the PV formula for each applicable year of the life-cycle (see formula below). These
discounted values are then summed together (as represented by Σ) for each year of the lifecycle analysis period ("N") to yield an overall present value. The formula for doing this is as
follows:
𝑁

𝑃𝑃 = � �
𝑡=1

1
�𝐴
(1 + 𝑟)𝑡 𝑡

The present value of a series of numbers is often described as the "net present value,"
reflecting the fact that the discounted amount often reflects the net value of benefits after
costs are subtracted from them.
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If an analyst knows the appropriate discount rate, he or she can calculate the "present value" of any
sum of resources or money to be spent or received in the future. The application of the discount
rate to future sums to calculate their present value is known as "discounting" (see example on page
2-5). Through discounting, different investment alternatives can be objectively compared based on
their respective present values, even though each has a different stream of future benefits and costs.
Selecting a Discount Rate

As a rule of best practice, economic analysis should be performed in real terms; i.e., using dollars
and discount rates that do not include the effects of inflation. A real discount rate can be estimated
by removing the rate of inflation (as measured by a general price index such as the CPI) from a
market (or nominal) interest rate for government borrowing. The selected market rate for
government borrowing should be based on government bonds with maturities comparable in length
to the analysis period used for the economic analysis. Real discount rates calculated in this manner
have historically ranged from just below 0 percent to 5 percent - the rates most often used by States
for discounting highway investments. The U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) currently
requires U.S. Federal agencies to use a 7 percent real discount rate to evaluate public investments
and regulations. For more information, see http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/circulars_a094/.
BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS
A benefit cost analysis, or BCA, attempts to capture all benefits and costs accruing to society from a
project or course of action, regardless of which particular party realizes the benefits or costs, or the
form these benefits and costs take. Used properly, a BCA reveals the most economically efficient
investment alternative; i.e., the one that maximizes the net benefits to the public from an allocation
of resources.
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Useful Applications of Benefit Cost Analyses
A BCA considers the changes in benefits and costs that would be caused by a potential
improvement to the status quo facility. In highway and TSMO decision-making, BCA may be
used to help determine the following:
•

Whether or not a project should be undertaken at all (i.e., whether the project's life-cycle
benefits will exceed its costs).

•

When a project should be undertaken. A BCA may reveal that the project does not pass
economic muster now, but would be worth pursuing 10 years from now due to
projected regional traffic growth. If so, it would be prudent to take steps now to
preserve the future project's right-of-way.

•

Which among many competing alternatives and projects should be funded given a limited budget.
A BCA can be used to select from among design alternatives that yield different
benefits.

•

After a project is implemented, BCA can be used to evaluate the project performance. A BCA can
be used to evaluate implemented projects to verify BCA ratios for future performance.

The Benefit Cost Analysis Process

In conducting a BCA, the analyst
applies a discount rate to the benefits
and costs incurred in each year of the
project's life cycle. This exercise yields
one or more alternative measures of a
project's economic merit.
The BCA process begins with the
establishment of objectives for an
improvement to the operation and
management of transportation assets.
A clear statement of the objective(s) is
essential to reducing the number of
alternatives considered. The next step
is to identify constraints (policy, legal,
natural, or other) on potential agency
options and specify assumptions about
the future, such as expected regional
traffic growth and vehicle mixes over

Major Steps in the Benefit Cost Analysis Process
1.

Establish objectives

2.

Identify constraints and specify assumptions

3.

Define the base case and identify alternatives

4.

Set the analysis period

5.

Define the level of effort for screening
alternatives

6.

Analyze the traffic effects

7.

Estimate benefits and costs relative to base case

8.

Evaluate risks

9.

Compare net benefits and rank alternatives

10. Make recommendations
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the projected lifespan of the improvement.
Having identified objectives and assumptions, the analyst (or analytical team) then develops a full set
of reasonable improvement alternatives to meet the objectives. This process begins with the
development of a "do minimal" option, known as the base case. The base case represents the
continued operation of the current facility under good management practices but without the RWM
improvements anticipated. Under these "do minimal" conditions, the condition and performance of
the base case would be expected to decline over time. Reasonable improvement alternatives to the
base case can include a range of RWM options under consideration.
To ensure that the alternatives can be compared fairly, the analyst specifies a multiyear analysis
period over which the life-cycle costs and benefits of all alternatives will be measured. The analysis
period selected is long enough to include at least one major rehabilitation activity for each
alternative.
Ideally, the level of effort allocated to quantifying benefits and costs in the BCA is proportional to
the expense, complexity, and controversy of the project. Also, to reduce effort, the analyst should
initially screen the alternatives to ensure that the greatest share of analytical effort is allocated to the
most promising scenarios. Detailed analysis of all alternatives is usually not necessary.
When an alternative is expected to generate significant net benefits to users, particularly in the form
of congestion relief, the analyst evaluates the effect that the alternative would have on the future
traffic levels and patterns projected for the base case. Changes in future traffic flows in response to
an alternative will affect the calculation of project benefits and costs.
The investment costs, hours of delay, crash rates, and other effects of each alternative are measured
using engineering methods and then compared to those of the base case, and the differences relative
to the base case are quantified by year for each alternative. The analyst assigns dollar values to the
different effects (e.g., the fewer hours of delay associated with an alternative relative to the base case
are multiplied by a dollar value per hour) and discounts them to a present value amount. Risk
associated with uncertain costs, traffic levels, and economic values also is assessed.
Any alternative where the value of discounted benefits exceeds the value of discounted costs is
worth pursuing from an economic standpoint. For any given project, however, only one design
alternative can be selected. Usually, this alternative will be the economically efficient one, for which
benefits exceed costs by the largest amount.
Based on the results of the BCA and associated risk analysis, the analyst prepares a recommendation
concerning the best alternative from an economic standpoint. It is good practice to document the
recommendation with a summary of the analysis process conducted.
Benefit and Cost Elements to Include

Table 2-1 lists the benefit and cost categories and elements that are generally included in a BCA.
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Table 2-1. Benefit and Cost Categories and Elements
Agency Benefits/Costs

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design and Engineering
Land Acquisition
Construction
Reconstruction/Rehabilitation
Preservation
Routine Maintenance
Mitigation (e.g., noise barriers)

User Benefits/Costs
Associated With TSMO
and RWM Projects
•
•
•
•

Travel Time and Delay
Reliability
Crashes
Vehicle Operating
Costs

Externalities
(non-user impacts, if
applicable)
• Emissions
• Noise
• Other societal impacts

The impacts of a particular alternative do not always fall neatly into benefit or cost categories. An
alternative may reduce agency costs, which is a benefit. Similarly an alternative may reduce crash
rates (a benefit) relative to the base case while another alternative may increase crash rates (a cost,
also called a negative benefit or disbenefit) relative to the base case. Care must be taken to ensure
that all costs and benefits of each alternative are fully and accurately accounted for.
Note that toll receipts and other user fees are not listed as benefits or costs in Table 2-1. Rather,
they represent transfers of some of a project's benefits from users to the agency operating the
project.
Many people are puzzled about how economists assign monetary values to highway project benefits
and costs. For instance, how does one value an hour of travel time, or a crash? The valuation of
each of the major elements listed in Table 2-1 is described below.

Agency costs . The assignment of monetary values to the design and construction of a project is

perhaps the easiest valuation concept to understand. Engineers estimate these costs based on past
experience, bid prices, design specifications, materials costs, and other information. Care must be
taken to make a complete capital cost estimation, including contingencies and administrative
expenses such as internal staff planning and overhead costs. A common error in economic analysis
and budgeting is the underestimation of project construction and development costs. Particular care
should be used when costing large or complicated projects.

Expenses associated with a project's financing, such as depreciation and interest payments, are not
included in the BCA. The equivalent value of such expenses is already captured in the BCA through
the application of the discount rate to the agency cost of the project. Adding depreciation or interest
expenses to agency costs in a BCA in most cases would lead to double counting costs.

Travel time, delay, and reliability . An hour of travel associated with a business trip or commerce

is usually valued at the average traveler's wage plus overhead—representing the cost to the traveler's
employer. Personal travel time (either for commuting or leisure) is usually valued as a percentage of
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average personal wage or through estimates of what travelers would be willing to pay to reduce
travel time. Recently researchers have identified another important benefit: travel time reliability.
Due to uncertainty in travel time, travelers add “buffer time” to their trips to ensure they arrive at
their destination on time. Some TSMO and RWM projects reduce travel time, some reduce buffer
time, and some reduce both. Both are benefits.
Treatment of Revenues, Tolls, Taxes, and Other Transfers in Benefit Cost Analysis
Tolls, taxes, and other user charges for transportation projects constitute important potential
revenue sources to State agencies for financing transportation projects. However, these
revenue sources are not "benefits" of a project as measured by economic analysis such as
BCA. Rather, these charges represent a means by which some of the benefits to the users of
the transportation project (as measured by their implicit willingness to pay for reduced travel
time or improved safety) can be transferred in whole or in part (in the form of cash payments
by the users) to the State or private agency that operates the facility. Adding toll or tax
revenues to the value of travel time, safety, and vehicle operating cost benefits already
included in the BCA would be double-counting benefits.

Crashes . The assignment of monetary values to changes in crash rates or severities can provoke

controversy because crashes often involve injury or loss of life. The use of reasonable crash values is
critical, however, to avoid underinvesting in highway safety. Economists often use the dollar
amounts that travelers are willing to pay to reduce their risk of injury or death to estimate monetary
values for fatalities and injuries associated with crashes. Medical, property, legal, and other crashrelated costs are also calculated and added to these amounts. U.S. DOT offers extensive guidance on
this subject in the current TIGER funding application guidance. (See also "Revision of
Departmental Guidance on Treatment of the Value of Life and Injuries,” 1 and "The Economic
Impact of Motor Vehicle Crashes.” 2)

Vehicle operating costs. The cost of owning and operating vehicles can be affected by a project

due to the changes that it causes in highway speeds, traffic congestion, pavement surface, and other
conditions that affect vehicle fuel consumption and wear and tear. Accurate calculations of a
project's effects on vehicle operating costs (VOC) require good information on the relationship of
vehicle performance to highway conditions and clear assumptions about future vehicle fleet fuel
Federal Aviation Administration, “Revised Departmental Guidance: Treatment of the Value of Preventing Fatalities
and Injuries in Preparing Economic Analyses,” February 2008. Available at:
https://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/policy_guidance/benefit_cost/media/Revised%20Value%20Of%20Life%20
Guidance%20Feburary%202008.pdf
2 National Highway Transportation Safety Administration, “New NHTSA Study Shows Motor Vehicle Crashes Have
$871 Billion Economic and Societal Impact on U.S. Citizens,” (press release), May 28, 2014. Available at:
http://www.nhtsa.gov/About+NHTSA/Press+Releases/2014/NHTSA-study-shows-vehicle-crashes-have-$871billion-impact-on-U.S.-economy,-society
1
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efficiency and performance. U.S. DOT does not provide official guidance on estimating VOC, but
useful information on the valuation of VOC (and other BCA elements) is provided in AASHTO's
2010 "User and Non-User Benefit Analysis for Highways" and in the "Highway Economic
Requirements System Volume IV: Technical Report" (FHWA-PL-00-028), Chapter 7. Benefits
attributable to lower VOC are usually not a major component of a project's benefit stream.

Externalities . One of the more challenging areas of BCA is the treatment and valuation of the

"externalities" of transportation projects. In economics, an externality is the uncompensated impact
of one person's actions on the well-being of a bystander. In the case of transportation investments,
"bystanders" are the nonusers of the project. When the impact benefits the nonuser, this is called a
positive externality. When the impact is adverse, this is called a negative externality.
Often, when there is talk about externalities of highways, the focus is on negative externalities.
Negative externalities include the undesirable effects of a project on air and water quality, noise and
construction disruptions, and various community and aesthetic impacts. Positive externalities,
however, also exist. A project may serve to reduce air or noise pollution from previously existing or
projected levels.
Several methods exist for including externalities in a BCA. In some cases, scientific and economic
studies have revealed per-unit costs for air pollutants, for example, that can be incorporated directly
into the BCA. Much uncertainty surrounds these valuations, however. Values can vary from project
to project due to location, climate, and pre-existing environmental conditions. Risk analysis
techniques can yield helpful information about the sensitivity of results to these uncertain values.
Externalities are specifically dealt with in environmental assessments required by the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Where adverse impacts are identified, mitigation is required to
avoid, minimize, or compensate for them. Required mitigation is part of the environmental decision,
and the costs of mitigation will become "internalized" in the project's cost in the BCA. The BCA
effort should be coordinated closely with the NEPA assessment.
Externalities Versus Indirect Effects
Externalities considered in a BCA are the uncompensated direct impacts of the project on
nonusers of the project. These effects are additive to other direct costs and benefits (such as
the value of time saving or reduced crashes and saved lives) measured in the BCA. Direct
effects, however, usually lead to indirect effects on the regional economy through the actions
of the marketplace. Indirect impacts of a transportation project could include local changes in
employment or land use. The value of indirect effects is not additional to that of direct effects
measured in BCA; rather, indirect effects are a restatement or transfer to other parties of the
value of direct effects.
When an externality cannot be put into dollar terms, it can often be dealt with on a qualitative basis
relative to other, monetized components of the BCA. If the measurable net benefits of a project are
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highly positive, the presence of minor unquantified externalities can be tolerated from an economic
standpoint even if they are perceived to be negative. On the other hand, if the net benefits are very
low, then the existence of significant unquantified negative externalities may tip the economic
balance against the project.
Comparing Benefits to Costs

Once the analyst has calculated all benefits and costs of the project alternatives and discounted
them, there are several measures to compare benefits to costs in the BCA. The two most widely
used measures are described below.
•

Net present value (NPV): NPV is perhaps the most straightforward BCA measure. All benefits
and costs over an alternative's life cycle are discounted to the present, and the costs are
subtracted from the benefits to yield an NPV. If benefits exceed costs, the NPV is positive
and the project is worth pursuing. Where two or more alternatives for a project exist, the
one with the highest NPV over an equivalent analysis period should usually be pursued.
Policy issues, perceived risk, and funding availability, however, may lead to the selection of
an alternative with a lower positive NPV.

•

Benefit Cost ratio (BCR): The BCR is frequently used to select among projects when funding
restrictions apply. In this measure, the present value of benefits (including negative benefits)
is placed in the numerator of the ratio and the present value of the initial agency investment
cost is placed in the denominator. The ratio is usually expressed as a quotient (e.g., $2.2
million/$1.1 million = 2.0). For any given budget, the projects with the highest BCRs can be
selected to form a package of projects that yields the greatest multiple of benefits to costs.

FHWA recommends the use of either the NPV or BCR measures for most economic evaluations.
Other BCA measures are available and may be used, however, depending on agency preference. For
example, the equivalent uniform annual value approach converts the NPV measure into an annuity
amount. The internal rate of return measure represents the discount rate necessary to yield an NPV
of zero from a project's multiyear benefit and cost stream.
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Appropriate Use of the Benefit Cost Ratio
The benefit cost ratio (BCR) is often used to select among competing projects when an
agency is operating under budget constraints. In particular, use of the BCR can identify a
collection of projects that yields the greatest multiple of benefits to costs where the ability to
incur costs is limited by available funds. However, care must be taken when relying on the
BCR as the primary BCA measure.
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) recommends that only the initial agency
investment cost be included in the denominator of the ratio. All other BCA values, including
periodic rehabilitation costs or user costs, such as delay associated with construction, should
be included in the ratio's numerator as positive or negative benefits. Adherence to this
guidance facilitates consistent project comparisons. Use of specialized procedures such as
incremental BCA, in which the increments in benefits and costs of one alternative relative to
another are compared in ratio format and prioritized subject to budget constraints, can
minimize the risk of selecting inferior alternatives using BCRs. A good description of the
incremental BCA approach is provided in Chapter 7 of the HERS-ST 2.0 Highway Economic
Requirements System-State Version Overview by FHWA, which is available at:
http://isddc.dot.gov/OLPFiles/FHWA/010617.pdf.

Misunderstandings

The BCA is a powerful, informative tool available to assist planners, engineers, and decision makers.
Agencies often avoid or underutilize the BCA due to misconceptions about it.
In some cases, agency personnel are skeptical about the accuracy of a BCA due to perceived
uncertainties in measuring or valuing costs and benefits. In reality, there is much more substance to
economic analysis techniques and values than is generally understood. Where uncertainty does exist,
it can usually be measured and managed. It is helpful to remember that sound economic analysis
reduces uncertainty. Not performing the analysis only serves to hide uncertainty from decision
makers.
Another concern is that the workload involved in conducting a BCA may be excessive relative to
agency resources. Once the engineering and economic capabilities are in place, however, BCA
workloads diminish markedly. The level of effort to conduct a BCA should also reflect project cost,
complexity, and controversy; routine projects may be analyzed with minimal effort.
Finally, some agencies are concerned that the results of BCA could conflict with preferred or
mandated outcomes. In any situation, an objective and independent assessment of a project's
economic consequences can contribute valuable information to the decision process. There are,
however, valid reasons why decision makers may choose to override or constrain economic
information. For example, if there are concerns that BCA results would disproportionately favor
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projects in urban areas, policy makers can initially apportion funds between urban and rural areas
based on equity considerations. Urban projects would then compete based on their economic merits
for the urban funds; rural projects would similarly compete for the rural funds.
Avoiding Pitfalls

As with any analytic method, the BCA can give erroneous results if it is misused. Perhaps the
foremost cause of error in a BCA is the selection of an unrealistic base case. The base case must be
founded on intelligent use and management of each TSMO alternative under consideration during
the analysis period. For instance, allowances should be made for traffic diversion and changing peak
periods as congestion builds in the base case. Failure to factor in these elements can lead to overly
pessimistic estimates of delay levels in the base case, by comparison to which any alternative would
look attractive. BCA results can also be biased by the comparison of only one design alternative to
the base case, even though less costly alternatives exist. A correctly conducted BCA considers a full
range of reasonable alternatives.
Another common hurdle involves the evaluation of a "project" that is actually a combination of two
or more independent or separable projects. This is very common in TSMO and RWM projects,
where maximum benefits are often achieved by the joint deployment of multiple synergistic
technologies or strategies. In such cases, the net benefits of one project may hide the net costs of
the other, or vice versa. Both of the projects would either be built or rejected if incorrectly
considered individually, when in fact both should be built as a result of their synergy.
BCA results can be erroneous if they do not include the correct cost or benefit elements or amounts
associated with a project. This occurs most often when user costs or major externalities (if present)
are omitted. In some cases, an agency may focus only on local costs and benefits, failing to include
those that accrue outside its jurisdiction. Care must also be taken not to include "benefits" that are
simply restatements of other benefits (or costs) measured elsewhere in the BCA. This latter error, a
form of double counting, can occur when employment, business, or land use effects that are
measured using an economic impact analysis are added to the benefits of travel-time saving, safety,
and vehicle operating cost reductions.
Presenting the Results of a BCA

The BCA provides information for decision makers that demonstrate whether or not a particular
project is efficient and how that project compares to other projects. The analysis can be performed
for a new project or for an already deployed project. The results of the BCA inform the decision
maker, who considers these results along with other investment alternatives, available budgets, and
other information to decide if the project will move forward. This may mean that further research is
needed to refine the estimates or that the project is ready for deployment.
As discussed above, findings from a BCA can include the dollar value of costs and benefits, the
estimated the benefit cost ratio (BCR), the net benefits, and the return on investment. There may
also be comparisons of these values for project alternatives. Most BCA software tools provide a
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tabular summary of the results as standard tool output. Figures 2-2 and 2-3 provide example tabular
displays of the BCA results from TOPS-BC and the Clear Roads BCA Toolkit.
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Figure 2-2. TOPS-BC Tabular Display of BCA Results
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Figure 2-3. Clear Roads Tabular Display of BCA Results
In addition to spreadsheet tools developed for specific projects or with modifications to TOPS-BC
and the Clear Roads BCA Toolkit, these tabular displays can provide the summary data to
demonstrate how results vary across selected project assumptions. Table 2-2 was developed by the
NJDOT to evaluate the benefits and costs of their Incident Manage System. NJDOT was planning
to request Federal funding for an Incident Management Program. In their summary of the BCA
results, they chose to compare the BCA results that could be achieved with a 15-minute verses a 30minute reduction in incident duration.
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Table 2-2. NJDOT Comparison of Savings for the Assumed Reduction in Duration of Each
Incident
Savings category
Reduced Travel Delay
Reduced Vehicle Emissions
Reduced Fuel Consumption
Reduction in Secondary Incidents
TOTAL Cost Savings
Total Annual Program Cost
B/C Ratio

15 Minute Reduction
$10,097,678
$745,747
$1,288,295
$39,297
$12,171,017
$510,000.00
23.87

30 Minute Reduction
$18,562,284
$1,370,763
$2,365,928
$74,257
$22,373,232
$510,000.00
43.87

This tabular output may be all that is needed by the decision maker. However, graphic displays
often provide a visually informative display of results that assists decision makers, public officials,
and the public to understand the results. This is particularly true where the project or analysis is
complex and the tabular display is hard to interpret. Several such graphic displays are discussed and
displayed below.
Figure 2-4 is from a Kansas City SCOUT program benefit cost study. This graphic captures the
fundamental goal of a BCA to provide a comparison of the benefits received from an expenditure of
costs. It also allows for the presentation of the relative importance of benefit and cost components
to the overall benefit-to-cost ratio.
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Figure 2-4. Kansas City Graphic Display of BCA Results
In another BCA, the Southwest PA Regional Traffic Signal Program used a “newsletter” approach
to highlight the results of their study. Figure 2-5 is an example of this BCA display technique.
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Figure 2-5. Southwest PA Regional Traffic Signal Program Graphic Display of BCA Results
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Finally, graphic displays can seek to present a large amount of information in a single display. The
Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) in the San Francisco Bay Area provided multimodal BCA evaluation results where the magnitude of the BCA results and achieving stated
planning goals were displayed concurrently (see Figure 2-6). Depending on the purpose of the
presentation of the results, analysts can balance simplicity of tabular information with creative
displays that present multiple dimensions of the analysis.

Figure 2-6. Multidimensional Display from MTC
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3 INTRODUCTION TO BCA TOOLS
Conducting a BCA for one or more RWM strategies can be accomplished with the support of
several available software tools. Some of these tools are generic and support the analyst in
organizing their data for BCA. Others are more focused on the needs of analysts examining RWM
strategies and options. These include tools developed by regional, State, and Federal agencies as well
as proprietary tools developed by many private sector enterprises. These software tools range from
simple methods intended for one-time analysis to more complex tools that are continually
maintained and updated. Additionally, several emerging tools and methods are currently undergoing
development as part of parallel efforts by the U.S. DOT), American Association of State Highway
and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), the Strategic Highway Research Program 2 (SHRP2),
individual States and regions, and research organizations. For example, the Clear Roads Pooled
Fund Study has developed a detailed internet-based Winter Weather Road Management BCA Tool.
Some of the most widely distributed and applied tools used for conducting benefit cost analysis of
RWM strategies include those summarized (in alphabetical order) in Table 3-1. This listing
summarizes those major tools developed by Federal, State, or regional transportation agencies (or
affiliated research organizations) that are available within the public realm. This listing does not
include proprietary offerings of private-sector vendors. Specific descriptions of the various tools
follow.
Table 3-1. Summary of Existing Benefit Cost Analysis Tools and Methods for RWM Projects
Tool/Method

Developed by

BCA.net

FHWA

CAL-BC

Caltrans

Clear Roads BC Toolkit

Montana State University
under contract to Clear
Roads Consortium

COMMUTER Model

U.S. EPA

EMFITS

New York State DOT

The Florida ITS
Evaluation (FITSEval)
Tool
IDAS
IMPACTS

Web Site
https://fhwaapps.fhwa.dot.gov/bcap/
BaseLogin/LoginReg.aspx
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/tpp/offices
/eab/LCBC_Analysis_Model.html
http://clearroads.org/cba-toolkit/
http://www.epa.gov/oms/stateresourc
es/policy/pag_transp.htm
https://www.dot.ny.gov/divisions/engi
neering/design/dqab/dqabrepository/pdmapp6.pdf

Florida DOT

Not Available

FHWA
FHWA

http://idas.camsys.com
Not Available
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Tool/Method
MBCA
Screening Tool for ITS
(SCRITS)
Surface Transportation
Efficiency Analysis
Model (STEAM)
Tool for Operations
Benefit/Cost (TOPS-BC)
Trip Reduction Impacts
of Mobility Management
Strategies (TRIMMS)

Developed by
TREDIS Software

Web Site
http://www.tredis.com/mbca

FHWA

Not Available

FHWA

Not Available

FHWA

http://plan4operations.dot.gov/topsbct
ool/index.htm.

Center for Urban
Transportation Research
(CUTR) at the University
of South Florida

http://www.nctr.usf.edu/abstracts/abs
77805.htm

The following sections provide a brief introductory description of the tools and methods presented
in Table 3-1. More detailed information can be accessed by following the links provided.
•

•

•

BCA.Net – BCA.Net is the FHWA’s web-based BCA tool designed to support the highway
project decision-making process, which is supported by the FHWA Asset Management
Evaluation and Economic Investment Team. The BCA.Net system enables users to manage
the data for an analysis, select from a wide array of sample data values, develop cases
corresponding to alternative strategies for improving and managing highway facilities,
evaluate and compare the benefits and costs of the alternative strategies, and provide
summary metrics to inform investment decisions.
CAL-BC – Is an Excel spreadsheet-based tool developed by Caltrans. Originally designed to
conduct BCAs of traditional highway improvements, Cal-B/C has been subsequently
enhanced to be used to analyze many types of highway construction and operational
improvement projects as well as some ITS and transit projects. Several agencies outside
Caltrans have also adapted Cal-BC as the basis for their own tools. Cal-BC has been
developed in separate versions supporting corridor- and network-wide benefits.
Clear Roads – This toolkit is meant to be used not only to understand the expected costs
and benefits of specific winter weather maintenance practices, equipment, or operations, but
also to convey those expectations to decision makers outside the maintenance community. It
includes costs and benefits for new practices, equipment, and operations and is expandable
so future winter maintenance elements may be added as needed. This toolkit was initially
developed by the Western Transportation Institute at Montana State University and Current
Transportation Solutions, Inc. under contract to the Clear Roads Consortium and Wisconsin
Department of Transportation.
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•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

COMMUTER Model – Spreadsheet-based analysis tool developed by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency to estimate emissions benefits related to a number of
employer-based travel demand management strategies.
EMFITS – BCA methodology developed for New York State DOT and incorporated in
New York State DOT ITS Scoping Guidance (Project Development Manual).
FITSEval – The Florida ITS Evaluation (FITSEval) tool is currently under development by
the Florida DOT. The tool is a travel demand model post-processor designed to estimate the
benefits and costs of using ITS from the State’s standardized Florida Standard Urban
Transportation Modeling System FSUTMS model structure.
IDAS – The IDAS tool was initially developed by the FHWA in 2001 and has undergone
multiple updates since. It is a sketch-planning tool operating as a travel demand model postprocessor that implements the modal split and traffic assignment steps associated with the
traditional traffic demand forecasting planning model. IDAS estimates changes in modal,
route, and temporal decisions of travelers resulting from more than 60 types of ITS
technologies. There are more than 30 State and metropolitan planning organization (MPO)
applications of IDAS. Although many of the public sector-developed tools and methods
presented in this section are available free of charge, IDAS is only available for purchase
through the McTrans Center at the University of Florida.
IMPACTS – IMPACTS is a series of spreadsheets, related to the STEAM model, developed
to help screening-level evaluation of multimodal corridor alternatives, including highway
expansion, bus system expansion, light-rail transit investment, HOV lanes, conversion of an
existing highway facility to a toll facility, employer-based travel demand management, and
bicycle lanes. Inputs are travel demand estimates by mode for each alternative.
MBCA – The Multimodal Benefit Cost Analysis (MBCA) is a free, web-based calculation
system for comparing the costs and user benefits of individual transportation projects.
MBCA is unique in that it covers both passenger and freight transportation spanning all
modes – highway, rail, air, and marine – and it also includes pedestrian and bicycle modes. It
is designed to be consistent with U.S. DOT guidelines, making it useful for multimodal
project assessments, grant applications, and education programs. MBCA is set up with
standard U.S. and Canadian values for user benefit, which are not tied to any specific study
area.
SCRITS – Screening Tool for ITS (SCRITS) was developed by the FHWA. The tool is a
spreadsheet application for estimating user benefits of ITS at the sketch-planning level.
SCRITS provides a highly approximate subset of the capabilities found in TOPS-BC.
STEAM – Surface Transportation Efficiency Analysis Model (STEAM) uses information
developed through the travel demand modeling process to compute the net value of mobility
and safety benefits attributable to regionally important transportation projects. Developed by
the FHWA, STEAM uses information developed through the travel demand modeling
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•

•

•

process to compute the net value of mobility and safety benefits attributable to regionally
important transportation projects.
TOPS-BC – The Tool for Operations Benefit/Cost (TOPS-BC) was developed in parallel
with the Desk Reference and is intended to support the guidance contained in the Desk
Reference by providing four key capabilities:
1) Allows users to look up the expected range of TSMO strategy impacts based on a
database of observed impacts in other areas;
2) Provides guidance and a selection tool for users to identify appropriate B/C methods
and tools based on the input needs of their analysis;
3) Provides the ability to estimate life-cycle costs of a wide range of TSMO strategies;
and
4) Allows for benefits estimation using a spreadsheet-based sketch-planning approach
and the comparison with estimated strategy costs. The capabilities of TOPS-BC are
highlighted in several case studies in this Compendium.
TRIMMS© – Trip Reduction Impacts of Mobility Management Strategies (TRIMMS) model
developed by the Center for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) at the University of
South Florida. TRIMMS allows quantifying the net social benefits of a wide range of
transportation demand management initiatives in terms of emission reductions, accident
reductions, congestion reductions, excess fuel consumption, and adverse global climate
change impacts. The model also provides a program cost‐effectiveness assessment to meet
FHWA’s CMAQ Improvement Program requirements for program effectiveness assessment
and benchmarking.
Incorporating Reliability Performance Measures in Operations and Planning Modeling Tools
– TRB’s second Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP 2) Reliability Project L04 has
produced a pre-publication, non-edited version of a report titled Incorporating Reliability
Performance Measures in Operations and Planning Modeling Tools that explores the underlying
conceptual foundations of travel modeling and traffic simulation and provides a practical
means of generating realistic reliability performance measures using network simulation
models.

The above tools and research efforts represent a sample of the available methods that may be used
for supporting and conducting benefit cost analysis of TSMO strategies. The capabilities of many of
these tools and the findings of the research efforts are more fully described in the Operations
Benefit/Cost Analysis Desk Reference (this publication is available at: http://www.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/
publications/fhwahop12028/index.htm)
In addition, these developed tools and associated published research often form the basis for the
benefit and cost estimation capabilities incorporated in the TOPS-BC tool developed for the FHWA
Office of Operations Planning for Operations initiative.
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TOPS-BC – A TOOL FOR BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS OF RWM STRATEGIES
TOPS-BC provides an analysis
framework and many default parameters
that offer the capability to conduct simple
sketch-planning-level BCAs for selected
TSMO strategies, including a framework
for addressing RWM strategies. This
capability provides practitioners with the
ability to conduct a BCA quickly, simply,
and with generally available input data. A
number of the sketch-planning tools and
analysis frameworks described above give
analysts the ability to assess the benefits
of a particular strategy or small sets of
strategies. TOPS-BC leverages many of
these existing tools to identify best
practices and synthesizes their capabilities
into a more standardized format for
analyzing a broader range of strategies
within a single tool.

Compendium users should familiarize themselves
with TOPS-BC. This can be accomplished by:
1. Downloading and reviewing the Operations
Benefit Cost Analysis Desk Reference at
http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/fhwahop1
2028/fhwahop12028.pdf
2. Downloading and reviewing the TOPS-BC
User Manual at
http://www.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/fhwa
hop13041/index.htm#toc
3. Downloading and reviewing TOPS-BC at
http://www.plan4operations.dot.gov/topsbctool
/index.htm
FHWA also maintains an information base on
TSMO including RWM costs and benefits that
provides links to a variety of previous studies and
data on TSMO strategies and deployments.

TOPS-BC also links the estimation of
sketch-level benefits with life-cycle cost estimates. This ability to estimate benefits and costs directly
within a single tool is uncommon in existing tools. Further, the TOPS-BC benefit estimation
methodology was developed to incorporate the assessment of new performance measures (e.g.,
travel time reliability) that are more capable of capturing the unique impacts of many operations
strategies. Finally, the benefits estimation capability of TOPS-BC incorporated much of the latest
research on the benefits of TSMO and RWM, particularly for many new and emerging strategies.
TOPS-BC provides the ability to assess the sketch planning level benefits of various TSMO and
RWM strategies using minimal user data input. Changes in performance measures, such as
throughput, speeds, and number of crashes, are based on simple and established relationships used
in numerous other models. With generally available data such as corridor speeds, volumes, and
capacities, TOPS-BC can produce an estimate of the change in performance resulting from the
implementation of TSMO strategies. This change in performance can then be used to generate
enhanced metrics, and the estimated benefits can be monetized within the tool and compared with
estimated life-cycle costs for the strategy.
While the sketch-planning-level analysis provided by TOPS-BC may be suitable for many planning
studies, TOPS-BC was not intended to serve as a single analysis tool to be used for all situations.
The Desk Reference discusses conducting BCAs for those deployments that require detailed output
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and high levels of confidence in the accuracy of the results as well as how these studies may require
more advanced analysis capabilities than provided directly within TOPS-BC. Even in these
situations, however, TOPS-BC may provide value in serving as a framework for monetizing benefits
and comparing them with costs. Outputs from more advanced simulation or dynamic traffic
assignment tools may be used as inputs to TOPS-BC, overriding the performance impacts normally
calculated within the tool.
TOPS-BC is intended to provide a framework for analysts that can be modified and configured to
match the needs of their regions and the characteristics of the area being analyzed. Default data is
provided for many impact parameters, performance relationships, and benefit valuations. Such
default data are typically based on national averages or accepted values. However, opportunities are
provided, and users are encouraged, to use locally configured or regionally relevant data where
appropriate and desired.
The TOPS-BC life-cycle cost estimation capabilities and benefit estimation capabilities provide a
common instructional worksheet with links to individual strategies housed on separate worksheets.
The outputs from the benefits estimation function include the Average Annual Benefit and the
Stream of Benefits time horizon (up to 50 years). The estimated benefits for all strategy sheets are
rolled up in a summary sheet that estimates the cumulative benefit for all strategies deployed in the
selected analysis.
The cases provided in the compendium cover many of the strategies included in TOPS-BC. In
some cases the strategies analyzed are evaluated with custom developed tools or with benefit cost
analysis software such as those identified above. In other cases, the strategy is evaluated with
TOPS-BC where model input and output data are provided. Still, other cases offer examples setting
up, modifying, and running TOPS-BC for RWM strategies.
Data Requirements

Current data is essential for conducting a BCA of RWM projects or combinations of projects.
TOPS-BC provides an analysis framework and many default parameters in order to conduct a
simple sketch-planning-level BCA for selected RWM strategies. This capability was provided to
enable practitioners to conduct the BCA quickly, simply, and with generally available input data. A
number of sketch planning tools and analysis frameworks currently exist to assess the benefits of
particular RWM strategies or small sets of strategies. TOPS-BC leverages many of these existing
tools to identify best practices and synthesizes their capabilities into a more standardized format for
analyzing a broader range of strategies within a single tool.
TOPS-BC also links the estimation of sketch-level benefits with life-cycle cost estimates developed
elsewhere in the model. This ability to directly estimate benefits and costs within a single tool is
uncommon in existing tools to date. Further, the TOPS-BC benefit estimation methodology was
developed to incorporate the assessment of new performance measures (e.g., travel time reliability)
that are more capable of capturing the unique impacts of many operations strategies. Finally, the
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benefits estimation capability of TOPS-BC incorporated much of the latest research on the benefits
of RWM, particularly for many new and emerging strategies.
TOPS-BC provides the ability to assess the sketch-planning-level benefits of various RWM strategies
using minimal data input. Changes in performance measures, such as throughput, speeds, and
number of crashes, are based on simple and established relationships used in numerous other
models. With generally available data such as corridor speeds, volumes and capacities, TOPS-BC
can produce an estimate of the change in performance resulting from the implementation of RWM
strategies. This change in performance can then be used to generate enhanced metrics, and the
estimated benefits can be monetized within the tool and compared with estimated life-cycle costs for
the estimation of a benefit cost ratio and net benefits.
There are two methods available to modify the values required for benefit calculation in TOPS-BC.
For an individual technology evaluation, the user can input values into the green cells on the
Benefits Estimation pages or the user can go to the Parameters page and make universal
modifications that will be used in all future TOPS-BC calculations until changes are made again.
Updating the Parameters Page

TOPS-BC allows the user to rely heavily on data already contained in its database. The user is also
encouraged to update default values for individual RWM benefit analysis with more recent data. In
addition, information generated for the project by simulation
modeling, travel demand modeling, surveys, or other means can
HINT: The user is also
be used in TOPS-BC to replace default values. The user will
encouraged to update default
always
input some project or facility information such as facility
values for individual RWM
benefit analyses with more
type, location, length, number of lanes, etc. Some default values
recent data.
contained in TOPS-BC are located on the Parameters page.
These data are used by many technologies and strategies to
provide quantification and monetization. A partial screen shot of the TOPS-BC Version 1.0
Parameters page is provided in Figure 3-1 (note that the red arrows in some cells do not have any
significance and are a function of Excel).
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FHWA Tool for Operations Benefit/Cost (TOPS-BC): Version 1.0

Restore

Estimate Benefits of TSM&O Strategies

Benefit Estimation Parameters
General Parameters
Year of Dollars Displayed
Year of Dollar Display
Inflation Rate
Adjustment Factor

Benefit Valuations
2010
3%
1.00

Annualization Factor
Number of Periods per Year

250

Net Present Value Calculation
Default Time Horizon (Years)

20

Traffic Mix
Percentage Trucks
Percentage "On-the-Clock" Travel Purpose (A
Average Auto Occupancy
Discount Rate
Discount Rate (for 20 year analysis)
Analysis Time Horizon
Years

10%
20%
1.67

7.0%

Recurring Travel Time (per hour)
"On the Clock" Travel Time
Other Auto Travel Time
Truck Travel Time
Non-Recurring Travel Time (per hour)
"On the Clock" Travel Time
Other Auto Travel Time
Truck Travel Time

Speed/Flow Relationshi
$
$
$

28.00
14.00
28.00

$
$
$

28.00
14.00
28.00

Freeways

Crashes (per occurance)
Fatality
$ 6,500,000
Injury
$
67,000
Property Damage Only (PDO) $
2,300
Fuel Use
Per Gallon (Excluding Taxes)

$

Non-fuel Operating Costs (per VMT)
Auto
Truck

3.67

0.25
0.37

20

Arterials
Emission Cost (per ton)
CO
CO2
Nox
PM10
VOC

$
$
$
$
$

70
37
16,300
131,800
1,140

$
$

0.0011
0.0330

Noise (per VMT)
Auto
Truck

V/C Ratiod Factor
0.2 0.9878
0.3 0.9781
0.5 0.9471
0.7 0.890
0.8 0.8442
0.9 0.7825
1 0.6984
1.1 0.5838
1.2 0.4276
1.4 0.300
1.6 0.123
1.8 0.090
2 0.084
2.5 0.072
3 0.043
4 0.01
5 0.008
6 0.004
12 0.001
0.2 0.990
0.3 0.9842
0.5 0.9678
0.7 0.9443
0.8 0.929
0.9 0.9108
1 0.8889
1.1 0.8627
1.2 0.8314
1.4 0.7492
1.6 0.6315

Figure 3-1. Screen Shot of the TOPS-BC Version 1.0 Parameters
The Parameter Page also includes data on fuel economy for autos and trucks and incident delay
factors by facility type, duration and congestion levels. Note that the gasoline price per gallon
excludes all taxes. The user may want to modify some of these values to reflect more current or
region-specific information. Note the upper right hand
HINT: If you plan to change a value in
corner where a Restore button allows the user to go back to
the Benefit Valuations column, you
the original default values on this page at any time. The
should do this in the formula bar, not in
first item to observe is the Year of Dollar Display, here it is
the individual cell.
defaulted to 2010, but could be changed to other years. If
prices or values are changed on this page, they must be
entered in the base year (2010) dollars. The Parameters page assumes a 3 percent annual inflation
rate, but this value can be modified. If you change the Year of Dollar Display to the current year the
page will recalculate most values on the page to that year dollars assuming a 3 percent annual
inflation rate. These revised values will now be used in all TOPS-BC calculations that call for that
value.
If you plan to change a value in the Benefit Valuations column, you should do this in the formula bar
by editing the formula displayed, and not in the individual cell. The formula bar in Excel is located
above the work area of the spreadsheet (see Figure 3-2). The formula bar displays
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the data or formula stored in the active cell. The formula bar can be used to enter or edit a formula,
a function, or data in a cell. If you enter a new value directly in a cell, it will overwrite the cell
formula. In this case, if you later change the Year of Dollar Display, the Benefit Valuation for the cell
changed directly will not be updated to the new-year dollars.

Figure 3-2. Excel Formula Bar Outlined in Red
The user can also change the speed flow relationship and the delay factors. Be careful to make these
adjustments in the same cells as displayed on the Parameters page as they may be referred to by
another sheet in the model.
TOPS-BC CURRENT SAFETY IMPACT DEFAULTS
In the TOPS-BC methodology, the number of crashes is generally estimated by applying a crash rate
based on crashes per vehicle miles traveled. The overall crash rates are based on crash rates from
the FHWA’s ITS Deployment Analysis System (IDAS) analysis tool. Different rates are provided by
roadway type (freeway or arterial) and for three different crash severity levels (fatality, injury and
property-damage-only (PDO)). For selected categories (freeway injury and PDO crashes) the rates
are sensitive to the volume/capacity ratio of the analyzed facility and increase at higher levels of
congestion. Table 3-2 shows the safety rates use for the different categories. Table 3-3 shows the
volume/capacity (V/C)-ratio-sensitive rates used for estimating the freeway injury and PDO crashes.
These and other TOPS-BC defaults can be overridden if users have more accurate or accepted local
values.
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Table 3-2. Crash Rates per Million VMT
Fatality
Injury
PDO

Severity

.007
Variable
Variable

Freeway

.018
1.699
2.474

Arterial

In TOPS-BC, the non-fatal crash rate assumed on freeways is based on the volume to capacity ratio
or V/C. TOPS-BC uses a fixed crash rate for freeway crash rates for injury and PDO crashes where
the V/C is less than 0.7 or greater then 1.0 , TOPS-BC uses an increasing crash rate for injury and
PDO crashes when V/C is between 0.7 and 1.0. The variable rates are shown in Table 3-3.
Table 3-3. V/C-Ratio-Sensitive Crash Rates per Million VMT
V/C Ratio
.1 to .7
.8
.9
1+

.476
.532
.677
.706

Freeway Injury Crashes

.617
.718
.836
.919

Freeway PDO Crashes

Using this general methodology, the number of crashes is predicted to change for any strategy that
results in a change in VMT or for any strategies that result in a change to the V/C level of freeway
facilities.
In addition to this general estimation methodology, some RWM-related strategies available for
analysis in TOPS-BC also have specific default safety impacts associated with them that are applied
on top of any crash change resulting from a change in VMT or V/C ratio. Table 3-4 presents these
default impacts currently used in the tool. TOPS-BC provides the user the ability to accept all
defaults and complete a run or to modify defaults with other available data and run the analysis with
the new assumptions. This also allows the user to conduct a simple results sensitivity analysis based
on specific assumptions.
Table 3-4. Default Impact Assumptions Currently in TOPS-BC
Strategy
Arterial Traffic Signal Coordination

Ramp Metering

Default Impact Assumptions
10% reduction in crash rate for pre-set timing
signal coordination
12.5% reduction in crash rate for traffic
actuated signal timing
15% reduction in crash rate for centrally
controlled signal timing
27% reduction in crash rate for pre-set timing
metering
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Strategy

Traffic Incident Management

Pre-Trip Traveler Information
En-route Traveler Information
Variable Speed Limits/Speed
Harmonization
Work Zone Management

Travel Demand Management

Default Impact Assumptions
27% reduction in crash rate for traffic actuated
metering
27% reduction in crash rate for centrally
controlled metering
10% reduction in fatality crashes for incident
detection/verification strategies due to faster
response times (note: reduced number of
fatality crashes added to injury crashes totals –
no net change in the number of total crashes)
Note: user is provided opportunity to enter a
percentage reduction (for all crash severity
categories) to represent a reduction in secondary
crashes resulting from the introduction of the
TIM strategies. Default in the tool is 0% (no
change).
No change to default crash rates
No change to default crash rates
7% reduction in crash rates
10% increase in base crash rate to reflect added
risk of work zone
7% reduction in modified crash rates to reflect
crash reduction benefit of work zone
management strategies
No change to default crash rates

HOW TO USE THE COMPENDIUM
The RWM Compendium is designed to work with the Desk Reference and the TOPS-BC User’s
Manual. Together the Desk Reference and the TOPS-BC User’s Manual provide the basic
instructions for conducting a RWM BCA. The RWM Compendium complements these tools by
providing case references where BCAs have been completed for RWM projects. In addition, the
hypothetical examples demonstrate particular uses and modifications of TOPS-BC.
A model like TOPS-BC is designed to cover a range of projects and include cost and benefit
computations for each technology. Notably, some models are developed for a specific technology
or strategy. For example, the Clear Roads Pooled Fund Decision Support System (PFDSS) provides
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a specific analysis of maintenance decisions, including RWM technologies. 3 A technology- or
strategy-specific model usually contains more detail about the deployment of the technology and
may require more specific information from the user. Such a model is usually applied closer to
deployment than a sketch planning tool.
Users who have a particular strategy or technology they are interested in evaluating can check Table
3-5 to see if their strategy is included in this compendium. This table lists types of strategies and
technologies along with an indication of the project title if it is a previous BCA. If it is a
hypothetical case, the description is more generic. The table also indicates the kind of information
addressed by each case study to assist the user in locating the example that will be most suited to
their current needs.
Each case presented is an example of a BCA previously conducted for an RWM strategy or
technology or an example of how such an analysis could be undertaken in TOPS-BC. The column
headings indicate some of the areas addressed in each case. These include:
•

Case Number and Name
▪ This Compendium includes three general types of case studies:
1) RWM BCAs conducted by a government and private agencies;
2) Demonstrations of BCAs using the TOPS-BC tool; and
3) Demonstration of a user modification to the TOPS-BC software.

•

RWM Strategy Type
▪ Within each strategy type, several examples of different types of strategies or analysis
tools are provided.

•

BCA Model Demonstrated – TOPS-BC, Custom, Other
▪ The sketch planning TOPS-BC tool is highlighted in the TSMO BCA Desk Reference,
but it is not the only BCA tool. Many cases report the use of custom software or other
packaged tools for BCA analysis of TSMO strategies. TOPS-BC is a user-friendly sketchplanning analysis spreadsheet tool that offers users a lot of flexibility to modify the tool
to meet specific user or project needs. Selected cases demonstrate some of these user
modifications

•

Real or Hypothetical
▪ Case studies that report on the findings of previous BCA studies are referred to as “real
case studies.” Hypothetical case studies are examples of how to run TOPS-BC or to
carry out specific calculations using hypothetical data, which may come from actual

FHWA, Road Weather Management Program Projects and Activities Web page, “Maintenance Decision Support
System (MDSS) Prototype.” Available at: http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/weather/mitigating_impacts/programs.htm#p3

3
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projects or be averages of previous project data. Hypothetical case studies are for
demonstration purposes only.
•

Key Benefits
▪ Safety - Safety benefits are often considered in the selection of individual and combined
RWM Strategies, and this column indicates where this analysis is included in the
example.
▪ Mobility (Travel Time & Reliability) - Reliability of travel time has emerged as a new and
important measure of RWM strategy benefits and is included in several case studies.
▪ Efficiency – RWM deployment seeks to meet operational goals in the most cost-effective
manner. BCA tools assist in the organization and presentation of key strategy
information.
▪ Productivity – Some RWM strategies are deployed to provide redundant services and to
address potential risks to efficient highway operation. This column identifies such cases.
▪ Energy & Environment – Energy costs and environmental impacts are often critical
decision factors in selecting the best strategy options.
▪ Customer Satisfaction –RWM deployment decisions provide direct benefits such as
safety and improved operations, which lead to the indirect benefit of customer
satisfaction. Selected cases cover both situations.

•

Special Strategy Example Problem Illustration
▪ Custom Safety Data – Some cases focus on the analysis of safety benefits.
▪ Sensitivity Analysis or Testing – Many BCA studies test their input assumptions with
sensitivity testing. This column identifies cases where sensitivity testing is demonstrated.
▪ Use of Multiple Strategies – RWM strategies are often deployed in combination, and
some of the cases included such examples.

TOPS-BC was released by FHWA in late 2013. As such, not many completed and published
analyses using the software exist. Few of the real-world cases presented in the RWM Compendium
use TOPS-BC. As with any analysis, finding the right tool is critical. In many cases this is a custom
application developed for the particular project under review. In the future, TOPS-BC will facilitate
this process by providing a model with default data and algorithms that allow the user to get started
quickly and to easily modify the tool as new data and methods evolve during the planning process.
Some BCA models are generic by design. They allow the user to construct the analysis of a
particular project, and the models assist with the calculation. An example of this type of model is
BCA.Net, which is available at http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/infrastructure/asstmgmt/bcanet.cfm .
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Table 3-5. RWM Case Study List
Key Benefits
Actual or
Hypothetical
Case
Actual

Safety
Substantial
positive
impacts

Mobility
(Time &
Reliability)
Yes

Efficiency
Yes

Productivity
Substantial
positive
impacts
Substantial
positive
impacts

Energy and
Environment

Customer
Satisfaction
Positive
impacts

Special Strategy Example Problem
Illustrates
Custom
Sensitivity
Use of
Safety
Analysis or
Multiple
Data
Testing
Strategies
Yes
Yes

#
4.1

Case Name
Michigan DOT Regional
Pre-deployment
Studies

Strategy Type
Surveillance,
Monitoring,
and Prediction

BCA Model
IDAS

4.2

Utah DOT's Weather
Operations/RWMIS
Program

Surveillance,
Monitoring,
and Prediction

An Artificial
Neural Network
Model

Actual

Substantial
positive
impacts

Yes

Yes

5.1

Rural ITS Deployment Oregon's Automated
Wind Warning System

Information
Dissemination

Custom In-House
Analysis

Actual

Substantial
positive
impacts

Yes

Yes

Positive
impacts

Yes

5.2

Salt Lake City's Traffic
Operations Center
(TOC) Study

Information
Dissemination

An Artificial
Neural Network
Model

Actual

Substantial
positive
impacts

Yes

Yes

Positive
impacts

Yes

6.1

Minnesota
Department of
Transportation Gate
Operations

Decision
Support,
Control and
Treatment

Custom In-House
Analysis

Actual

Positive
impacts

Yes

Yes

6.2

Hypothetical Road
Closure Feasibility

Decision
Support,
Control and
Treatment

TOPS-BC

Hypothetical

Positive
impacts

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

6.3

Hypothetical Freeway
Systems: Dynamic
Traffic Signal (DTS)
Control Systems
Deployment and
Feasibility

Decision
Support,
Control and
Treatment

TOPS-BC

Actual

Positive
impacts

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Positive
impacts

Yes

Yes
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Key Benefits
Actual or
Hypothetical
Case
Actual

Safety
Substantial
positive
impacts

Mobility
(Time &
Reliability)
Yes

Efficiency
Yes

Productivity
Substantial
positive
impacts

Energy and
Environment
Positive
impacts

#
7.1

Case Name
Maintenance Decision
Support System
(MDSS)
Implementation: The
City and County of
Denver

Strategy Type
Weather
Response or
Treatment

BCA Model
Custom BCA
Model - 'withwithout"
Analysis

7.2

Pooled Fund
Maintenance Decision
Support System
(MDSS)
Implementation

Weather
Response or
Treatment

Custom In-House
Analysis

Actual

Substantial
positive
impacts

Yes

Yes

7.3

Hypothetical
Maintenance Decision
Support System
(MDSS)
Implementation

Weather
Response and
Treatment

TOPS-BC

Hypothetical

Substantial
positive
impacts

Yes

Yes

Substantial
positive
impacts

Positive
impacts

7.4

Washington's
Automated Anti-icing
System Study

Weather
Response or
Treatment

WSDOT
Benefit/Cost
Worksheet for
Collision
Reduction

Actual

Substantial
positive
impacts

Yes

Yes

Substantial
positive
impacts

Positive
impacts

7.5

Bridge Prioritization for
Installation of Antiicing Systems in
Nebraska

Weather
Response or
Treatment

Custom BCA
Model

Actual

Substantial
positive
impacts

Yes

Yes

Substantial
positive
impacts

Positive
impacts

7.6

De-icing in Iowa

Weather
Response or
Treatment

TOPS-BC

Hypothetical

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Customer
Satisfaction

Special Strategy Example Problem
Illustrates
Custom
Sensitivity
Use of
Safety
Analysis or
Multiple
Data
Testing
Strategies
Yes

Positive
impacts

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Key Benefits
Actual or
Hypothetical
Case
Actual

Safety
Substantial
positive
impacts

Mobility
(Time &
Reliability)
Yes

Efficiency
Yes

Productivity
Substantial
positive
impacts

Energy and
Environment
Positive
impacts

Customer
Satisfaction

#
7.7

Case Name
Evaluation of North
Dakota's Fixed
Automated Spray
Technology Systems

Strategy Type
Weather
Response or
Treatment

BCA Model
Custom In-House
Analysis

7.8

Automatic Vehicle
Location (AVL) System
Deployment in Kansas

Weather
Response or
Treatment

Custom In-House
Analysis

Actual

Substantial
positive
impacts

Yes

Yes

Substantial
positive
impacts

Positive
impacts

7.9

Hypothetical Study of
the Use of Automatic
Vehicle Location (AVL)
for Highway
Maintenance Activities

Weather
Response or
Treatment

TOPS-BC

Hypothetical

Substantial
positive
impacts

Yes

Yes

Substantial
positive
impacts

Positive
impacts
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Yes

Yes
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4 CASE STUDIES FOR SURVEILLANCE, MONITORING &
PREDICTION

# Case Name
4.1
Michigan DOT Regional Predeployment Studies

BCA Model
IDAS

4.2

An Artificial
Neural Network
Model

Utah DOT's Weather
Operations/RWMIS Program

Actual or
Hypothetical Case
Actual

Actual
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CASE STUDY 4.1 – MICHIGAN DOT REGIONAL ROAD WEATHER MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
SYSTEMS (RWMIS) PRE-DEPLOYMENT STUDIES 4
Strategy Type:
Project Name:
Project Agency:
Location:
Geographic Extent:
Tool Used:

Surveillance, Monitoring and Prediction
Regional Pre-deployment Studies of Road Weather Management
Information Systems (RWMIS)
The Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT)
Rural RWMIS Deployments
Four Selected Regions
IDAS

Project Technology or Strategy

The Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) developed its Road Weather Management
Information Systems (RWMIS) to help local agencies and travelers better react to weather
conditions affecting the roads. The Michigan's DOT Regional Pre-deployment Program is
responsible for deploying and operating a number of surveillance, monitoring, and prediction tools
to mitigate the impacts of adverse weather or optimize activities such as maintenance in favorable
weather, including the following:
•

Environmental Sensor Stations (ESS) - near or actually embedded in the road surface, they
report common atmospheric weather variables plus pavement and subsurface road
temperature, road wetness, and pavement chemical concentration.

•

Maintenance Decision Support System (MDSS) – this tool automatically combines weather
model output with a road model, road maintenance rules of practice, and maintenance
resource data for maintenance vehicles and snowplow incident management.

Project Goals and Objectives

MDOT completed RWMIS pre-deployment plans for five of the State's seven regions. As part of
this process, MDOT performed BCA for the RWMIS deployment in four regions: North, Bay,
Grand, and Superior. In order to provide comparable benefits and costs within the analysis, MDOT
carefully selected key MOEs to fully capture the benefits of the program. These measures included:
•
•
•

Travel time
Safety
Operating costs

Methodology

Data outputs were obtained from the statewide travel demand model to use as inputs into the ITS
Deployment Analysis System (IDAS) model. The model data included both network files and travel
demand files representing daily volumes for 2010. The project team used a combination of national
Chapters 2 and 3 of this Compendium contain a discussion of the fundamentals of BCAs and an introduction to BCA
modeling tools. These sections also contain additional BCA references.

4
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default values, such as accident rates, vehicle fuel efficiency, emissions rates, etc.; values developed
for the Southeast Michigan ITS Deployment Study conducted from 2000 to 2002; and values
estimated based on research conducted specifically for the project as the estimated impact of the ITS
deployment. Annualized capital costs were added to operational and maintenance costs to estimate
annual expenditures.
The principal benefits expected from RWMIS deployment were reduction in crashes and travel time
savings. The data available to estimate these benefits is scarce due to limited national deployments.
As more systems are deployed nationwide, more accurate data on crash reductions and time savings
will be available. For this study the researchers relied on the earlier MDOT studies and additional
primary research conducted for this study. In order to estimate the deployment benefits,
assumptions about crash frequencies and total trips were input into the regional TDM and IDAS.
(Further explanation of IDAS data and system requirements can be found at
http://idas.camsys.com/.) A full citation of the MDOT study is provided at the end of this case
discussion.
Model Run Results

The BCA conducted for the RWMIS deployment included capital costs (which were annualized to
compute the net benefits and benefit cost ratios) and annual O&M costs for each region. In each
case, the benefits and costs are measured against a no deployment base case. Care must always be
taken when selecting the base case condition. This was a deploy/no deploy evaluation, but the
analysts could have considered what other actions might have been taken in the absence of the
deployment. Such actions could alter the cost and benefits available from RWMIS. The number of
ESSs to be deployed was estimated at 15 in the Bay Region, 34 in the Superior Region and 50 in the
North Region (no information was available for the Grand Region). 5 The costs were as follows (in
2007 dollars):
•
•
•
•

North: Total Capital Cost: $4,020,000, Annual O&M Cost: $460,000
Bay: Total Capital Cost: $2,060,000, Annual O&M Cost: $256,000
Grand: Total Capital Cost: $2,272,000, Annual O&M Cost: $233,500
Superior: Total Capital Cost: $3,463,000, Annual O&M cost: $358,000

Rural RWMIS deployments show estimated benefit cost ratios of 2.8 to 7.0 depending upon the
region. Table 4.1-2 below shows the benefits and costs of proposed RWMIS. The benefit cost ratios
are higher in the Bay and Grand regions where fewer Environmental Sensor Stations are proposed
but where more motorists are served by the system. Travel time savings provide a significant
proportion of the benefits in these regions. In the more rural North and Superior regions, a higher
proportion of benefits are found in crash reduction and operating costs, with less in travel time
savings due to significantly lower traffic volumes.
For more information on the geographical breakout of MDOT regions, visit MDOT’s “Superior Region by County”
web page, available at: http://michigan.gov/mdot/0,1607,7-151-9615_36946-119651--,00.html (accessed August 17,
2014).
5
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Table 4-1. Benefit Cost Analysis from Michigan DOT’s Regional Pre-deployment Studies
Benefits and Costs
Travel Time Savings

North

Bay

Grand

Superior

$354,000

$2,289,700

$1,036,000

$573,000

Crash Reduction

$1,519,000

$968,000

$1,269,000

$1,630,000

Operating Costs

$565,000

$94,000

$115,000

$203,000

$2,438,000

$3,351,700

$2,420,000

$2,406,000

$870,000

$482,000

$471,000

$713,000

$1,568,000

$2,289,700

$1,949,000

$1,693,000

2.8

7.0

5.1

3.4

Total Annual Benefits
Annualized Cost
Net Benefits
Benefit Cost Ratio

The results of the BCA showed rural road weather management information system deployments to
be extremely efficient investments. The potential benefits include reduced travel time, crash
reduction during adverse weather, and operating cost savings through more efficient use of winter
maintenance resources. The results, made more relevant by the fact that they were generated
through a valid and systematic process, were extremely valuable in making the case for investment in
RWMIS.
Key Observations

This case evaluated two TSMO weather related technologies in Michigan rural regions. MDOT
used the IDAS BCA tool to assist with the agency’s analysis. This decision was made in part due to
MDOT’s experience with the regional travel demand model and their ability to rerun the TDM to
test alternatives.
Testing the deployment before expanding the system provided the sensitivity analysis decision
makers needed before committing to system expansion. A BCA allows the user to examine the
efficiency of the installation and compare it to alternative assumptions. This case study examined
RWIS on four regions in Michigan before expanding the system. The BCA for each region
provided the agency with a perspective on how the costs and benefits can vary by geography and
other regional characteristics.
This case showed that winter maintenance costs decreased with increased use of weather
information and with improved accuracy. Therefore, agencies should consider expanding the use of
current resources and investing in improving the accuracy of their weather information to realize
cost savings.
Reference

Dan Krechmer, et.al. Benefit–Cost Evaluation Techniques for Rural ITS Deployments, January 2010.
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CASE STUDY 4.2 – UTAH DOT’S WEATHER OPERATIONS/ RWMIS PROGRAM 6
Strategy Type:
Project Name:
Project Agency:
Location:
Geographic Extent:
Tool Used:

Surveillance, Monitoring and Prediction
Utah DOT’s Weather Operations/ RWMIS Program
Utah Department of Transportation (Utah DOT)
Urban Setting
Primary Transportation Corridors
An Artificial Neural Network Model (ANN)

Project Technology or Strategy

The Utah Department of Transportation (DOT) implemented a weather operations program that
assists the agency’s operations, maintenance, and construction functions by providing detailed, often
customized, area-specific weather forecasts. Established under the Utah DOT Traffic Management
Division, the RWMIS program is responsible for deploying and operating a number
of TSMO strategies in the region, including the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Road Weather Management Information Systems (RWMIS),
Regional Traffic Operations Center (TOC),
Incident Management and Freeway Service Patrols,
Anti-icing system (Spray Systems),
Communications (511/ CommuterLink/ Variable Message Signs),
Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS), and
Other applications.

Project Goals and Objectives

The State of Utah expanded the number of its weather station installations as a result of hosting the
2002 Winter Olympics. During the Olympics, a report on hazardous weather potential was issued
twice each day for the primary transportation corridors. After the Winter Olympics concluded, these
efforts developed into Utah DOT’s Weather Operations/Road Weather Management Information
System (RWMIS) program. This program supports the agency's operations, maintenance, and
construction functions by providing detailed, area-specific weather forecasts.
For the purposes of this project, the goal was to determine the benefits and costs associated with
outputs from the weather operations program, specifically in the context of winter maintenance. For
simplicity, the BCA considered only benefits related to a reduction in winter maintenance costs
associated with materials and labor. Anecdotal evidence indicated that the program has supported
improved anti-icing operations, which have likely reduced crash frequency and severity, thereby
saving lives and reducing crash-related delay. However, these benefits were not quantified in this
analysis.
Chapters 2 and 3 of this Compendium contain a discussion of the fundamentals of BCAs and an introduction to BCA
modeling tools. These sections also contain additional BCA references.

6
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Methodology

An artificial neural network (ANN) model of winter maintenance costs was developed. It calculated
the labor and materials cost for a given maintenance/materials storage facility (shed) as a function of
the following key factors:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The shed's overall winter usage of Utah DOT weather operations service,
The shed's overall evaluation of Utah DOT weather operations service,
Level of anti-icing practice used by the shed,
Level of maintenance of winter roadways managed by the shed,
Vehicle miles traveled on winter roadways managed by the shed, and
A winter severity index for the area managed by the shed.

The model was developed based on winter maintenance cost data from Utah DOT maintenance
sheds for winter 2004–2005 to estimate the cost-effectiveness of the State’s Weather
Operations/RWMIS program. The actual data from this season comprised the baseline for the BCA
and included a mix of sheds that relied heavily on the program, used it occasionally, or did not use it.
The baseline was compared with a “no program” alternative to reflect the material and labor cost
savings in winter maintenance funds resulting from use of the weather operation program.
Model Run Results

It was estimated that the weather operations program in place saved Utah DOT more than $2.2
million during 2004–2005 from reduced winter maintenance costs. Given that the program costs
approximately $200,000 to operate, the result translates into a benefit cost ratio of over 11:1. The
analysis team collected operating and cost data from maintenance sheds across the state. These data
and the use of RWMIS in selected sheds allowed the team to document how the use of RWMIS
impacted operating costs. The model estimated the value and additional savings potential of the
Utah DOT weather service to be 11–25 percent and 4–10 percent of the Utah DOT labor and
materials costs for winter maintenance, respectively. It was unclear how labor costs might be
impacted by program expansion, therefore ranges of potential savings on future deployments were
estimated.
Anecdotal evidence indicated that the program has supported improved anti-icing operations, which
have likely helped to reduce crash frequency and severity, thereby saving lives and reducing crashrelated delay. However, these benefits were not quantified in the analysis.
The BCA results highlight the potential benefits that may be realized by an agency expanding the
program and using improved weather information to direct its winter maintenance activities.
Key Observations

This analysis sought to quantify the benefits and costs of weather information by focusing on a case
study of Utah DOT with its nationally unique Weather Operations/RWMIS program. Using an
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artificial neural network (ANN) 7 approach, it is estimated that the benefit cost ratio associated with
the program is greater than 11:1, based simply on the labor and materials cost savings associated
with winter maintenance. The true benefit cost ratio of the program may be higher, as there are
other program users whose economic benefits were not considered as a part of this study.
Therefore, as shown in this case study, the Utah DOT weather operations program is quite costeffective and has the potential for greater benefits in the future.
Using a combination of multiple TSMO strategies to add capacity offers an enormous potential
benefit in reducing winter maintenance costs through improved weather information. In fact,
potential benefits are likely greater than those mentioned. It would be valuable to have benefit–cost
information on other sources of weather information more commonly used by transportation
agencies, such as RWIS networks, decision-support systems, and private-sector forecasting services.
The approach used in this research shows that it is possible to quantify in economic terms the
benefits of weather information for winter maintenance. From a modeling perspective, ANN was
successful in finding some meaningful, logical results from the noisy data associated with winter
maintenance cost activities over one season. It was able to estimate labor and materials costs
precisely, and the model predicted changes in costs that were consistent with what would be
expected under different traffic volume and winter severity characteristics.
Reference

Christopher Strong and Xianming Shi, “Benefit Cost Analysis of Weather Information for Winter
Maintenance,” Transportation Research Record: Journal of the Transportation Research Board, 2055(2008):
119–127. Available at:
http://trb.metapress.com/content/l56wl4r343681120/?genre=article&id=doi%3a10.3141%2f2055-14

An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is an information processing paradigm that is inspired by the way biological
nervous systems, such as the brain, process information. The key element of this paradigm is the novel structure of the
information processing system, which is composed of a large number of highly interconnected processing elements
working in unison to identify and solve specific problems. As a result, ANNs are able to learn by example.

7
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5 CASE STUDIES FOR INFORMATION DISSEMINATION

5.1

5.2

# Case Name
Rural ITS Deployment - Oregon's
Automated Wind Warning System
Salt Lake City's Traffic Operations
Center (TOC) Study

BCA Model
Custom In-House
Analysis
An Artificial
Neural Network
Model

Actual or
Hypothetical Case
Actual

Actual
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CASE STUDY 5.1 – RURAL ITS DEPLOYMENT – OREGON’S AUTOMATED WIND WARNING
SYSTEM 8
Strategy Type:
Project Name:
Project Agency:
Location:
Geographic Extent:
Tool Used:

Information Dissemination
The Rural California / Oregon Advanced Transportation Systems
(COATS) Automated Wind Warning System (AWWS)
The Oregon and California Departments of Transportation
(ODOT and Caltrans, respectively)
The Rural California / Oregon Advanced Transportation Systems
(COATS) Study Area (US Route 101)
Two Selected Regions
Custom In-House Analysis

Project Technology or Strategy

To address localized high cross-wind challenges, the Oregon and California Departments of
Transportation (ODOT and Caltrans, respectively) have used intelligent transportation system (ITS)
installations to alert motorists of dangerously windy conditions automatically. Such a system is
known as an Automated Wind Warning Systems (AWWS). ODOT designed its AWWS to send
warning messages to drivers at locations where they can either stop and wait until conditions have
improved or opt to take an alternate route.
ODOT has deployed two such systems in the rural California/Oregon Advanced Transportation
Systems (COATS) study area, at the following locations:
•

Between Port Orford and Gold Beach, Oregon on US Route 101 between mileposts (MP)
300.10 and 327.51 (“South Coast System”)

•

On the Yaquina Bay Bridge (US Route 101) between mileposts 141.27 (SB) and 142.08 (NB)
in Oregon

The two systems had similar components and are being observed by both departments of
transportation to evaluate future AWWS deployments in their respective States. Wind gauges
(anemometers) were connected to roadside static message signs and flashers were activated when
average wind speeds reached predetermined threshold levels. The system automatically recorded the
severity of the cross winds and notified traffic operators of the system’s status. Once wind
conditions were verified by the Traffic Operations Center, additional warnings were posted on the
Oregon DOT TripChek Web site. The warning messages were deactivated when wind speeds
dropped below threshold levels.

Chapters 2 and 3 of this Compendium contain a discussion of the fundamentals of BCAs and an introduction to BCA
modeling tools. These sections also contain additional BCA references.

8
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Project Goals and Objectives

US Route 101 is a very important corridor for the movement of freight and tourists, so it is critical
to keep this highway open. Therefore, ODOT ITS Unit designed and deployed automated wind
warning systems (AWWS) to reduce the number of road closures on US Route 101 and improve
efficiency. As part of this process, ODOT performed BCA of these systems to evaluate their
effectiveness in meeting their objectives. In order to provide comparable benefits and costs within
the analysis, ODOT carefully selected key measures of effectiveness (MOEs) as the focus of this
analysis. These measures included:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Safety (Reduction in wind induced accident frequency and severity);
Efficiency (Traveler awareness of these systems);
Customer Satisfaction (Traveler perception of the usefulness of these systems);
Reliability (Traveler perception of the reliability of the system);
Productivity; and
Operational cost savings.

Methodology

This analysis measured MOE 1 (Safety) through an analysis of crash data for the years 1997-2003,
reviewed MOEs 2 through 5 (Efficiency, Customer Satisfaction, Reliability and Productivity) in the
motorist survey results, and quantified MOE 6 (Operational Cost Savings) through the operational
assessment. Table 5-1 summarizes the objectives and MOEs proposed for this evaluation.
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Table 5-1. Goals, Objectives and Measures of Effectiveness
Goal

Improve the safety
and security of the
region’s rural
transportation system

Provide sustainable
traveler information
systems that collect
and disseminate
credible, accurate,
“real-time”
information

Increase operational
efficiency and
productivity focusing
on system providers

Objectives
Improve the
safety of high
profile vehicles
Improve safety of
lower profile
vehicles
Improve the
motorist
information on
severe weather
conditions
Improve motorist
acceptance and
perception
Improve staff
operations
efficiency

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

System reliability
Improving
emergency
response

•

•

Potential Measures of
Effectiveness
Crash frequency for high
profile vehicles
Crash severity for high
profile vehicles
Crash frequency for all
vehicles
Crash severity for all
vehicles
System usage by motorists
Awareness of system
among motorists
Sign clarity
Message credibility and
reliability
Savings in personnel time
Reduction in the time to
post a message
Number of full system
outages
Number of partial system
outages
Information Sharing

Data Source
Crash Data

Crash Data

Motorist Survey

Motorist Survey
Maintenance
Logs
Maintenance
Logs

Kick-Off

Benefits

The direct benefits of the AWWS result from labor and equipment cost savings realized through
avoiding road closures and the need to manually monitor conditions (on-site) during high-wind
events at regular intervals. In both locations, annual savings are a function of the number of highwind events observed at each site.
As shown in Table 5-2, labor and equipment cost savings were calculated using average durations of
road closures for two systems - South Coast and the Yaquina Bay Bridge systems. The study
compiled data on the number of annual closure incidents, the average distances between the
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maintenance yards and the system locations, the average labor and vehicle costs per closure and for
an average year. The labor rates were calculated from prevailing wage rates published by the Oregon
Bureau of Labor and Industries.
Table 5-2. Labor and Equipment Cost Savings for Automated Wind Warning Systems
Cost Category
ODOT Maintenance Crew
Personnel
Number of Crew Members
Work Hours
Labor Cost (@$33.47 average wage)
Vehicle Operations
Number of Vehicles
Miles Driven
Vehicle Cost (@$0.50/mile)
Oregon State Police
Personnel
Number of Crew Members
Work Hours
Labor Cost (@$33.47 average wage)
Vehicle Operations
Number of Vehicles
Miles Driven
Vehicle Cost (@$0.50/mile)
Total Labor and Equipment Cost
Savings

South Coast
Per Closure Per Year

Yaquina Bay Bridge
Per Closure
Per Year

3
6
$603

30
60
$6,030

3
3.5
$351

90
105
$10,530

2
4
$32

20
40
$320

2
3
$18

60
90
$540

2
6
$384

20
60
$3,840

2
3.5
$224

60
105
$6,270

2
4
$8

20
40
$80

2
2
$4

60
60
$120

$1,027

$10,270

$597

$17,910

The study also calculated the benefits of two types of delay savings realized from the AWWS. First,
road closures are not automatically enacted when high winds occur, which means that delay will be
reduced for motorists when the road can be kept open. Second, for those occasions when a road
closure is required, the automated system allows for quicker removal of the closure when winds
subside. In both cases, the estimated delay associated with road closures is based on traffic
characteristics associated with each location.
Traffic volumes were used to estimate delay savings. Traffic volumes were estimated based on
average duration wind events (6 hours for South Coast, 3 ½ hours for Yaquina Bay). Two volume
scenarios are presented: an average volume scenario which assumes the closure may happen at any
time of the day, and a high volume scenario, which includes the 30th highest hour volume as the
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volume during one hour of the closure. It is possible that a certain percentage of motorists choose
to take an alternate route during high-wind events. An estimation of the percentage of drivers that
may choose to take an alternate route was performed based on the responses to the motorist survey
conducted for the two systems. As shown in Table 5-3, these traffic volume scenarios were then
combined with value of time factors from the FHWA HERS model to calculate the average delay
costs per road closure for passenger vehicles and heavy trucks.
Table 5-3. Average Delay Costs per Road Closure (South Coast System)
Average Delay per Closure
Passenger Vehicles
Vehicles Delayed per Closure
Average Value of Time per Hour
Average Cost
Heavy Trucks
Trucks Delayed per Closure
Average Value of Time per Hour
Average Cost
Average Cost of Delay per Closure

Average Volume Scenario

High Volume Scenario

394
$18.65
$7,313

697
$18.56
$12,936

37
$27.83
$1,030
$8,343

65
$27.83
$1,809
$14,745

Costs

The implementation costs were estimated to be approximately $90,000 for the combined systems.
The annual maintenance costs of the South Coast and Yaquina Bay Bridge systems are expected to
be $3,000 and $3,500 per year, respectively. These costs were estimated as the systems were
designed, built and installed by ODOT, and numerous State resources were used in the process that
was not readily traceable. Maintenance cost estimates are based on another COATS Showcase study
on maintenance costs of field elements in rural areas.
Benefit Cost Ratio

The benefit cost ratios were estimated based on the following assumptions:
• A 10-year analysis period for the calculation of benefit-to-cost ratio;
• A traffic growth rate of 2 percent per year and a rate of return (ROR) of 7 percent; and
• Three percent inflation for the calculation of the benefits in 2004 U.S. dollars.
Model Run Results

Accounting for motorist delay reduction as well as other benefits such as improved safety for
motorists (and maintenance personnel) during high wind events, the benefit-to-cost ratios for the
South Coast system and Yaquina Bay Bridge system were 4.13:1 and 22.80:1, respectively. The
Yaquina Bay Bridge system had a higher benefit-to-cost ratio reflecting the higher frequency of cross
winds in the area and heavier traffic volumes compared to the South Coast system. The analyses
assumed the system would reduce delay by approximately 20 percent as a result of prompt
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deactivation of wind warnings. The benefit cost ratio calculations, and the number of years until the
benefits exceed the costs (break even analysis), are shown in Table 5-4.
Table 5-4. Benefit Cost Calculations for Automated Wind Warning Systems

Number of Closures per year
Benefits
Direct Savings from Non-Closure
Delay Reductions from Non-Closure
Delay Reductions from Quicker Deactivation
Costs
Initial Installation Costs (non-recurring)
Power, Communication, and Maintenance
(recurring)
B/C Ratio***
Direct Benefits Alone
Direct and Indirect Benefits
Number of Years Before Benefits
Exceed Costs
Direct Benefits Alone
Direct and Indirect Benefits

South Coast
Average*
High**
5
10
$5,135
$41,715
$2,980

$10,270
$73,725
$5,275

Yaquina Bay Bridge
Average* High**
30
30
$11,940
$242,570
$18,960

$17,910
$465,200
$35,350

$90,000

$90,000

$3,000

$3,500

0.87
4.13

1.46
22.80

12 years
3 years

7 years
1 year

* “Average” scenario includes average number of wind events and average traffic volumes.
** “High” Scenario includes high number of wind events and high traffic volumes.
*** B/C ratio is calculated based on “average” benefits.

The estimated benefit cost ratios indicate that the direct benefits from the two AWWS systems in
Oregon would exceed their installation, operational and maintenance costs between seven years for
the Yaquina Bay Bridge system and twelve years for the South Coast system after installation,
depending on the frequency of road closures related to high wind events and the traffic volume
through these locations. If delay reductions to the motorists are considered, the benefits of the
system pay for the system installation and maintenance costs within three years for the South Coast
system and one year for the Yaquina Bay Bridge system. These benefit cost ratio estimates did not
include any indirect benefits such as improved safety for maintenance personnel and improved
safety for the motorists during high wind events. A positive benefit cost ratio was achieved counting
only the motorist delay reduction benefits. The continued deployment of these systems will provide
more information about the safety benefits to workers and drivers in the future. As this study was
completed with only 1-2 deployment history, statistically reliable crash reduction estimates could not
be developed at this time.
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The results of the BCA showed rural AWWS deployments to be an extremely efficient investment.
The potential benefits included reduced travel time delay, crash reduction during adverse weather,
and operating cost savings through more efficient use of winter maintenance resources. The results,
made more relevant by the fact that they were generated through a valid and systematic process,
were extremely valuable in making the case for investment in improved AWWS in the regions.
Key Observations

This case evaluated AWWS in Oregon rural highway corridors. From the BCA results, AWWS
deployments offered significant cost savings to drivers as well as ODOT. These systems also allow
more prompt high wind notifications to the drivers thus reducing exposure of the driving public to
high cross winds along US Route 101.
Overall, this case showed that weather management costs decreased with increased use of weather
information and with improved accuracy. Therefore, agencies should consider expanding the use of
current resources and investing in improving the accuracy of their weather information to realize
cost savings. The use of low and high traffic volumes can be used for a break-even analysis. It is
also important to consider both direct and indirect benefits of your deployments. Care must be
taken not to double count benefits as many indirect benefits may already be embodied in the direct
benefits. This is the difference between BCA and Impact analysis. In impact analysis, all economic
changes, positive or negative, direct or indirect, are accounted for.
Reference

Kumar, Manjunathan, and Christopher Strong, Comparative Evaluation of Automated Wind Warning
Systems, U.S. DOT Research and Innovative Technology Administration, February 2006.
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CASE STUDY 5.2 – SALT LAKE CITY’S TRAFFIC OPERATIONS CENTER (TOC)
STUDY 9
Strategy Type:
Project Name:
Project Agency:
Location:
Geographic Extent:
Tool Used:

Information Dissemination
Utah DOT’s Weather Operations/ RWMIS Program
Utah Department of Transportation (Utah DOT)
Urban Setting
Primary Transportation Corridors
An Artificial Neural Network Model (ANN)

Project Technology or Strategy

The UDOT Traffic Management Division established the weather operations component, known as
the Traffic Operations Center (TOC), featuring four staff meteorologists stationed in it providing
year-round weather support for winter maintenance, road construction and rehabilitation projects,
TOC operations, the Highway Avalanche Safety Program, planning, risk management, training, and
incident management. With the staffed meteorologists, quality control of weather forecasts is
ensured.
Weather briefings are conducted in the TOC on a daily basis, involving TOC personnel, area
supervisors, and maintenance foremen. In addition, the program provides tailored crew-specific
forecasts in a text format for all 82 maintenance sheds.
Project Goals and Objectives

Being a part of the Utah DOT’s Weather Operations program, TOC installations aimed to provide
road and weather information with improved quality and accessibility to UDOT personnel and other
stakeholders. This is expected to have a positive impact on UDOT’s goals and objectives, in terms
of overall safety, mobility, efficiency, productivity, environmental conservation, and customer
satisfaction. As a part of the process, UDOT conducted the BCA to quantify the benefits of
UDOT’s TOC weather service to winter maintenance activities. Labor and materials cost (in U.S.
dollars) at the maintenance shed level was considered to be a key MOE indicator.
Methodology

The project approach included surveying UDOT maintenance and construction personnel and
analyzing data on labor and materials cost for winter maintenance along with other related data for
the maintenance sheds in order to evaluate both the intangible and tangible benefits of the UDOT’s
TOC weather service to winter maintenance. The assumption is that the maintenance sheds that
have more confidence in the UDOT weather service and use it more frequently might save money
through better planning and proactive operations.

Chapters 2 and 3 of this Compendium contain a discussion of the fundamentals of BCAs and an introduction to BCA
modeling tools. These sections also contain additional BCA references.
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By examining the labor and materials cost for winter maintenance in the 2004-2005 season for 77
UDOT sheds, this study adopted a complex data mining approach to establish the shed winter
maintenance cost as a function of UDOT’s TOC weather service usage, evaluation of UDOT
weather service, level-of maintenance, seasonal vehicle-miles traveled, anti-icing level, and winter
severity index. 10 Once the empirical artificial neural network model (ANN model) was validated, it
was used to predict the shed-level labor and materials cost of 77 UDOT sheds under three different
scenarios: (1) all the sheds used non-UDOT weather service providers on a daily basis as the only
source for weather information, (2) used poorer quality weather service providers than they currently
use on a weekly basis, and (3) used the UDOT weather service as the primary source to a maximum
level. As such, the ANN model was used to quantify the benefits of UDOT’s TOC weather service
to winter maintenance (in the form of cost savings). This evaluation included the benefits for only
certain groups of users (specifically, Central Maintenance, Field Maintenance and Construction).
Model Run Results

The case shows that having a weather meteorologist work in a TOC can increase the accuracy of
local weather forecast information resulting in improved operations and cost savings benefits.
Through the BCA, TOC had an estimated benefit of more than $2.2 million in 2004 to 2005 from
Utah DOT’s reduced winter maintenance costs. Given that the program costs approximately
$200,000 to operate, the result translates into a benefit cost ratio of over 10:1. The BCA results
highlight the potential benefits that may be realized by an agency expanding the TOC installations
and using improved weather information to direct its winter maintenance activities.
Key Observations

The BCA sought to quantify the benefits and costs of weather information by focusing on a case
study of Utah DOT’s TOC deployments. Using an artificial neural network approach, it is estimated
that the benefit cost ratio associated with the program is over 10:1, based simply on the labor and
materials cost savings associated with winter maintenance.
As this research did not include the full extent of the range of costs and benefits resulting from this
program, there are limitations to these findings. The true benefit cost ratio of the program may be
higher, for there are other program users whose economic benefits were not considered as a part of
this study.
Reference

Xianming Shi, Katie O’Keefe, Shaowei Wang, Christopher Strong, Evaluation of Utah Department of
Transportation’s Weather Operations/RWMIS Program: Phase I, The Western Transportation Institute for
the Utah DOT, February 2007.

10 This study adapted a multiplayer feed-forward artificial neural network (ANN) paradigm to assess the large amounts
of data collected and to associate it with impact of deployment on shed operating costs. More information on this
system can be found in the referenced report at the end of this Case.
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6 CASE STUDIES FOR DECISION SUPPORT, CONTROL &
TREATMENT
Actual or
Hypothetical Case
Actual

# Case Name
6.1
Minnesota Department of
Transportation Gate Operations

BCA Model
Custom In-House
Analysis

6.2

Hypothetical Road Closure
Feasibility

TOPS-BC

Hypothetical

6.3

Hypothetical Freeway Systems:
Dynamic Traffic Signal (DTS) Control
Systems Deployment and Feasibility

TOPS-BC

Actual
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CASE STUDY 6.1 – MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION GATE OPERATIONS 11
Strategy Type:
Project Name:
Project Agency:
Location:
Geographic Extent:
Tool Used:

Decision Support, Control & Treatment
MNDOT Freeway Gate Closure System
The Minnesota Department of Transportation (MNDOT)
Urban Freeway
Interstate 90, Minnesota
Custom In-House Analysis

Project Technology or Strategy

MNDOT developed an operational procedure known as freeway gate closure system for directing
traffic off Interstates and prohibiting access during unsafe driving conditions such as severe
snowstorms and major incidents. This procedure involves using gates both on the mainline to direct
traffic off an Interstate and at entrance ramps to block traffic accessing an Interstate. While using
gates is a relatively new technique for closing roadways to travel in Minnesota, neighboring States
such as North and South Dakota have used gates for a number of years.
During severe snowstorms and major incidents, mainline gates divert traffic from highways, and
gates located on entrance ramps prohibit highway access. Generally, MNDOT personnel report to
gate locations and activate warning signs with amber lights. Gate arms are then swung or lowered
into place and gate arm lights are illuminated. Once gate arms are deployed, law enforcement
personnel man gate locations for 1–2 hours. MNDOT’s practice includes closing the Interstate to all
traffic and prohibiting access to the Interstate when towns ahead cannot accommodate additional
stranded vehicles.
Project Goals and Objectives

During a 1998 snow storm, MNDOT reduced roadway clearance costs by 18 percent on I-90 by
activating a freeway gate closure system to limit vehicle interference and reduce snow compaction
problems that increase work for plows.
Between March and August 1999, MNDOT's Office of Advanced Transportation Systems
conducted a BCA that compared potential savings to estimated costs to document past procedures
and to identify current operational issues associated with gate systems.
Gates were first used in Minnesota on Interstate 94 during the winter of 1996/97 and today 65 gates
are used in three of MNDOT’s eight Districts. In MNDOT District 4, 22 gates are used on portions
of Interstate 94 and Highways 10 & 210, and in Districts 6 & 7, 43 gates are used on portions of
Interstate I-90.

Chapters 2 and 3 of this Compendium contain a discussion of the fundamentals of BCAs and an introduction to BCA
modeling tools. These sections also contain additional BCA references.
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As the use of gates has spread in Minnesota, MNDOT has become increasingly interested in
documenting the experience to date with the gates and identifying any opportunities to enhance gate
operations, particularly through the utilization of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS).
As a result, MNDOT’s Office of Advance Transportation Systems (OATS) undertook this study to
document past experience, identify issues and to recommend enhancements to the current
operations. MNDOT hired the consulting firm of BRWM, Inc. to assist with the study that was
conducted between March and August 1999. In order to provide comparable benefits and costs
within the analysis, MNDOT carefully selected key MOEs to fully capture the benefits of the
program. These measures included:
•
•
•

Travel time;
Safety;
Costs (Deployment Costs and O&M Costs)

Methodology

This BCA for proposed gate use on I-90 focuses on the cost of deployment along with the
associated benefits due to savings in delays and reductions in accidents. The annual frequency of
snow- and ice- related accidents and hourly volume data were used in the analysis. Total system
costs were calculated assuming deployment costs of $159,700 plus 5 percent operations and
maintenance costs over 10 years.
Cost – Travel Delay Associated Costs

Table 6-1 presents the average delay and associated costs each year due to the closure of I-90 in
MNDOT District 7. The analysis assumes one closure per year for a period of 3 hours affecting a
percentage of Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT). The AADT was calculated to be 8,000 (6,900
for passenger vehicles and 1,100 for heavy trucks) using values along I-90 from the 1994 MNDOT
District 7 Trunk Highway Traffic Volume Map.
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Table 6-1. Average Annual Delay and Associated Costs due to Closure of I-90
Passenger Vehicles
Average Number Delayed per Closure a
Average Value of Time per Hour b
Average Annual Cost c
Heavy Trucks
Average Number Delayed per Closurea
Average Value of Time per Hour b
Average Annual Cost c
Average Annual Cost of Delay

High Volume Scenario

Low Volume Scenario

1,258
$ 11.90

557
$ 11.90

$ 44,911.00

$ 19,885.00

550
$ 20.00
$ 33,000.00
$ 77,911.00

275
$ 20.00
$ 16,500.00
$ 36,385.00

a Assumes

one closure per year affecting 18 and 8 percent of trucks and 8 and 4 percent of cars for the high and low
volume scenarios, respectively
b The values of time per hour were derived from the default values of MicroBENCOST, microcomputer based model
developed by the Texas Transportation Institute at Texas A&M University. The default values were updated using the
CPI. The value of time for heavy trucks is an average of values for different truck types.
c The average annual cost is calculated assuming a 3-hour delay.

Benefit – Travel Delay Cost Savings

Hourly distributions were obtained from Automatic Traffic Recorder (ATR) Data for 1994, Station
227 E&W, located east of Alden in Freeborn County. The high volume scenario assumes the closure
occurs during the highest volume 3 hours of the day, from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. with 22.6 percent of
AADT. This calculates to 1,808 total vehicles delayed, with 550 assumed to be trucks.
Assuming a certain minimum volume of traffic is required to justify closing the interstate, the hours
of 6 a.m. to 9 a.m. with a volume of 10.4 percent AADT were used for the low volume scenario.
This calculates to 832 total vehicles delayed, with 275 assumed to be trucks.
The potential annual delay and accident cost savings as a result of deploying gates on I-90 are found
in Tables 6-2 and 6-3. Once again, a range is presented because it is not possible to pinpoint the
actual reductions in delay and accidents that will occur due to the deployment of gates on I-90.
Table 6-2. Potential Annual Delay Savings due to I-90 Gates
Estimated Savings from
10% Reduction in Delay (18 minutes)
20% Reduction in Delay (36 minutes)
30% Reduction in Delay (54 minutes)
40% Reduction in Delay (72 minutes)
50% Reduction in Delay (90 minutes)
60% Reduction in Delay (108 minutes)
70% Reduction in Delay (126 minutes)

High Volume Scenario
$7,791
$15,582
$23,373
$31,164
$38,956
$46,747
$54,538

Low Volume Scenario
$3,639
$7,277
$10,916
$14,554
$18,193
$21,831
$25,470
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Benefit - Accident Cost Savings

There are approximately 80 snow- and ice- related crashes per year on this segment of I-90. The
average cost per accident is estimated to be $7,876. This assumes 81.38 percent of the accidents are
property damage only with a total cost of $2,700 each, and 18.62 percent are personal injury with a
total cost of $30,500 each. These accident costs are the values currently being used by MNDOT.
The values are based on the average cost of accidents obtained from the four largest insurance
carriers in Minnesota.
Table 6-3. Potential Annual Accident Cost Savings due to I-90 Gates
Average Annual Cost of Accidents During Adverse Weather
Estimated Savings from:
1% Reduction in Accidents (Eliminate 0.8 accidents)
2% Reduction in Accidents (Eliminate 1.6 accidents)
3% Reduction in Accidents (Eliminate 2.4 accidents)
4% Reduction in Accidents (Eliminate 3.2 accident)
5% Reduction in Accidents (Eliminate 4 accidents)

$ 630,080
$ 6,301
$ 12,602
$ 18,902
$ 25,203
$ 31,504

Model Run Results

The report documents potential savings attributed to a reduction in delays experienced by both
passenger vehicles and heavy trucks. Based on Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) recorded by
MNDOT in District 7, a delay of 3 hours on I-90 can cost between $36,400 during a low-volume
period up to $78,000 during a high-volume period.
In addition to a reduction in delays, cost estimates for a reduction in the number of accidents are
also presented. Potential savings for accident reduction use an estimated average cost per accident
calculated to be $7,900. This figure is based on values currently used by MNDOT to estimate
accident costs. There are approximately 80 snow- and ice-related crashes per year on the segment of
I-90 controlled by gates. A 5 percent reduction (4 accidents) in accidents annually will lead to an
estimated annual savings of $31,504.
These potential savings were compared with the estimated costs of gates. Based on information
from District 7B, the cost for materials and installation of 43 gates averaged approximately $3,700
per gate.
The potential ranges of benefit cost ratios published in the report are summarized in Table 6-4.
Benefits outweighed the costs when the accident reduction is at least 3 percent for both low and
high volumes and when the reduction in high-volume delay is 40 percent, even if there is no
reduction in accidents.
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Table 6-4. Range of Interstate 90 Gate System Benefits/Cost Ratios

Reduction in
Delay
10%
20%
20%
30%
40%
40%
20%
50%
40%
70%

Road
Volume
Low
High
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
High

Expected
Accident
Reduction
(percent)
0
1
2
3
0
3
3
4
4
5

10-Year Delay
Savings &
Accident
Reduction
(dollars)
28,096
168,981
217,636
230,253
240,651
258,350
266,290
335,101
435,270
664,414

Deployment
& Annual
O&M Cost
221,360
221,360
221,360
221,360
221,360
221,360
221,360
221,360
221,360
221,360

Benefit/
Cost
Ratio**
0.13
0.76
0.98
1.04
1.09
1.17
1.20
1.51
1.97
3.0

Note: Discount rate = 5%
*The range of benefits goes from a low of $28,096 with a 10% reduction in delay in the low volume
scenario and no reduction in accidents to $664,414 with a 70% reduction in delay in the high volume
scenario and a 5% reduction in accidents.
** Assuming deployment costs of $159,700 +5% Operations & Maintenance (O&M) costs over 10 year for
39 manually operated gates.
Key Observations

This case showed that MNDOT and law enforcement personnel’s gate closure projects are cost
effective. After installing and using the gates, there is unanimous support for keeping the gates and
enhancing how they are used. The gates provide a clear and indisputable notice that the road is
closed and travel is prohibited. However, there is some frustration over roadways being closed when
it appears the roadway is clear enough for traffic to make short trips between exits. When
conducting a BCA, it is often useful to consider a range of alternatives and potential outcomes. This
can provide insight into the project characteristics that drive either costs or benefits. In this analysis
the authors show benefits associated with changes in assumed delay and accident rates.
Reference

BRW, Inc., Documentation and Assessment of MNDOT Gate Operations (Minnesota DOT: October
1999). Available at:
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/guidestar/1996_2000/i90_i94_gate_closure/gatereport.pdf
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CASE STUDY 6.2 – HYPOTHETICAL ROAD CLOSURE FEASIBILITY 12
Strategy Type:
Project Name:
Project Agency:
Location:
Geographic Extent:
Tool Used:

Decision Support, Control & Treatment
Modeling Road Closure Impacts During Winter Weather
State Transportation Agency (STA)
Rural Interstate Highways
113 Miles of Freeway
TOPS – BC

Project Technology or Strategy

Severe winter weather makes travel unsafe and dramatically increases crash rates. Road closure
strategies should allow users to avoid crash costs and eliminate costs associated with rescuing
stranded motorists when conditions become unsafe due to winter weather. Some of the Snow Belt
States recently gated entrances to physically close sections of rural freeways during severe winter
storms. The benefits of efficient road closure strategies are the delay time savings and avoided safety
costs. The costs of road closures are installation costs, operational costs, and some other costs,
including the delays that are imposed on motorists and motor carriers who would have made the trip
had the road not been closed.
Project Goals and Objectives

The purpose of this hypothetical example is to examine the benefits and costs of winter weather
road closure and develop a framework for their analysis. The benefit side of the analysis focuses on
the safety issues related to road closures and the value of travel time. The cost of a road closure is
concerned with infrastructure costs and O&M costs.
Data

The data used in this hypothetical scenario is similar to the data presented in the BCA on a gate
closure system developed and published by Minnesota DOT (see Case Study 6.1). The analysis
assumes one closure per year for a period of 3 hours affecting a percentage of Average Annual Daily
Traffic (AADT). The AADT was calculated to be 8,000 (6,900 for passenger vehicles and 1,100 for
heavy trucks) using values along the urban freeway from the 1994 State Trunk Highway Traffic
Volume Map. The values of time per hour are available as default inputs in TOPS-BC. The default
values were updated using an assumed 2.5 percent annual growth rate. The value of time for heavy
trucks is an average of values for different truck types. The average annual cost is calculated
assuming a 3-hour delay.
As it is not possible to pinpoint the actual reductions in delay and accidents that will occur due to
road closures, a range of hourly distributions is presented. The high volume scenario assumes the
closure occurs during the highest volume 3 hours of the day, from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. with 22.6
Chapters 2 and 3 of this Compendium contain a discussion of the fundamentals of BCAs and an introduction to BCA
modeling tools. These sections also contain additional BCA references.
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percent of AADT. This calculates to 1,808 total vehicles delayed, with 550 assumed to be trucks.
Assuming a certain minimum volume of traffic is required to justify closing the interstate, the hours
of 6 a.m. to 9 a.m. with a volume of 10.4 percent AADT were used for the low volume scenario.
This calculates to 832 total vehicles delayed, 275 of which were assumed to be trucks.
There are approximately 80 snow- and ice-related crashes per year on this segment of freeway. The
average cost per accident is calculated to be $7,876. This assumes 81.38 percent of the accidents are
property damage only with a total cost of $2,700 each, and 18.62% are personal injury with a total
cost of $30,500 each. The values are based on the average cost of accidents obtained from the four
largest insurance carriers in a typical mid-western State.
The total cost assumes deployment costs of $159,700 plus 5 percent O&M costs over 10 years.
Assuming deployment costs of $159,700 + 5% O&M costs for 39 manually operated gates.
Benefit Cost Analysis

A BCA can be used to determine whether to implement this type of road closure strategy. This
section will describe how to run a BCA using TOPS-BC. In this case, we will use information from
the previous study to run this analysis.
In this hypothetical example, the user can utilize the TOPS-BC architecture to set up the BCA, to
estimate annualized cost and benefits, to apply alternate discount rates, to estimate some benefits
and to display the results. Since TOPS-BC does not now provide cost and benefit data unique to a
RWM road closure application, the user must supply much of these data. The information can be
collected from other DOTs that have implemented road closure programs or the data can be
produced from engineering estimates. A search of the FHWA ITS database may provide much of
this information.
To set up TOPS-BC to conduct this analysis, the user will
What would you like to do today?
open the spreadsheet modeling tool to the start page
(Figure 6-1) and click on “Estimate Life-Cycle Costs.”
Then, in the left hand column of the Cost Page (Figure 62), click on “Road Weather Management.” Depending on
the current version of TOPS-BC, you may or may not see
any information on the costs of road closure systems. If
no road closure costs are displayed, the user can input cost
data from available information on the specific project or
may locate information on the FHWA ITS Cost database.
(http://www.itscosts.its.dot.gov/its/benecost.nsf/ByLink
Figure 6-1. TOPS-BC Start Page /CostDocs).
Estimate Benefits and Conduct
B/C Analysis Function
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Navigation
Back
OPENING SCREEN
GENERAL TOOL OVERVIEW
LIST OF ALL WORKSHEETS
1) INVESTIGATE IMPACTS
2) METHODS AND TOOLS
3) ESTIMATE COSTS
Traveler Information
DMS
HAR
Pre-Trip Traveler Info
Traffic Signal Coordination Systems
Preset Timing
Traffic Actuated
Central Control
Transit Signal Priority
Ramp Metering Systems
Central Control
Traffic Actuated
Preset Timing
Other Freeway Systems
Traffic Incident Management
Other Strategies
ATDM Speed Harmonization

In addition to the characteristics that describe your project, such as
technology-specific costs, roadway descriptions, number of
installations, etc., you may also want to input values different from
the TOPS-BC defaults for economic parameters related to the
measure of benefits for the project. Examples may be the value of
time or reliability. Others include the price of fuel, the cost of
crashes, or the dollar value of other benefits. You may have data to
support their inclusion; simply add the estimated value of these
benefits to the “User Entered Benefit.”
Entering your own data allows you to make the analysis as specific as
possible for your project. In addition, it provides a simple process for
testing the sensitivity of the results to a particular variable or set of
variables.
In this case we have some specific site characteristics including length,
number of lanes, and other characteristics. We also enter specific data
about the performance of the facility, the value of reliability and the
value of crash avoidance we are analyzing as TOPS-BC model doesn’t
provide default values for these parameters in the case of road
weather management.

Employer Based Traveler Demand Mgmt
ATDM Hard Shoulder Running
ATDM High Occupancy Toll Lanes
Road Weather Management
Work Zone
Supporting Strategies
Traffic Management Center
Loop Detection
CCTV
Costs Summary

Figure 6-2. TOPS-BC
Navigation Column for
Estimating Costs- Road
Weather Management
Strategies

Cost data inputs are located on the RWM cost sheet in TOPS-BC
(Figure 6-3). We will modify the capital infrastructure equipment
costs to reflect the installation of 39 closure gates. We have also
added costs for incremental deployment equipment. However, we
have shown there will be 0 incremental deployments, as for this
analysis we are assuming that the 39 closure gates are installed
concurrently and that the variable message signs and remote weather
station are already in place. If they were not, then we would need to
add costs for the incremental deployment of these systems.
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FHWA Tool for Operations Benefit/Cost (TOPS-BC): Version 1.0
PURPOSE: Estimate Lifecycle Costs of TSM&O Strategies

WORK AREA 1 - ESTIMATE AVERAGE ANNUAL COST

Road Weather Management - Road Closure

Equipment

Capital /
Replacement
Costs (Total)

Useful Life

O&M Costs
(Annual)

Annualized
Costs

Basic Infrastructure Equipment

Closure Gate Installation

$

10

$

TOTAL Infrastructure Cost

159,700 $

159,700 $

7,985 $

23,955

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

7,985 $

23,955

Incremental Deployment Equipment

Incremental costs for road weather management deployments are extremely variable depending on the type of depl
User should enter and edit costs appropriate to their planned strategy. Example costs include:
Operator Cost

25 $

750 $

900 $

930

Variable Message Sign

25 $

92,500 $

4,400 $

8,100

Variable Message Sign Tower

25 $

125,000 $

275 $

5,275

Remote Weather Station

25 $

40,000 $

2,500 $

4,100

TOTAL Incremental Cost

$

258,250 $

8,075 $

18,405

INPUT

Enter Number of Infrastructure Deployments

1

$

23,955

INPUT

Enter Number of Incremental Deployments

0

$

-

INPUT

Enter Year of Deployment

2014

Average Annual Cost

$ 23,955

Figure 6-3. Cost Estimate Sheet from TOPS-BC for Winter Road Closure Analysis
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Once the cost estimate is in place, return to the Navigation Column on
the far left and click on the Benefit section for Road Weather
Management (Figure 6-4). Here we will enter our safety data to
complete the benefit side of the benefit cost ratio. For this case, we
will assume that the number of injury crashes is reduced from 1 to
zero and the number of property damage only crashes is reduced from
5 to zero (see red circles and arrows in Figure 6-5).
FHWA Tool for Operations Benefit/Cost (TOPS-BC): Version 1.0

Restore

Estimate Benefits of TSM&O Strategies

Strategy: Road Weather Management
Length of Analysis Period (Hours)

3

Facility Performance

Facility Characteristics

Cost Information

Link Facility Type

2

Link Length (Miles)

113

Total Number of Lanes

1

Link Capacity (All Lanes - Per Period)

Baseline
Override
6600

Free Flow Speed (MPH)

65

Link Volume (Per Period)

1559.4

Improvement
Override
Improvement Change

Baseline
1

1

0

6600

6930

330

55

Baseline
Override

Congested Speed

Improvement
Override
Improvement Change

Baseline

30.000

63.977

65.547

Vehicles Miles Traveled (VMT)

176212.2000

176212.2000

0.0000

V/C

0.2363

0.2250

-0.0113

2688.3269

-3185.4131

Vehicle Hours of Travel
Incident Related Delay (hours) per vehicle per mile

5873.7400
3

Number of Fatality Crashes

35.547

0

1

0

-2

0.00001

0.00000

0.00000

-0.00001

Number of Injury Crashes

1.00000E+00

0.00084

0.00000

-0.99916

-1.00000

Number of Property Damage Only Crashes

5.00000E+00

0.00109

0.00000

-4.99891

-5.00000

8294.6734

0.0000

Fuel consumption (Gallons)

8294.6734

Figure 6-4. TOPS-BC
Navigation Column for
Estimating Benefits Road Weather
Management Strategies

Figure 6-5. Benefit Estimate Sheet from TOPS-BC for Winter
Road Closure Analysis
The user can also test the inputs to see where additional benefits may be realized. This can be
accomplished by modifying assumptions about the project costs, size or other attributes. This gives
the user a range of estimated benefits and costs. One can also test the value assumptions. For
example, an alternative set of crash costs by type (fatality, injury or property damage) that only
reflects local crash cost experience would improve the applicability of this tool for an individual
project.
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Safety

$ Value of a Fatality Crash

$ 9,000,000

$ Value of a Injury Crash

$

73,955

$ Value of a Property Damage Crash

$

2,539

Total Modeled Crash Related Benefit per Period

$ 86,753.98

User Entered Benefit (Annual $'s)
Number of Analysis Periods per Year

1

250

TOTAL AVERAGE ANNUAL BENEFIT

$

86,797

Figure 6-6. Benefit Estimate Sheet from TOPS-BC for Winter Road Closure Analysis
Model Run Results

To view the results of the BCA, go to the left-hand navigation column and click My Deployments.
The results are displayed in the middle of the page. They are reproduced in Figure 6-7.
Choose the active strategies:
Generic
Link Analysis
0 Link Based
Generic
0
Signal Coordination: Central Control
0 Signal
CSignal-C
SignalTiming
C
0
Ramp
Metering:
Preset
Traffic
Incident
Management
MRM-Pre
Ramp M
0
0 Ramp
Dynamic Message Sign
0 TIM Advisory
TIM-FSPTraffic
0
Highway
RadioI
Pre
Trip Traveler
Information
0 Dynami
ATIS-DM
Dynami
0
HOT Lanes
0 Highwa
ATIS-HA
Highwa
0
Hard
Shoulder
Running

Benefit/Cost Summary
Road Weather
Management

Annual Benefits

Total Benefits

Travel Time

$

0

0

Travel Time Reliability

$

0

0

Energy

$

0

0

Speed
Harmonization
0 Pre Trip
ATIS-51 Pre Trip
Road Weather Management
0 HOT ATDM-HHOT Lan
Work Zone Systems
0 HardManagement
ShATDM-SHard
Sh
Traffic
Center
Loop
Detection
ATDM-SSpeed H
0 Speed
CCTV
1 WeatheWeatheRoad W

0

Safety

$

86,754

86,754

0

Other

$

0

0

0

User Entered

$

0

0

0

Total Annual Benefits

$

86,754

86,754

0 Work ZoWorkZoWork Zo

0

$

23,955

23,955

0 Suppor SupportTraffic M

0

0 Suppor SupportLoop De

0

0 Suppor SupportCCTV

0

$

62,799

62,799

1

Annual Costs
Benefit/Cost Comparison
Net Benefit
Benefit Cost Ratio

3.62

3.62

Figure 6-7. Benefit Cost Analysis Summary Sheet (partial) from TOPS-BC for Winter Road
Closure Analysis
The TOPS-BC cost effectiveness analysis indicates that the average annual cost for this road closure
policy will be $23,955 with total annual benefits from crash reductions are valued at $62,879. Other
benefits for delay reduction, energy savings, maintenance crew deployment efficiencies, etc. would
add to the total estimated benefits and would be included in the results display.
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Benefits

The primary benefits of road closure deployments are the reduction in crashes. The reduction in
crashes provides a net annual benefit of about $62,879. Each project plan is different and the
realized benefits can be impacted by the plan. By varying the assumptions in the plan, BCA models
allow you to see how plan assumptions will impact the expected benefits.
In this case, TOPS-BC estimates that the project benefits exceed the costs. This is a result of the
reduction in crashes compared to the base case. As a result, we have increased the benefits provided
to users per dollar of system costs. In economic parlance, we would say that the RWM investments
and strategies evaluated would improve the operating efficiency for the system under study.
Previous studies also demonstrated that with the freeway closed to travel there was less compaction
due to vehicle travel, resulting in faster clearing times. Additionally, there were little or no stranded
vehicles that interfered with State plowing operations on the freeway.
Key Observations

This case discussed development of a TOPS-BC analysis model to test the feasibility of a road
closure on rural interstate freeway in response to dangerous road weather conditions. Although this
model is just a prototype, it provides a framework for the development of a tool that could be used
to measure effectiveness in reducing delay times and safety costs (as measured by crash reductions),
thereby providing an agency with objective and predictable measures for determining whether a
closure is necessary.
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CASE STUDY 6.3 – HYPOTHETICAL FREEWAY SYSTEMS: DYNAMIC TRAFFIC SIGNAL (DTS)
CONTROL SYSTEMS DEPLOYMENT AND FEASIBILITY 13
Strategy Type:
Project Name:
Location:
Geographic Extent:
Tool Used:

Decision Support, Control & Treatment
Dynamic Traffic Signal (DTS) Control of Freeway
Hypothetical Freeway
Five Mile Corridor
TOPS-BC for Life Cycle Cost and Benefit Cost Analysis

Project Technology or Strategy

Dynamic Traffic Signal (DTS) Control involves placing a traffic signal linked to detectors at freeway
onramps to regulate the flow of traffic entering the mainline facility and smoothing the flow of
traffic during an inclement weather condition. DTS may be implemented with minimal cycle
lengths, which simply break up platoons of vehicles entering the facility for an average day, or may
be operated more aggressively with longer cycle lengths designed to function as gate regulators
whose purpose is to maintain lower volumes on a freeway facility. DTS may be deployed at single
isolated locations or regionwide and are intended to improve road weather operations as a means of
improving corridor travel times and safety. Similar to arterial signal systems, the sophistication of
the timing patterns may be determined according to preset, traffic actuated, or centrally controlled
patterns.
Project Goals and Objectives

In this hypothetical scenario, a Midwestern traffic management agency wishes to deploy DTS on
seven interchanges along a 5-mile corridor of a major interstate. The overall goal of the DTS
program is to help decrease crashes and travel time delay while minimizing operational and
management costs on freeway weather management. In this case we will use actual data from a
previous study, but use the TOPS-BC tool to analyze the data. The objective of the case is to
demonstrate the use of TOPS-BC to produce the project evaluation that is needed.
Data

Data is collected and analyzed prior to and after deployment of the DTS system to evaluate
effectiveness.
The data used for the analysis consists of loop detector speed and volume data and accident and
incident management data. The study focuses on morning peak period (6am to 8am) and afternoon
peak period (4pm to 6pm). This scenario assumes the 2010-2011 period for an initial evaluation.
Historical data for a 24-month period prior to the implementation of the metering system will be
used for the “before” period. The “after” period will use data collected over a 12-month period
Chapters 2 and 3 of this Compendium contain a discussion of the fundamentals of BCAs and an introduction to BCA
modeling tools. These sections also contain additional BCA references.
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following the activation. For the Long Term Impacts Evaluation, we use archived data from
morning and afternoon peak hours for the all no-holiday weekdays following the activation of the
system.
The results of the evaluation indicates that the DTS control systems will benefit traffic flow on the
freeway and will meet or exceed the initially identified objectives for the system.
Benefit Cost Analysis

A BCA can be used to determine whether to implement DTS technology. TOPS-BC provides input
defaults for most variables that would be used in the evaluation of a new DTS system. If a planner
was looking at a system similar to this DTS example, he could use the TOPS-BC defaults or
generate new data to make the example as realistic as possible by applying local data which can be
applied in place of the defaults. This also allows the user to test the impact of changes in selected
input data. For example, the analysis can be carried out for examples that highlight local or recent
information for your project using different technology costs, traffic levels, wait times, etc. Each of
the items shown in Table 6-5 are included in the default input data set, but may be replaced with
user supplied data as shown. If user supplied data is entered, it will override the default value and be
used by TOPS-BC in all calculations that call for that input data.
In addition to the characteristics that describe your project, such as technology specific costs,
roadway descriptions, number of installations, etc., you may also want to input values different from
the TOPS-BC defaults for economic parameters related to the measures of benefits for the project.
Examples may include the value of time or reliability, the price of fuel, the cost of crashes, or the
dollar value of other benefits you may have calculated, such as vehicle emissions. TOPS-BC
estimates fuel and emissions savings from VMT changes and assumptions about average fuel
efficiency of the fleet. Some deployments may also reduce fuel consumption by changing the
vehicle speed profile, but estimating this effect is beyond TOPS-BC.
Entering your own data allows you to make the analysis as specific as you can for your project. In
addition, it provides a simple process for testing the sensitivity of the results to a particular variable
or set of variables. Table 6-5 illustrates both user-supplied data inputs and TOPS-BC-supplied
inputs.
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Table 6-5. Input Variables & User Supplied Data for Dynamic Traffic Signal (DTS) Control
Systems
Required Input Variables
Facility Characteristics
Link Length (Miles)
Total Number of Lanes
Freeway Link Capacity (All Lanes - for the time period of
analysis)
Free Flow Speed (MPH)
Number of DTS
Average Link Length (Miles)
Average DTS Link Capacity (All Lanes - for the time period of
analysis)
Average DTS Free Flow Speed (MPH)
Facility Performance
Freeway Link Volume (during time period of analysis)
Average DTS Link Volume (during time period of analysis)
Impacts Due To Strategy
Change in Freeway Link Capacity (%)
Reduction in Freeway Crash Rate (%)
Reduction in Freeway Crash Duration (%)
Reduction in Fuel Use (%)

User Supplied
Data Inputs
5
6

TOPS-BC
Supplied Inputs

2
26,400

65
15
0.25

55
1
0.25
4,800
35

21,120
3,840

14,000
5,200

20
20

12%
12%
0%
10%

Note: User supplied inputs over ride TOPS-BC Supplied Input Defaults.

In this case we have some specific site characteristics including length, number of lanes, number of
metered ramps, average speed, and other characteristics. We also enter specific data about the
performance of the facility we are analyzing. TOPS-BC has already performed a literature review for
the impacts of traffic-actuated road weather ITS and provides a consensus default value. However,
in this case we have specific facility impacts and can input them into the system. We have chosen
not to change the value of time, the value of reliability, energy prices, or the value of crash avoidance
for this example. In this run we are accepting the TOPS-BC default values which can be found on
the Parameters page in the TOPS-BC model. 14
In this example, we are running TOPS-BC and we would like to modify the inputs to reflect new
data. We might do this because of the similarity of this particular deployment to the one we are
considering. We know that in this particular deployment, the freeway travel speeds increased by 20
percent and the number of crashes also decreased by 20 percent. However the TOPS-BC default
for both these values was 12 percent. By using the navigation column we can go to the benefit

14

For more information on modifying the TOPS-BC Parameters page, see case 8-1.
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inputs page and input the new percentage for speed and volume increases and crash reductions.
These values will be used in all calculations calling for these values in TOPS-BC.
The user can also test the inputs to see where additional benefits may be realized. This can be
accomplished by modifying assumptions about the project costs, size, or other dimension. One can
also test the value assumptions. For example, an alternative set of crash costs by type (fatality, injury
or property damage only) that reflects local crash cost experience would improve the applicability of
this tool for a specific project.
The three primary benefits of DTS deployments are improvements in travel time, travel time
reliability, and crashes. Each project plan is different, and the realized benefits can be impacted by
the plan. By varying the assumptions in the plan, BCA models allow you to see how plan
assumptions will impact the expected benefits.

Travel Time
Travel Time is usually calculated based on estimated link speeds in the corridor, both for the freeway
and interstate links. Speeds may be estimated using the speed-flow relationship from the Highway
Capacity Manual (HCM) where a speed factor (to be applied to free flow speed) for varying degrees of
congestion (as measured by volume/capacity ratio) can be found. Speed is estimated for the
baseline (without improvement) scenario by determining the correct speed-flow factor to apply
based on your inputs for capacity and volume and applying the factor to the free flow speed you
provided. These analyses must be performed separately for the freeway and interstate links. For the
improvement scenario, average capacities are adjusted based on default impact percentages. BCA
models usually provide these defaults, although the user can supply impact values if available. These
default impact values are sensitive to the level of timing sophistication. The adjusted capacity value
is used to determine an adjusted volume/capacity ratio which can be used to look up the speed-flow
factor from the HCM or as a default in the model. The estimated speeds for the baseline and with
improvement scenarios are used to estimate link travel time based on your inputs for link length and
average volumes. The difference between the two scenarios in hours of travel time is monetized as
the travel-time benefit.

Travel Time Reliability
Travel Time Reliability can be based on the non-recurring delay estimation methodology developed
for the Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP 2 projects L03 and L05). The approach uses
factors (applied to VMT) representing the expected amount of incident-related delay based on the
number of lanes on the facility, the length of the analysis period, the facility volume and the facility
capacity. This analysis is only performed on the freeway links. The impact of the DTS strategy on
incident-related delay is two-fold: it is impacted by both the change in facility capacity (discussed
under the Travel Time impact above) as well as by a reduction in the number of crashes (discussed
in the Crashes section below). The change in capacity results in a different volume/capacity ratio
(between the without improvement and with improvement scenarios) being used with the incident
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related delay factors. The incident delay factor is multiplied by the VMT estimated for the facility.
The resulting estimated number of hours of incident-related delay for the “with improvement”
scenario are further reduced by the percentage decrease in the default crash rate. Additionally,
according to the SHRP 2 research, 15 the resulting recurring delay and incident delay values are
applied in an additional algorithm along with the volume/capacity ratio to factor total non-recurring
delay for the facility. The incremental change in hours of non-recurring travel time delay between
the baseline and with improvement scenario is assigned a dollar value. Tools like TOPS-BC or
similar models will do all these calculations for you with data you provide about your project and its
expected effects on performance.

Crashes
This data represents the benefit from the reduction in crashes that results from the smoothing of
traffic conflicts in the merge area. A default crash rate factor is usually supplied by the BCA tool;
however, if you have local data to support a different impact, you can usually input this projectspecific information into your model. For example, with TOPS-BC you can enter a factor in the
“Reduction in Freeway Crash Rate (%)” cell. This impact factor will reduce the crash rates applied
to all crash severities. Dollar values will be applied to the change in the number of crashes to
estimate this benefit. The reduction in the number of crashes is also fed back into the calculation of
incident-related delay, producing a greater benefit level for Travel Time Reliability.
Other benefits are often associated with DTS strategies, including the reduction in vehicle emissions
and fuel use beyond a change in travel demand. This is a change in vehicle efficiency caused by a
change in vehicle operating profiles. These two benefits are inherently difficult to estimate within a
spreadsheet-based model (e.g., spreadsheet-based models are generally incapable of estimating the
vehicle acceleration and deceleration profiles to accurately assess these impacts). In TOPS-BC, you
are free to modify the analysis framework to include these benefits, or simply to add the estimated
value of these benefits to the “User Entered Benefit” cell if there is data to support their inclusion.
Model Run Results

The TOPS-BC cost effectiveness analysis indicates that the first year cost for this DTS introduction
will be will be $1.687 million with continuing annual cost of $93,250 for a 20-year analysis period
and with an additional cost every 5 years of $97,500 for software and system upgrades. This results
in a 20 year net present value of just over $2 million, or a levelized annual cost of $172,600 with a
5% discount rate.
If the deployment were already complete, we could then use the actual cost experience in this case if
we believed it to be more accurate than the average cost shown by TOPS-BC. Note: Be cautious in
overriding the default cost numbers. These values were developed from several reports on this

See for example:
http://www.trb.org/StrategicHighwayResearchProgram2SHRP2/Pages/Reliability_Projects_302.aspx

15
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technology and are thought to be accurate representations. Costs shown in a single report may not
be comparable to the default values as they may not include all deployment costs.
Benefits

TOPS-BC estimates benefits from the DTS deployment from travel time savings, change in travel
time reliability, reduced energy consumption, and reduced crash events. Together they result in
levelized annual benefits of about $8 million.
In this case, TOPS-BC estimates that the project benefits far exceed the costs. This results from the
gain in operating efficiency for the system under study. TOPS-BC also estimated a substantial
reduction in energy costs due to congestion relief. The number of crashes was also reduced, which
provided the added benefit of crash-cost reduction.
Table 6-6. Benefit Cost Summary
Annual Benefit Type
Total Annual Benefits
Travel Time
Travel Time Reliability
Energy
Safety
Other
User Entered
Total Annual Costs
Benefit/Cost Comparison
Net Benefit
Benefit Cost Ratio

Dollar Value
$7,994,382
$7,497,256
$36,835
$456,072
$4,218
$0
$0
$172,600

$7,821,782
46.32

Key Observations

This case identifies the introduction of a series of DTS control systems on an Interstate that is
highly exposed to weather conditions. Prior to and after the deployment, the State DOT collected
data on system performance to be able to compare the changes brought about by the deployment.
Those performance changes revealed impacts on both freeway and DTS performance. These
realized changes are what a pre-project deployment analysis needs in order to estimate the expected
project benefits and costs. Once the project is deployed, performance indicators and their changes
are known and can be used as an estimate of what might be expected if a similar project is deployed.
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7 CASE STUDIES FOR WEATHER RESPONSE OR TREATMENT

7.1

# Case Name
Maintenance Decision Support System
(MDSS) Implementation: The City and
County of Denver

BCA Model
Custom BCA Model 'with-without"
Analysis

Actual or
Hypothetical
Case
Actual

7.2

Pooled Fund Maintenance Decision
Support System (MDSS) Implementation

Custom In-House
Analysis

Actual

7.3

Hypothetical Maintenance Decision
Support System (MDSS) Implementation

TOPS-BC

Hypothetical

7.4

Washington's Automated Anti-icing
System Study

Actual

7.5

Bridge Prioritization for Installation of
Anti-icing Systems in Nebraska

WSDOT Benefit/Cost
Worksheet for
Collision Reduction
Custom BCA Model

7.6

De-icing in Iowa

TOPS-BC

Hypothetical

7.7

Evaluation of North Dakota's Fixed
Automated Spray Technology Systems

Custom In-House
Analysis

Actual

7.8

Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) System
Deployment in Kansas

Custom In-House
Analysis

Actual

7.9

Hypothetical Study of the Use of
Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) for
Highway Maintenance Activities

TOPS-BC

Hypothetical

Actual
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CASE STUDY 7.1 – MAINTENANCE DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM (MDSS) IMPLEMENTATION:
16
THE CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER
Strategy Type:
Project Name:
Project Agency:
Location:
Geographic Extent:
Tool Used:

Weather Response or Treatment
A Maintenance Decision Support System (MDSS) Implementation:
the City and County of Denver
The City and County of Denver (C/C Denver)
Urban Setting Covered by C/C Denver
Six Selected Work Districts (1780 Lane Miles)
Custom BCA Model – “with-without MDSS” Analysis

Project Technology or Strategy

MDSS usage has begun to extend beyond State DOTs to include local agencies. This is appropriate,
considering that there is an increasing trend in local expenditures and all local agencies combined
spend more than all State DOTs on snow and ice removal activities. C/C Denver faces many of the
same challenges as other local agencies around the country, including budgetary and technological
constraints. Nevertheless, their street maintenance division was eager to participate in an evaluation
of their use of an MDSS and learn ways to enhance their winter operations and make better use of
the MDSS tool throughout their jurisdiction. A Federal prototype MDSS is being used by C/C
Denver as a tool to assist their maintenance operations in forecasting road-weather conditions in
their area and providing treatment recommendations.
Project Goals and Objectives

This example presents the actual results of a BCA for the use of MDSS by the City and County of
Denver, Colorado over two winter periods: 2007-2008 and 2008-2009. In order to provide
comparable benefits and costs within the analysis, C/C Denver carefully selected key MOEs to
primarily focus on benefits to the implementing agency, including labor, equipment, and material
savings. In this case we demonstrate how the agency used the available information and created a
simple spreadsheet model the conduct the BCA. FHWA has developed a similar system, TOPS-BC,
which provides a wealth of cost and benefit information along with the computations needed to
estimate net present values and benefit cost ratios (BCR).
Figure 7-1 shows a benefit cost framework for focusing the evaluation of the BCA in terms of the
primary pathways by which benefits and costs are expected to be experienced by C/C Denver. The
area inside the red dotted box represents the costs and benefits evaluated by the agency in the BCA.

Chapters 2 and 3 of this Compendium contain a discussion of the fundamentals of BCAs and an introduction to BCA
modeling tools. These sections also contain additional BCA references.
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Figure 7-1. The BCA Pathways Framework
Methodology

The evaluation was designed to be a “with-without MDSS” analysis intending to quantify the two
benefit areas: (1) those resulting from atmospheric and pavement forecasts, and (2) those resulting
from treatment recommendations.
The first benefit area examined tactical forecasts that are made prior to a storm event to indicate the
expected start time of the storm and other attributes. Tactical decisions are initially made 24 to 48
hours before the event (at the snow meeting with the management staff) and during each shift.

Evaluation Hypothesis #1 - By using the MDSS forecasts as a tactical decision support tool,

C/C Denver will achieve reductions in shift hours or eliminate shift call-ins, thereby
reducing labor hours and associated costs for winter maintenance.

Over the past two winters combined, 69 snow events were tracked and reported by C/C Denver.
MDSS forecasts were used for 56 of those events. For 13 events in the past two winters, MDSS was
not used either because computer server problems prevented access to MDSS information, or C/C
Denver supervisors were not able to compile the information. In the previous winter, MDSS was
used for all but three events.
The evaluation design for assessing the second benefit area of the MDSS in offering treatment
recommendations was a “with-without” design based on identified experimental plow routes on
which crews used the MDSS forecasts and treatment recommendations and a matched set of control
routes on which C/C Denver conducted operations without the use of the MDSS. Several major
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routes were selected where C/C Denver would follow the MDSS treatment recommendations to the
best extent possible without jeopardizing public safety. The condition of selected experimental route
segments where the MDSS would be used to guide treatments would then be compared with control
route segments where treatments were determined using the existing procedures based on driver and
supervisor decisions.

Evaluation Hypothesis #2 - By using the MDSS updates and treatment recommendations,
C/C Denver will experience a reduction in the amount and cost of material used and a
decrease in the number of truck miles, and hence cost of fuel and maintenance, over the
course of an entire winter.

The treatment assessment test was conducted three times during the winter of 2008-2009. While
ideally an entire winter of testing was desired, C/C Denver was able to complete the standard
operating procedures for the evaluation design by January 20, 2009. Subsequent to that date, only
seven events occurred, and most of them required primarily spot treatments rather than extended
material use. The BCA model runs found that the treatment recommendations had minimal and
inconclusive effects on C/C Denver’s treatment strategies.
Model Run Results

The study team reviewed data from previous winter events, some when MDSS was fully operational
and others when it was not. By studying the crash and travel outcomes as well agency operation
costs, researchers assigned costs and benefits to individual events with and without MDSS. Benefits
were realized primarily by reductions in labor hours due to the tactical decision support offered by
the MDSS, including the deployment of road crews, equipment, and materials. No benefits were
realized by the MDSS in the treatment aspect. Overall, the treatment recommendations had minimal
and inconclusive effects on C/C Denver’s treatment strategies. Three tests revealed three different
results across the control and experimental districts. The results from these three tests were not
published.
Costs include one-time set-up costs and annual contract costs for the MDSS. Benefits and costs
were adjusted to constant 2009 dollars using inflation rates from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The
budget cycle for the C/C Denver is based on the calendar year, so benefits and costs reported are
for events in specified calendar years.
Overall, the MDSS provided a net positive benefit cost trade-off, with the average annual benefits
exceeding the costs. For every $1.00 that the C/C Denver spent on the MDSS, it achieved $1.34 in
return. The C/C Denver gained a net benefit (Net Benefit = Total Benefit - Total Costs) of $24,304
per year from the use of the MDSS. Table 7-1 shows the overall net benefits of using the MDSS for
C/C Denver. The costs and the benefits are in 2009 dollars and are based on the calendar year in
which they were incurred. Costs incurred in 2006 include one-time system setup, calibration, and
hardware costs. This savings is equivalent to about 10% of C/C Denver’s discretionary overtime
budget for the year, and management believes this more than justifies the investment in the MDSS.
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Table 7-1. Net Benefit Calculation for MDSS (2009 dollars)
System Costs Incurred by Agency (Current $)
$82,315
$60,282
$55,295

Year Incurred

Adjusted Dollars (2009)

2006
2007
2008
Average Annual Cost

$90,769
$64,970
$57,424
$71,054

Savings per Calendar Year due to MDSS (Current $)
$62,000
2007
$119,880
2008
Average Annual Benefit

$66,222
$124,459
$95,359

Overall, C/C Denver found the MDSS to offer them valuable guidance in their efforts to fine tune
their maintenance decisions before and during storms, and they fully intend to continue their
investment in the MDSS into the future.
Key Observations

C/C Denver worked closely with the evaluation team and with the developer of the prototype
MDSS, in their use of the MDSS over the past two winter periods to inform C/C Denver’s winter
road maintenance decisions and actions. The findings of this BCA pointed to a clear set of benefits,
along with real cost savings, that strongly justify the value not only to State DOTs but also local
DOTs of having an MDSS among the suite of tools and services they rely upon to support their
road maintenance decisions. Although not directly assessed in this BCA, the benefits at the agency
level that have been identified flow down to the traveling public in terms of the agency’s ability to
maintain the level of service on the roadways and thereby make them safer for travelers. Finally, this
BCA provides an evaluation structure and insight into the effective uses of an MDSS in an urban
setting that may be of value to other local agencies similar to C/C Denver.
Reference

Research and Innovative Technology Administration, Benefit–Cost Assessment of a Maintenance Decision
Support System (MDSS) Implementation: The City and County of Denver, FHWA-JPO-10-018 (Washington,
DC: 2009). Available at:
http://ntl.bts.gov/lib/33000/33100/33156/denver_mdss_bca_report_final.pdf
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CASE STUDY 7.2 – POOLED FUND MAINTENANCE DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM (MDSS)
IMPLEMENTATION 17
Strategy Type:
Project Name:
Project Agency:
Location:
Geographic Extent:
Tool Used:

Weather Response or Treatment
Maintenance Decision-Support System (MDSS) Pooled Fund Study
South Dakota Department of Transportation (DOT)
Highways
New Hampshire, Minnesota, Colorado
Custom In-house Analysis

Project Technology or Strategy

Sixteen States have joined the MDSS Pooled Fund Study led by the South Dakota DOT to develop
an enhanced Maintenance Decision-Support System (MDSS) based on the Federal MDSS prototype.
The MDSS integrates relevant road weather forecasts, coded maintenance rules of practice, and
maintenance resource data to provide winter maintenance managers with recommended road
treatment strategies. Coupled with other advanced technologies, MDSS has revolutionized DOT
winter operations.
MDSS is an integrated software application that provides users with real-time road treatment
guidance for each maintenance route (e.g., treatment locations, types, times, and rates) to address the
fundamental questions of what, how much, and when according to forecast road weather conditions,
available resources, and local rules of practice. In addition, MDSS can be used as a training tool, as it
features a “what if” scenario treatment selector that can be used to examine how the road condition
might change over a 48-hour period with the user-defined treatment times, chemical types, or
application rates.
The essential functions of an MDSS may be visualized in three tiers: global, primary, and secondary.
The global essential function of the MDSS is fulfilled as two interrelated applications: a “real-time
assessment of current and future conditions” and “real-time maintenance recommendations.”
Primary functions are those that have been created as part of the MDSS development process such
as the road treatment module. A secondary function is one that is or can be accomplished by
existing systems such as road weather management information systems (RWMIS) or road weather
forecasts.

Chapters 2 and 3 of this Compendium contain a discussion of the fundamentals of BCAs and an introduction to BCA
modeling tools. These sections also contain additional BCA references.
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Project Goals and Objectives

The purpose of this research project was to assess the benefits and costs associated with
implementation of MDSS by State transportation agencies. In order to provide comparable benefits
and costs within the analysis, South Dakota DOT carefully selected key MOEs to focus primarily on
benefits to the implementing agency and ultimate users, including:
•
•
•

Reduced Material Use (Agency Benefit)
Improved Traffic Safety (User Benefit)
Reduced Traffic Delay (User Benefit)

Detailed descriptions of the data collection and evaluation process are available in the full report
referenced at the conclusion of this case. The costs and benefits associated with this technology are
included in Table 7-2.
Table 7-2. Benefit and Cost Categories Expected from MDSS Deployment

Benefit

Cost

Agency
Reduced materials costs
Reduced labor costs
Reduced equipment costs
Reduced fleet replacement costs
Reduced infrastructure damage
due to road salts

Motorist
Reduced motorist delay
(through improved LOS)
Improved safety (through
improved LOS)
Reduced response time
Reduced clearance time
Reduced vehicular corrosion
due to road salts

Society
Reduced
environmental
degradation

Software and support costs
Communications costs
In-vehicle computer
hardware investment
Training
Administrative costs
Weather forecast provider
costs

Note: Bold indicates included in methodology
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Methodology

A methodology consisting of a baseline data module and a simulation module was developed to
analyze tangible benefits, which include the three selected benefits listed above. The methodology
was applied to three Pooled Fund States: New Hampshire, Minnesota, and Colorado. The three
States were chosen to provide case studies on the benefit cost ratio of using MDSS. They were
selected because they:
•
•
•

Represented different climates,
Provided good historical data on maintenance problems, and
Captured a variety of traffic and terrain conditions.

These criteria were selected so the results would be transferable to other Pooled Fund States.
To evaluate the three cases, several years of historical weather, maintenance, and traffic use data
were incorporated to establish baseline information for each route segment. Then, a simulation
generated output from the MDSS for each of three scenarios: base case (point 1); same resources
(Point 2), which means better level of service; and same conditions (Point 3), fewer resources, as
shown in Figure 7-2. The simulation outputs from selected route segments were extrapolated to
other route segments in each state to achieve a statewide BCA.

Figure 7-2. Benefit Cost Methodology and Relationship between Level of Service and Costs
The data from the three case studies was utilized to estimate a range of benefit and cost results for
various conditions and situations. Compendium users can conduct similar analyses for their regions
by using the process followed in this study and using their own State data. A complete citation for
the study is available at the end of this case study.
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Model Run Results

BCA results indicated that the use of MDSS could bring more benefits than costs. The case studies
showed that the annual net benefit of using MDSS outweighed the cost to a significant degree,
ranging from $488,000 to $2.68 million. The benefit cost findings are shown in Table 7-3. The
benefit cost ratios do not indicate conclusively which scenario produces better results. The case
studies showed that there is a trade-off between agency benefits and user benefits. Increased use of
material will achieve greater motorist benefits while increasing agency costs, and vice versa.
Table 7-3. Benefit Cost Summary

$2,367,409
$2,884,904

User
Savings
(%)
50
99

Agency
Savings
(%)
50
1

$3,179,828
$1,369,035

51
187

$3,367,810
$1,985,069

49
90

Case State

Scenario

Benefits

New
Hampshire

Same Condition
Same
Resources
Same Condition
Same
Resources
Same Condition
Same
Resources

Minnesota

Colorado

Costs

B/C
Ratio

$332,879

7.11
8.67

49
-87

$496,952

6.40
2.75

51
10

$1,497,985

2.25
1.33

For the Same Condition scenario, the report notes that the contributions of user benefits to total
benefits are almost the same as agency benefits for all cases. The split of benefits for the Same
Resources scenario, however, have large variations. In the Minnesota case, the Same Resources
scenario used much more salt (12.7 percent of total use) than the Base Case for winter maintenance
and seemed to deviate more from the assumed “Same Resources” point 2 (in Figure 7-2) than the
other two cases. Thus, Table 7-3 shows the negative impact on Agency Savings. The additional use
of salt did improve motorist safety and mobility, but the total benefits were reduced. By comparing
benefit cost ratios, the Same Condition scenario tends to produce similar or better results than the
Same Resources scenario.
Overall, the study found MDSS offers State DOTs valuable guidance in their efforts to fine tune
their maintenance decisions on winter operations, justifying their intent to continue future
investments in MDSS.
Key Observations

This case study presented a BCA of deploying MDSS for winter maintenance. A methodology that
consisted of a baseline data module and a simulation module was developed and applied to three
pooled fund States to analyze tangible benefits. Tangible costs were calculated based on winter
maintenance information requested from the case study states.
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The three case studies collectively showed that the benefits of using MDSS outweighed associated
costs. The benefit cost ratios did not indicate which MDSS scenario was (always) better. However, it
is most likely that an agency implementing MDSS would fall somewhere between the Same
Resources scenario and the Same Condition scenario, seeking to achieve both a level of service
improvement and a reduction in winter maintenance costs. The case studies also showed that there
is a trade-off between agency benefits and user benefits. Increased use of material will achieve more
motorist benefits while increasing agency costs, and vice versa.
Reference

South Dakota DOT, Analysis of Maintenance Decision Support System (MDSS) Benefits & Costs, SD200610-F (SDDOT: May 12, 2009). Available at: http://trid.trb.org/view.aspx?id=915012
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CASE STUDY 7.3 – HYPOTHETICAL MAINTENANCE DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM (MDSS)
IMPLEMENTATION 18
Strategy Type:
Project Name
Location:
Geographic Extent:
Tool Used:

Weather Response or Treatment
Maintenance Decision Support System (MDSS) Implementation
Urban Setting
Statewide
TOPS-BC for Life Cycle Cost and Benefit Cost Analysis

Project Technology or Strategy

Several State DOTs and municipal public works departments have deployed Maintenance Decision
Support Systems (MDSS) in urban settings. MDSS offers road maintenance managers guidance on
efficient tactical deployment of road crews, equipment, and materials with the expectation that the
MDSS can save State and local transportation agencies money and time while also enhancing the
safety and mobility of the traveling public.
Project Goals and Objectives

The purpose of this hypothetical BCA is to demonstrate how the TOPS-BC tool could support an
RWM BCA evaluation where the user is supplying the required cost and benefit inputs. The
example suggests that the user had estimated a clear set of benefits, along with real cost savings, that
strongly justify the value—not only to State DOTs but also to local DOTs—of having an MDSS
among the suite of tools and services they rely upon to support their road maintenance decisions.
Data

This hypothetical evaluation was designed to be a “with-without MDSS” analysis intending to
quantify the two benefit areas: those due to atmospheric and pavement forecasts and those resulting
from treatment recommendations.

Evaluation Hypothesis #1 – By using the MDSS forecasts as a tactical decision support tool,
the State DOT will achieve reductions in shift hours or eliminate shift call-ins, thereby
reducing labor hours and associated costs for winter maintenance. Over two winters
combined, MDSS forecasts are assumed to be used for 56 events.
Evaluation Hypothesis #2 – By using the MDSS updates and treatment recommendations,
State DOTs will experience a reduction in the amount and cost of material used and a
decrease in the number of truck miles, and hence cost of fuel and maintenance, over the
course of an entire winter.

Chapters 2 and 3 of this Compendium contain a discussion of the fundamentals of BCAs and an introduction to BCA
modeling tools. These sections also contain additional BCA references.
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The treatment assessment test was assumed to be conducted three times during one winter. It is
assumed that only seven events occurred and most of them required primarily spot treatments and
not extended material use.
Benefits are realized primarily by reductions in labor hours due to the tactical decision support of
deployment of road crews, equipment and materials offered by the MDSS. Costs will include onetime set-up costs and annual contract costs for the MDSS. Benefits and costs in this hypothetical
scenario will be adjusted to constant 2009 dollars using inflation rates from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics.
Benefit Cost Analysis

A BCA to determine whether to implement the MDSS for weather forecasting can be conducted
Navigation
using TOPS-BC. In this case, the user can utilize the TOPS-BC
Back
architecture to set up the BCA, to estimate annualized cost and
OPENING SCREEN
benefits, to apply alternate discount rates, to estimate some benefits,
GENERAL TOOL OVERVIEW
and to display the results. Since TOPS-BC does not now provide cost LIST OF ALL WORKSHEETS
1) INVESTIGATE IMPACTS
and benefit data unique to a RWM MDSS application, the user must
2) METHODS AND TOOLS
3) ESTIMATE COSTS
supply much of this data. The information can be collected from
Traveler Information
other DOTs that have implemented MDSS programs for weather
DMS
HAR
forecasting, or the data can be
What would you like to do today?
Pre-Trip Traveler Info
produced from vendor
Traffic Signal Coordination Systems
Preset Timing
estimates. A search of the
Traffic Actuated
FHWA ITS database may
Central Control
Transit Signal Priority
provide much of this
Ramp Metering Systems
information.
Central Control

Figure 7-3. TOPS-BC Start Page
- Estimate Life-Cycle Costs
Function

To set up TOPS-BC to
conduct this analysis, the user
will open the spreadsheet
modeling tool to the start page
(Figure 7-3) and click on
“Estimate Life-Cycle Costs.”

In the left-hand column of the
Cost Page (Figure 7-4), click on “Road Weather Management.”
Depending on the current version of TOPS-BC, you may or may not
see any information on the costs of MDSS systems. If no MDSS costs
are displayed, the user can input cost data from available information
on the specific project or locate cost information on the FHWA ITS
Cost database.
(http://www.itscosts.its.dot.gov/its/benecost.nsf/ByLink/CostDocs).

Traffic Actuated
Preset Timing
Other Freeway Systems
Traffic Incident Management
Other Strategies
ATDM Speed Harmonization
Employer Based Traveler Demand Mgmt
ATDM Hard Shoulder Running
ATDM High Occupancy Toll Lanes
Road Weather Management
Work Zone
Supporting Strategies
Traffic Management Center
Loop Detection
CCTV
Costs Summary

Figure 7-4. TOPS-BC
Navigation Column for
Estimating Costs- Road
Weather Management
Strategies
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If the user needs to input new cost information, TOPS-BC maintains a blank cost estimation
worksheet that can be used to create cost estimation capabilities for new strategies that may not
currently be included. A blank cost estimation worksheet is provided as a hidden sheet titled COST
TEMPLATE, or the user can edit the cost line items on the Road Weather Cost sheet.
In this case, we have edited the existing RWM cost sheet to reflect the cost assumptions. These are
hypothetical costs only to demonstrate how TOPS-BC works. It is suggested that you download the
latest version of the TOPS-BC model and follow along with this discussion. These procedures are
explained in the TOPS-BC User’s Manual, which is available at:
http://www.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/fhwahop13041/fhwahop13041.pdf.
If we take the cost estimates for a statewide deployment of AVL to support the maintenance vehicle
fleet as shown in Figure 7-6, the user can create a cost sheet in TOPS-BC. TOPS-BC will take the
basic cost information provided and generate the annual costs as well as the net present value of
cost for use in a BCA. The user also provides a start date, an analysis period, and a discount rate.
In this example, we are running TOPS-BC and we would like to modify the inputs to reflect new
data. We might do this because of the similarity of this particular deployment to another
deployment where data has been collected on the actual costs or benefits experienced.
With the MDSS option, we know that certain benefits will be realized
as we tested (assumed) the historic application in our community and
measured the changes in agency staff costs for overtime. We also
investigated the change in materials application, but at this time we
could not definitively identify materials savings. By using the
navigation column on the far left, (Figure 7-5) we can go to the Road
Weather Management benefit inputs page and input new information
specific to MDSS. These values will be used in all calculations calling
for these values in TOPS-BC.

Figure 7-5. TOPS-BC
Navigation Column for
Estimating BenefitsRoad Weather
Management Strategies

The user can also test the inputs to see where additional benefits may
be realized. This can be accomplished by modifying assumptions
about the project costs, size or other dimension. The user can get a
range of estimated benefits and costs. One can also test the value
assumptions. For example, an alternative set of data on materials
savings from application of MDSS forecasts could reflect a cost savings
that would improve the applicability of this tool for any project.

Go to the “Benefits” section of Road Weather Management
spreadsheet and move to the very bottom of the page to the cell
labeled “User Entered Benefit (Annual $s)” and enter the calculated
benefit amount, in this case, $100,000. (Remember that FHWA is
always adding material to TOPS-BC, so check to see if the model contains benefit data assumptions
that might be helpful.) TOPS-BC will now use the $100,000 entry in all of its BCA calculations.
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FHWA Tool for Operations Benefit/Cost (TOPS-BC): Version 1.0
PURPOSE: Estimate Lifecycle Costs of TSM&O Strategies

WORK AREA 1 - ESTIMATE AVERAGE ANNUAL COST

Road Weather Management - MDSS Utilization

Equipment

Capital /
Replacement
Costs (Total)

Useful Life

O&M Costs
(Annual)

Annualized
Costs

Basic Infrastructure Equipment

MDSS Information Dissemination Hardware

10

$

-

$

375 $

375

MDSS Information Dissemination Software (Registration)

10

$

-

$

20,000 $

20,000

TMC System Integration

5

$

-

$

5,000 $

5,000

$

-

$

20,000 $

20,000

$

4,000 $

2,200 $

2,200

$

4,000 $

47,575 $

47,575

Labor for Weather Information Review & Action Plan
Communications

0

TOTAL Infrastructure Cost

Incremental Deployment Equipment

Incremental costs for road weather management deployments are extremely variable depending on the type of
deployment. User should enter and edit costs appropriate to their planned strategy. Example costs include:
$

-

$

-

$

-

Remote Weather Station

25 $

11,530 $

2,500 $

2,961

TOTAL Incremental Cost

$

11,530 $

2,500 $

2,961

INPUT

Enter Number of Infrastructure Deployments

1

$

47,575

INPUT

Enter Number of Incremental Deployments

1

$

2,961

INPUT

Enter Year of Deployment

2014

Average Annual Cost

$ 50,536

Figure 7-6. TOPS-BC Cost Table Edited for MDSS Cost Inputs
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FHWA Tool for Operations Benefit/Cost (TOPS-BC): Version 1.0
Estimate Benefits of TSM&O Strategies

Strategy: Road Weather Management
User Entered Benefit (Annual $'s) $ 100,000.0
Number of Analysis Periods per Year

250

TOTAL AVERAGE ANNUAL BENEFIT
Length of Analysis Period (Hours)

$

100,000

1

Figure 7-7. Bottom of RWM Benefit Spreadsheet
4) ESTIMATE BENEFITS
Parameters
Generic Link Model
Arterial Strategies
Signal Coordination
Freeway Strategies
Ramp Metering
Traffic Incident Management
Traveler Information

Model Run Results

Now go back to the far left Navigation Column (Figure 7-8) and select,
“My Deployments.” In the middle of the sheet you will see the results
as shown in Table 7-4.
Table 7-4. Benefits Costs Summary from the TOPS-BC “My
Deployments” Sheet

Dynamic Message Sign
Highway Advisory Radio
Pre-Trip Traveler Information
ATDM
HOT Lanes
Hard Shoulder Running
Speed Harmonization
Road Weather Management
Work Zone Systems
MY DEPLOYMENTS

Figure 7-8. TOPS-BC
Navigation Column for
Estimating Benefits –
My Deployments

Annual Benefits
Travel Time Reliability
Energy
Safety
Other

Road Weather
Management

Total
Benefits
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

$100,000
$100,000

$100,000
$100,000

Annual Costs

$50,536

$50,536

Benefit/Cost
Comparison
Net Benefit
Benefit Cost Ratio
Stream of Net Benefits
Active Strategies
Road Weather Management

$49,464
1.98
2013

$49,464
1.98
2014

$100,000

$38,395

User Entered
Total Annual Benefits
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In this case, TOPS-BC estimates that the project benefits exceed the costs. This results from the
gain in operating efficiency (labor savings) for the system under study. This is a hypothetical case,
but it is loosely based on an actual MDSS deployment and evaluation so that we could provide a
demonstration of how TOPS-BC can be used as the BCA tool to support RWM decisions.
Key Observations

Although not directly assessed in this BCA, the benefits at the agency level that have been observed
in this hypothetical example flow down to the traveling public in terms of the agency’s ability to
maintain the level of service on the roadways and thereby make them safer for travelers. Finally,
although this model is just a prototype, it provides a framework for the development of a model
which could be used to measure the effectiveness in costs savings and expected safety (as measured
by crash reductions) of a roadway, thereby providing an agency with objective and predictable
measures for determining whether an MDSS deployment is necessary. Prior to and after the
deployment, the State DOT should collect data on system performance to be able to compare the
changes brought about by the deployment. Those performance changes reveal impacts on both
freeway and MDSS performance. These realized changes are what a pre-project deployment analysis
needs in order to estimate the expected project benefits and costs. Once the project is deployed,
performance indicators and their changes are known and can be used as an estimate of what might
be expected if a similar project is deployments.
Reference

Research and Innovative Technology Administration, Benefit–Cost Assessment of a Maintenance Decision
Support System (MDSS) Implementation: The City and County of Denver, FHWA-JPO-10-018 (Washington,
DC: 2009). Available at:
http://ntl.bts.gov/lib/33000/33100/33156/denver_mdss_bca_report_final.pdf
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CASE STUDY 7.4 – WASHINGTON’S AUTOMATED ANTI-ICING SYSTEM STUDY 19
Strategy Type:
Project Name:
Project Agency:
Location:
Geographic
Extent:
Tool Used:

Weather Response or Treatment
Washington’s Automated Anti-icing System Study
The Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT)
Urban Highway Operations
The High Crash Corridor from Milepost 137.67 (the Columbia River
Bridge) to Milepost 138.49 (near the State Route 26 Interchange)
Custom In-House Analysis (WSDOT Benefit/Cost Worksheet for
Collision Reduction)

Project Technology or Strategy

To address weather-related crashes on a section of Interstate 90 near Vantage, Washington, the
Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) assessed the benefits and costs of
deploying an automated anti-icing system to prevent the formation of pavement frost and black ice
and to reduce the impact of freezing rain. The system design included the following TSMO
strategies:
•
•
•
•
•

Anti-icing System (control system, chemical storage tank, distribution lines, pump, and
nozzles),
Road Weather Management Information System (RWMIS),
Communications,
Traffic Surveillance (A Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) Camera for Remote Viewing),
Traffic Management Centers (an Environmental Sensor Station (ESS) and a Computerized
Control System, among other applications.).

Project Goals and Objectives

The primary purpose of winter highway maintenance is to provide vehicular traffic with a roadway
surface that can be safely traveled. Roadway geometrics and an icy surface may create specific
locations that are particularly susceptible to snow- and ice-related accidents. WSDOT developed a
BCA to explore the feasibility of incorporating an intelligent transportation system (ITS) method to
assist maintenance operations at a high accident location on Interstate 90 in Washington State.
It is proposed to address ice- and snow-related accidents by preventing the formation of ice on the
roadway surface. The process explored by this case is with anti-icing chemicals applied to the
roadway surface by an automatic anti-icing system. This BCA identifies the system costs and cost
savings due to accident prevention and calculates a benefit cost ratio. WSDOT selected the key
MOE in the BCA to be Safety.

19 Chapters 2 and 3 of this Compendium contain a discussion of the fundamentals of BCAs and an introduction to BCA
modeling tools. These sections also contain additional BCA references.
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Methodology

The value of the anti-icing system approach to reducing snow- and ice-related accidents is assessed
using a benefit cost ratio, where the present worth of benefits (PWOB) divided by the present worth
of costs (PWOC) equals the benefit cost ratio. The PWOB, PWOC, and benefit cost ratio are
calculated using the WSDOT Benefit/Cost Worksheet for Collision Reduction. Cost elements
include design, construction, power and communication, operations and maintenance costs. Benefits
are the estimated reduction in snow, ice, and wet pavement crashes. Using historical crash data, the
annual rate of collisions over a 3-year period was determined and compared to the expected rate of
collisions after system implementation. It was estimated that 80 percent of the snow, ice, and
wet pavement crashes would be eliminated. 20 The cost per collision was used to determine the
annual safety benefit.
Benefit Cost Analysis

Project Cost
Project cost is the estimated total cost to develop and construct the system. It includes the anti-icing
system (control system, chemical storage tank, distribution lines, pump, and nozzles), RWMIS,
camera, connection to power and communications, and design and construction engineering.

Operations & Maintenance Costs
Annual Operations & Maintenance Costs are the sum of materials, power, communications, weather
forecasting, training, and system maintenance. The material is the liquid chemical. The amount
needed per year was estimated by calculating the amount of chemical required to melt the expected
freezing precipitation. The expected freezing precipitation was estimated to be half the weekly
average winter precipitation, assuming that over a 4-month period half the precipitation would occur
during periods when air and surface temperatures were above 32 degrees F. It was determined, by
using this method, that approximately 12,000 gallons of liquid chemical was needed to treat the 2.4
lane miles of roadway for a 16-week winter period.

Safety Benefits
Annual safety benefits are the estimated benefits of accident reduction. Only the snow- or ice-related
accidents occurring during the winter time period over the 3 year study period were considered. The
annual rate of collisions over a 3-year period, categorized by collision type (fatality, disabling injury,
property damage only, etc.), was determined, and the expected rate of collisions after implementing
the safety improvement was estimated. Estimates were based on the analyst’s assumptions and data
obtained from Pennsylvania DOT, which had used similar systems with positive results.

Initially, it was estimated that 60 percent of snow and ice crashes would be eliminated by the proposed system, with
no reduction in wet-pavement crashes. Based upon discussions with Pennsylvania DOT maintenance managers, this
estimate was revised to 80 percent of snow and ice crashes.

20
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The annual crash estimate was determined by multiplying the annual collision rate by the resultant
factor, which is the estimated percentage of collisions expected after the improvement is
implemented. According to the report, there is no history in Washington of the resultant rate of
collision reduction accountable to an automatic anti-icing system. Therefore, the analysis selected a
mid-range resultant factor of 0.40 based on the assumption that 60 percent of snow or ice accidents
(but not wet roadway accidents) would be eliminated. The assumption was based on information
from maintenance managers at Pennsylvania DOT, who had observed systems in place in
Pennsylvania and indicated that accident reduction due to automatic anti-icing systems was closer to
100 percent.
Given that information, further consideration was warranted. Allowing for wet pavement accidents
and the possibility of ice-related accidents during a refreeze or heavy snow conditions, a higher
resultant factor of 0.20 was used. Thus the study analysts presumed that 80 percent of snow- and
ice-related accidents would be eliminated.

Collision Costs
The cost per collision by type was determined by WSDOT. The methodology used was not
described in the report. The sum of these costs represents the total cost of collisions.

Service Life and Salvage Value
Service life and salvage value are derived from discussions with representatives of the private sector
marketing automatic anti-icing systems.
Model Run Results

WSDOT calculated the PWOC and PWOB by a spreadsheet using the present worth factor of a
uniform series, as shown below. The calculated benefit cost ratio and net benefit are the result of the
worksheet. Using this worksheet, a benefit cost ratio of 2.36 and a net benefit of $1,179,274 was
calculated. This ratio validated the viability of the proposed solution.
In addition to cost savings from crash reductions, WSDOT management expects that the use of
abrasives will be significantly reduced, resulting in lower cleanup costs and less damage to drainage
structures. Improved levels of service should also result from the deployment, enhancing mobility.
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Figure 7-9. WSDOT Benefit/Cost Worksheet for Collision Reduction
Key Observations

The analysis indicates that the proposed automatic anti-icing system is a viable and cost-effective
method of reducing the snow- and ice-related accidents in the Interstate 90 high crash corridor, with
a resulting benefit cost ratio being greater than two, and the net benefit being more than $1 million.
ITS solutions to winter maintenance and operations problems are considered experimental in
Washington State. This project could be considered a model to evaluate other areas on the State
highway system that are prone to snow- and ice-related accidents. Overall, this ITS solution has the
potential to significantly reduce accidents within this high-accident corridor and should be
considered as more practical than high-cost alignment revisions.
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Reference

Robert Stowe, “A Benefit/Cost Analysis of Intelligent Transportation System Applications for
Winter Maintenance,” Paper No. 01-0158, presented to the Transportation Research Board 80th
Annual Meeting, Washington, DC, January 7-11, 2001. Available at:
http://www.smartbridge.okstate.edu/new_information/OtherInfo/BCanalysisWSDOT.pdf
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CASE STUDY 7.5 – BRIDGE PRIORITIZATION FOR INSTALLATION OF ANTI-ICING SYSTEMS IN
NEBRASKA 21
Strategy Type:
Project Name:
Project Agency:
Location:
Geographic Extent:
Tool Used:

Weather Response or Treatment
Nebraska’s Bridge Prioritization for Installation of Automatic Antiicing Systems Study
The Nebraska Department of Roads (NDOR)
Bridges
Statewide
Custom BCA Model

Project Technology or Strategy

During severe winter conditions, bridges freeze before the surrounding roadways, often catching
unsuspecting drivers off guard. To mitigate this issue, the Nebraska Department of Roads (NDOR)
evaluated installing automatic bridge deck anti-icing systems on various bridges statewide. Bridge
deck anti-icing systems are one type of the road weather treatment strategies, which supply de-icing
liquid chemicals to bridge decks when icing conditions are detected, thereby preventing moisture
from freezing on the bridge deck.
Project Goals and Objectives

The NDOR was interested in installing automatic bridge deck anti-icing systems as a safety
enhancement. However, the presence of 2,193 bridges in Nebraska and the limited availability of
funding created a need for prioritization in installing automatic anti-icing systems. Therefore, the
NDOR along with the University of Nebraska-Lincoln initiated the BCA to prioritize bridges for the
installation of anti-icing systems, with the objective of developing a decision-aid tool that could aid
NDOR with the prioritization of bridges for most effective installation. As part of the process,
NDOR selected accidents avoided as the key MOE, and cost estimation was based on the purchase
price of such systems.
Methodology

To achieve the project objective, NDOR extensively reviewed literature on automatic bridge deck
anti-icing systems as well as the experiences of various transportation agencies with such systems.
Based on this review, a two-step methodology was developed to guide the construction of an
appropriate database and the development of the decision-aid tool for bridge prioritization. Data
from diverse sources were integrated in a geographic information system (GIS) to construct the
needed database and a benefit cost method was conducted as the decision-aid tool.
Figure 7-10 presents the methodology used for database construction from various sources and
development of the decision-aid tool. Database construction was accomplished in a GIS while the
21 Chapters 2 and 3 of this Compendium contain a discussion of the fundamentals of BCAs and an introduction to BCA
modeling tools. These sections also contain additional BCA references.
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decision-aid tool was developed in a spreadsheet. The data utilized included bridge inventory, State
accident data, weather information, traffic information, maintenance yard information, and
Nebraska streets, rivers, and streams data. Additional elements were added to the integrated data to
enhance its effectiveness for use by the decision-aid tool, which utilized the integrated database to
provide prioritized lists of candidate bridges for the installation of automatic bridge deck anti-icing
systems.

Figure 7-10. Adopted Research Methodology
In the BCA, bridges were prioritized based on the ratio of benefits generated from the installation of
anti-icing systems and the associated costs. Bridges with higher benefit cost ratios were given higher
priorities. Benefits and costs were quantified in monetary terms; estimation of benefits involved
looking at avoided accidents due to installation of automatic anti-icing systems while estimation of
costs was based on the purchase cost of such systems. Based on information gleaned from the
literature, it was assumed that installation of anti-icing systems would result in a 60 percent reduction
in accidents. Benefits were then calculated by using accident costs for different injury levels.
Avoided traffic delays due to fewer accidents would also contribute to benefits; however, data
required to estimate traffic delays due to accidents were not readily available and, therefore, benefits
from avoided traffic delays were not included in this method.
Amongst the various criteria considered important in the installation of automatic anti-icing systems,
the prioritization by simple accident frequency provided the most realistic and useful results for
Nebraska. As such, the decision-aid tool was modified to first limit candidate bridges to those that
experienced 13 or more accidents during the study period and then prioritized those bridges on
simple accident frequency.
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Model Run Results

Using the BCA model, NDOR examined the experiences of several transportation agencies that
deploy such systems. It found that:
•

•

In Minnesota, the installation of automatic anti-icing systems reduced crashes at three sites:
▪ Interstate 35 Bridge near Duluth by 56 percent. The benefit- cost ratio was 2.0:1.
▪ Truck Hwy 61 Bridge near Winona by 100 percent. The benefit- cost ratio was 3.1:1.
▪ An intersection in Dresbach by 100 percent. The benefit-to-cost ratio was 2.7:1.
In Minnesota, another anti-icing system installed on I-35W at the Mississippi River Bridge
resulted in a 68 percent reduction in winter season crashes and a benefit cost ratio of 3.4:1.

In summary:
•
•

Accident frequency reduction varies from 25 to 100 percent.
Benefit Cost ratios of such systems are in the range of 1.8:1 to 3.4:1.

Finally, NDOR generated two priority lists, one each for Omaha and non-Omaha bridges, based on
this method. NDOR will consider bridges at the top of these lists for the installation of automatic
bridge deck anti-icing systems.
Key Observations

Through BCA, the Nebraska study proved that the bridge deck automatic anti-icing system
technology has the potential to reduce accidents on bridge decks statewide significantly. In the end,
NDOR used a relatively straightforward ranking by accident frequency in the production of the two
priority lists of candidate bridges. The major benefit of these systems was crash reduction and
consequent improvement in travel times. Lacking data and a modeling framework that would
incorporate benefits other than crash reduction, NDOR opted for a process that only considered
crash frequency. Such a decision system may prove functional for NDOR, but as resources
continue to be limited, NDOR may want to include these other benefits in its decision process.
Systems like IDAS, TOPS-BC and the Clear Roads BCA Toolkit now offer user-friendly systems to
support the inclusion of all identified agency and user benefits in the deployment decision process.
The bridge deck automatic anti-icing systems were experimental in Nebraska. The methodology and
database integration processes presented in this case should be useful to transportation agencies
contemplating installation of similar anti-icing systems for highway mobility and safety
enhancement.
Reference

Khattak, A.P., Geza Pesti. “Bridge Prioritization for Installation of Automatic Anti-icing Systems in
Nebraska,” Proceedings of the 2003 Mid-Continent Transportation Research Symposium, Iowa
State University, August 2001.
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CASE STUDY 7.6 – DE-ICING IN IOWA 22
Strategy Type:
Project Name
Location:
Geographic Extent:
Tool Used:

Weather Response or Treatment
Deicing
Iowa DOT
Iowa State
Clear Roads BCA Toolkit

Project Technology or Strategy

Deicing is the practice of removing snow, ice and slush from a roadway surface. Deicers are
employed (along with plowing) in this process to melt existing snow and ice, as well as to prevent
snow and ice from forming a bond/freezing to pavements. Deicers can take on either a solid
(granular) or liquid form. Deicer materials include road salt, calcium chloride, calcium magnesium
acetate (CMA), magnesium chloride, potassium chloride, sodium acetate, and others. Additionally,
some agencies employ abrasives, such as sand or similar grit materials, to improve surface friction;
these materials do not however, perform a deicer function (unless combined with a deicer product,
such as road salt).
According to the Iowa Department of Transportation, the state uses rock salt as the primary deicing
material to combat winter storms. The department uses approximately 200,000 tons of rock salt
annually to keep Iowa highways clear of snow and ice. Deicing material is deployed using trucks.
Project Goals and Objectives

To determine cost-effective strategies for winter maintenance practices, equipment and operations
agencies must quantify the value of each strategy’s benefits and compare it to the costs of
implementation. The Clear Roads Pooled Fund took kit was developed to facilitate and streamline
BCA for various winter maintenance strategies. The Clear Roads pooled fund project began in early
2004 in response to a need for real world testing in the field of winter highway operations. This
ongoing research program has already attracted 26 member states and is funding practical, usable
winter maintenance research.
The following case study, reproduced and adapted with permission from the Clear Roads Pooled
Fund’s Development of a Toolkit for Cost-Benefit Analysis of Specific Winter Maintenance Practices, Equipment
and Operations: User Manual, presents the results of a BCA completed with the toolkit for deicing
operations. 23

Chapters 2 and 3 of this Compendium contain a discussion of the fundamentals of BCAs and an introduction to BCA
modeling tools. These sections also contain additional BCA references.
23 David Veneziano, Xianming Shi, and Lisa Ballard, Development of a Toolkit for Cost-Benefit Analysis of Specific Winter
Maintenance Practices, Equipment and Operations: User Manual” (Clear Roads Pooled Fund: November 2010). Available at:
http://www.clearroads.org/research-projects/downloads/09-08cost-benefitanalysis%20Manual_Final.pdf. Additional
information on the Clear Roads Pooled Fund and resources are available at http://clearroads.org
22
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Methodology

For this example, data provided by the Iowa DOT will be employed. Table 7-5 represents the basic
project parameters information that the user must have available for input during the course of the
evaluation.
Table 7-5. Sample Project Parameters
Discount Rate
Analysis period
Number of equipped trucks
Total trucks
Number of facilities (sheds/garage) with brine making infrastructure
Loaded labor cost per hour (shop rate)
Average labor hours per storm event per vehicle
Average labor hours per storm to produce materials
Annual hours per vehicle to maintain deicing-specific equipment
Annual number of storm events
Average deicer application rate (tons or gallons per lane mile)
Lane miles covered per storm (all trucks)

7.0 %
10 years
900
900
0
21
12
0
10
20
0.050
24,867

To begin, the user will select the “Anti-icing” link under the Operations heading on the Technology
Selection page. This displayed in Figure 7-11.

Project Parameters
Once anti-icing has been selected for evaluation, the user
will be directed to the Project Parameters page. Here the
user will define basic information for report purposes,
including their name, their agency, and a brief project
description. Note that certain items are set to default
values, including the date, discount rate (7 percent), and
life cycle (5 years in this example, although the toolkit
defaults to a life cycle of 12 years). However, the user is
encouraged to employ the values presently of their
respective agency. For this example, the 7 percent rate
and 5-year life cycle will be employed, as they are
Figure 7-11. Anti-icing Selection

reasonable for demonstration purposes.

Note that when establishing an interest rate and service
life for an item, different approaches will yield different benefit cost ratios. For example, if a low
interest rate and longer life are employed/assumed for an item, a higher benefit cost ratio will
typically result. The same is true for when a high interest rate and long life are employed, as the costs
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and benefits of that item are being accrued over a longer time frame. Conversely, when a high or
low interest rate is combined with a short life for an item, benefit cost ratios will fall.
In addition to basic reporting information, this page also requires the user to enter specific data
input parameters for later calculations. These include:
•

Number of equipped trucks. In this example, four trucks will be equipped for anti-icing.

•

Total number of trucks. For this example, there is a total fleet of 23 trucks.

•

Number of brine-making facilities. For this example, there will be one facility.

•

Loaded labor cost. For this example, the loaded labor cost is $14.42.

•

Average labor hours per storm. For this example, an assumed labor hours per storm figure
of 12 hours is employed.

•

Current annual material cost (deicing activities only). For this example, the current cost of
materials is $320,673.

•

Hours to produce brine material. For this example, an average of 2 hours per brine batch is
used.

•

Hours spent annual maintaining anti-icing equipment per vehicle. For this example, a figure
of 25 hours is used, based on practitioner feedback.

•

Annual number of storm events. For this example, an assumed value of 12 events is
employed.

•

Anticipated anti-icer application rate (gallons per mile). For this example, an assumed value
of 50 gallons per mile is used.

•

Lane miles covered by jurisdiction. For this example, the total lane miles covered by this
subdistrict is 679.

•

Annual number of storm related crashes. For this example, a total of 0 crashes is employed.

•

Average crash cost. For this example, the cost of $33,700 is employed.

These various data items are entered into their respective places on the project parameters screen,
with the user selecting the next arrow at the bottom of the screen when complete. The Tab key may
be used to progress through the data entry boxes.
Note that when entering values in, commas and dollar signs should not be included. For example, a
material cost should be entered as 373186, as opposed to $373,186. The completed data entry is
displayed in Figure 7-12.
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Figure 7-12. Project Parameters Page
.

Costs Entry
Following the entry of initial project parameters, the user is required to enter costs associated with
their prospective project. Toolkit costs are divided into three categories: agency costs, user costs,
and society costs. Agency costs are those associated with the purchase, maintenance and use of the
specific item. User costs are those carried by the motorist, such as delay or crash costs. Society costs
are those associated with the entire society, such as environmental degradation (i.e. the impacts of
salt on the environment).
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For anti-icing, the initial steps for the user are to establish initial and annual costs to their agency.
This is accomplished through the use of the two calculators provided under Agency costs. In
clicking on the initial costs calculator icon, the user will be presented with a spreadsheet which
determines the costs associated with the anti-icing equipment, its controller, and brine-making
infrastructure. The spreadsheet is designed to automatically populate using the data entered by the
user, as shown in Table 7-6. However, the user is encouraged to enter information, specifically
manufacturer quotes, obtained specifically for their evaluation scenario. These specifics can be
entered in any of the grayed boxes displayed by the spreadsheet. In the example below, the cost per
vehicle for anti-icing equipment is $8,000, its controller $2,389, and brine-making infrastructure
$20,000. Once the user has completed data entry or verified automated data population, the green
check mark may be selected to return to the main cost screen. Upon doing so, the initial agency
costs will appear on the page.
Table 7-6. Initial Cost Spreadsheet (Automatically Populated)
Items
Deicing equipment - Material
spreaders (spinner, gravity drop,
etc.)
Deicing equipment - Sprayers
(liquid deicing)
Controller
Infrastructure (brine making
equipment if employing liquid
deicing activities)
Other 1 (define)
Other 2 (define)
Total initial expenditure

Unit rate ($)
900

# of units
900

Unit
vehicles

Amount ($)
810000

0

900

vehicles

0

2389
0

900
0

vehicles
building

2150100
0

0
0

0
0

Notes

0
0
2960100

Next, the user will complete a similar procedure for annual costs. The Annual costs calculator is
selected, and the user will be presented with spreadsheet automatically populated with the project
parameters. In this case the user will need to enter the annual cost of brine materials, brine plant
maintenance and corrosion/environmental costs. The calculator automatically populates the
spreadsheet with the costs associated with brine production and annual vehicle maintenance. For
this example, the annual brine material cost is estimated to be $0.07 per gallon, brine plant
maintenance $2,000, and corrosion/environmental costs $0 per ton of material used. Note that for
this example, no environmental/corrosion costs were employed because such costs would greatly
outweigh any benefits achieved given the small expenditures on materials and labor at the subdistrict
level, as well as in the absence of expected crash savings, producing a benefit cost ratio of much less
than 1.0 (in reality, 0.0). Additionally, the user may enter the annual cost of sanding/grit materials
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used, as these would be reduced or eliminated by anti-icing. In this example, it is assumed that no
such costs exist. Once the user has examined the spreadsheet, they should select the green check
mark to return to the main cost page, which will be updated automatically.
Table 7-7. Annual Cost Spreadsheet (Manually Populated)
Items
Material costs (year)
Production costs (liquid
deicers)
Equipment maintenance
Brine plant maintenance
Corrosion/environmental
cost per ton
Other 1 (define)
Other 2 (define)
Cost of Alternative
Minus cost of sanding and
gritting
Total Annual O&M Costs

Unit costs
per year
0

# of units
24867

Unit
gallons

Amount ($)
0

0

20

storms

0

214
0

900
0

vehicles
years

192780
0

0

24867

tons

0

0
0

0
0

0

1

Notes

0

years

0
$192780

In the case of anti-icing, no tangible societal costs have been identified. As a result, the user will not
need to enter any information for these items, unless they choose to do so. At present, the toolkit is
set up to accept a brief description of what the cost being entered is, as well as what the value of that
cost is. Note that if the user chooses to add a societal or user cost, they will need to determine the
entire value associated with it; the toolkit cannot calculate such costs given the lack of published
information on the subject. Each cost button works in an identical fashion.

Figure 7-13. Other Cost Buttons Selected
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Once any potential societal or user costs have been entered, the cost entry page is complete. At the
bottom of the page, a summary of the annualized costs associated with the anti-icing are displayed,
as shown in Figure 7-14.

Figure 7-14. Cost Page

Benefits Entry
Next, the user will be presented with a screen associated with step 3 of 5, simply labeled “Benefits”.
This screen presents the user with a list of quantified and non-quantified benefits associated with
anti-icing. A screen shot of these benefits is presented in Figure 7-15. At this point, the user should
select the next arrow and proceed to screen 4 of 5, “Benefit Quantification.”
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Figure 7-15. Benefits Page
The “Benefit Quantification” screen allows the user to specify agency, user and society benefits.
Agency benefits are the expected savings that an agency might expect through the use of an item.
User benefits are savings that motorists might receive, such as reduced crashes or improved
mobility. Societal benefits are savings such as reduced damage to the environment.
When quantifying benefits, the user will often only be able to quantify those at the agency level. This
is because of the lack of existing, published research detailing the accrued user and societal benefits
of many toolkit items. In this example, the primary quantified benefits are material and labor
savings. A conservative value of 15 percent material cost savings has been employed, while a labor
savings of 50 percent has been employed based on past reported savings by agencies.
In the case of anti-icing, user benefits, specifically crash reductions, have also been quantified. To
include this benefit, the user will select the user benefits calculator by clicking inside the user
benefits textbox. For anti-icing, a conservative crash reduction of 10 percent has been employed,
although no crashes were reported for this example. The user benefits calculator is shown in Figure
7-16.
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Figure 7-16. User Benefits Calculator
No known tangible societal benefits have been quantified for anti-icing. Of course, if any societal
benefits are known to the user, a cumulative dollar value for these may be entered in the appropriate
text box on the present screen. Once all data entry related to quantified benefits is complete, the
user is presented with calculations of the agency and total benefit cost ratios. The agency ratio is
derived strictly from the costs and benefits associated with the agency’s expenditures and savings.
The total ratio is derived from the agency’s costs and benefits, as well as the costs and benefits
associated with users and society.
Once the user has completed all data entry, including any modifications which may have required
using the previous arrow, they may proceed to screen 5 of 5, the “Results” page. The user should
note that they need to be absolutely certain they are finished entering or modifying input data, as
there is no mechanism to move back from the report page without losing all entered data.
Benefit Cost Evaluation

The final screen presents the results of the analysis in a report format. This includes a description of
the item, its components, complimentary items (other items it can be used in conjunction with), and
a summary of the potential benefits the item offers. Additionally, the report presents the project
parameter, cost and benefit data entered by the user. This includes all values and text entered, as well
as the results of calculations made by the toolkit. Finally, the user is presented with the calculated
benefit cost ratios for both the agency and in total (including user and societal inputs, if available).
Due to the length of this report, a screen shot of this final page cannot be presented here. However,
a key input and output information tables are presented in Tables 7-8 through 7-13.
Table 7-8. Agency Benefits
Annualized
Present Value
Annualized Benefit per Truck

$0
$0
$0
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Table 7-9. User (Motorist) Benefits – Part 1
Items
Improved safety and mobility
Other 1 (define)
Other 2 (define)
Total Annualized Benefit

Unit rate ($)
0
5
0

Costs
0
4,653,720
0

Unit
Deicing Cost
Deicing Cost

Amount ($)
0
20,941,740
0
20,941,740

Table 7-10. User (Motorist) Benefits – Part 2
Annualized
Present Value
Annualized Benefit per Truck

$20,941,740
$147,086,018
$23,269

Table 7-11. Society Benefits
Annualized
Present Value
Annualized Benefit per Truck

$0
$0
$0

Table 7-12. Total Benefits
Annualized
Present Value
Annualized Benefit per Truck

$20,941,740
$147,086,018
$23269

Table 7-13. Benefit Cost Ratio
Agency benefits
Total benefits

0.0
34.1

As the results indicate, the benefit cost ratio is 34.1. The agency incurred costs of infrastructure
requirements, operation and maintenance and material costs associated with anti-icing are
outweighed by the benefits experienced by motorists.
While step 5 presents the results of the analysis in a report format, it does so as part of the website
itself. In most cases, the user will likely wish to present the final output in a Word or .pdf document.
As part of the second phase of the toolkit development, an option to create a Word version of the
project report has been added. Report documents can be accessed in html format via the printer
icon and Word via the Word icon. The toolkit does not have the direct capability to save files in a
.pdf format. The html formatted report accessed by the printer icon can be directly printed to a .pdf
if the user has that capability on the machine they are accessing the toolkit on. The Word file may be
converted directly into a .pdf if the user holds a license for a .pdf maker, or via an online conversion
at various websites (e.g. http://www.freepdfconvert.com).
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Key Observations

This chapter has presented a step by step overview of the process employed in using the cost-benefit
toolkit to evaluate anti-icing. The agency parameters and values (monetary values and percentages)
used as inputs are for demonstration purposes only. These values, as well as the benefit cost ratios
consequently generated only represent a potential outcome under a theoretical scenario and do not
represent a recommended configuration for anti-icing. Rather, they are intended to provide
prospective users with an overview of the process necessary to complete an analysis using the
toolkit.
For more information on the Clear Roads pooled fund tool kit, please visit:
http://www.clearroads.org.
References

David Veneziano, Xianming Shi, and Lisa Ballard, Development of a Toolkit for Cost-Benefit Analysis of
Specific Winter Maintenance Practices, Equipment and Operations: User Manual” (Clear Roads Pooled Fund:
November 2010). Available at: http://www.clearroads.org/research-projects/downloads/09-08costbenefitanalysis%20Manual_Final.pdf.
Clear Roads Pooled Fund, “Cost-Benefit Analysis Toolkit for Winter Maintenance Practices
Equipment and Operations” web page, available at: http://clearroads.org/cba-toolkit
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CASE STUDY 7.7 – EVALUATION OF NORTH DAKOTA’S FIXED AUTOMATED SPRAY
TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS 24
Strategy Type:
Project Name:
Project Agency:
Location:
Geographic Extent:
Tool Used:

Weather Response or Treatment
North Dakota’s Fixed Automated Spray Technology Systems
The North Dakota Department of Transportation (NDDOT) –
Fargo District
Urban Highway Operations
2670 Feet of Roadway and Bridge Decking
Custom In-House Analysis

Project Technology or Strategy

The North Dakota Department of Transportation (NDDOT) installed two fixed automated spray
technology (FAST) systems. FAST systems, which are also known as roadway anti-icing systems, to
eliminate or reduce the formation of frost, ice, and snow on the road surface through the use of
chemical agents. These systems are used to improve roadway safety and reduce maintenance costs
compared to traditional manual surface treatments (sand, salt, etc.).
Frost, ice, and snow on roadways create dangerous driving conditions. Bridge decks can be
especially dangerous because the cold air flowing underneath the structure can freeze moisture on
the deck, which may not freeze on adjacent roadways. Therefore, road crews must treat roads and
bridges with sand, salt, or other chemicals to improve traction and melt the accumulated ice/snow.
Because manual treatments of bridge decks can be expensive and unfeasible at times, transportation
departments can deploy automated anti-icing systems.
Project Goals and Objectives

The NDDOT has installed two fixed automated spray technology (FAST) systems. One system is
installed at the Interstate 29 (I-29) Buxton Bridge (near Buxton, ND), while the second installation is
at the Interstate 94 (I-94) Red River Bridge between Fargo, ND, and Moorhead, MN. As part of this
process, NDDOT performed BCA for the two existing FAST installations to assist in determining if
additional systems are feasible. In order to provide comparable benefits and costs within the
analysis, NDDOT carefully selected key MOEs to fully capture the benefits of the program. These
measures included:
•
•
•

Safety
Installation costs; and
Operation and Maintenance costs.

Chapters 2 and 3 of this Compendium contain a discussion of the fundamentals of BCAs and an introduction to BCA
modeling tools. These sections also contain additional BCA references.

24
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Methodology

Fixed automated spray technology systems are intended to provide several qualitative and
quantitative benefits for both motorists and transportation departments.
The main quantitative benefit of FAST systems relates to reductions in societal costs from crash
occurrences. Societal costs include the loss of life and quality of life, loss of productivity, legal costs,
and property damage costs. The crash analyses in this section will be based on crash vehicles (the
number of vehicles involved in each crash category) and factored for AADT.
In addition, transportation agencies can experience reductions in maintenance costs by using less
staff, equipment, and material (sand, salt, etc.). Since frost typically develops late at night or
early in the morning, which is outside of normal working hours, FAST systems reduce staff
overtime, truck costs, and material/chemical costs.
The main costs of FAST systems include initial implementation, anti-icing chemicals, and annual
maintenance. Manual application costs include the cost of the operator, truck, and chemical/material
(GEOMELT® or sand/salt). If treatment occurs after normal hours of operation, overtime pay is
required.
The cost analyses for manual and automated treatment methods will be based on the spray
applications for the winter of 2007. The actual cost savings of reduced manual treatments is difficult
to determine since maintenance staff also would be treating other road surfaces, especially during
freeze conditions. However, manual treatments for frost and freeze conditions that occur outside of
normal hours of operation will be considered as a quantitative benefit of the FAST system. The
labor costs for these treatments would include overtime and would have a 3-hour minimum.
Model Run Results

Buxton Bridge FAST System– Benefit/Costs
Due to the reduction in crashes attributed to the installation of the FAST system on Buxton Bridge,
there is an annual safety benefit of $78,735. Reduced maintenance costs from NDDOT employees
no longer needing to manually spray the area, particularly after normal hours of operation, saves
NDDOT $31,860 per year in staff overtime, truck, and material/chemicals costs. The Buxton
Bridge FAST system costs over the 20-year lifecycle are nearly $400,000, including installation,
maintenance and replacement, utilities, and chemical costs. Dollar values in this study are in 2002
dollars, but can be adjusted to any year by applying an appropriate price index. See Chapter 2 of this
Compendium for a discussion of discount rates and inflation. This results in a 20-year net benefit of
$1,257,869. The Buxton Bridge FAST system shows an estimated benefit cost ratio of 4.3 over a 20year lifecycle. A summary of the system benefits and costs include:
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System Costs
• Installation: $168,531 (2002 dollars)
• Maintenance: $1,000/year (plus pump replacements of $5,000 at year 7 and 14)
• Utilities: $1,162/year
• Chemical: $9,471/year (1,155 gallons)
System Benefits
• Crash reduction: $78,735/year (1.39 non-incapacitating injuries/year and 1.81 property
damage crashes/year)
• Manual treatment cost reduction: $31,860/year (78 frost treatments and 81 freeze
treatments)
Benefit Cost Ratio
• 4.3 (net benefits of $1,257,869)

Red River Bridge FAST System– Benefit/Costs
Due to the reduction in crashes attributed to the installation of the FAST system on Red River
Bridge, there is an annual safety benefit of $162,578. Reduced congestion due to lower crash rates
also attributes to $4,060 annually in benefits. Reduced maintenance costs from NDDOT and
MNDOT employees no longer needing to manually spray the area, particularly during after normal
hours of operation, saves NDDOT and MNDOT $48,983 per year in staff overtime, truck, and
material/chemicals costs. Red River Bridge FAST system costs over the 20-year lifecycle are
$2,520,963, including installation, maintenance and replacement, utilities, and chemical costs. This
results in a 20-year net benefit of $675,184. The Red River Bridge FAST shows an estimated benefit
cost ratio of 1.3 over a 20 year lifecycle. A summary of the system benefits and costs are shown
below:
System Costs
• Installation: $1,320,000 (2005 dollars)
• Maintenance: $2,000/year (plus pump replacements of $5,000 at year 7 and 14)
• Utilities: $2,955/year
• Chemical: $66,703/year (8,135 gallons)
System Benefits
• Crash reduction: $162,578/year (2.40 non-incapacitating injuries, 1.31 possible injuries, and
4.36 property damage crashes)
• Manual treatment reduction: $48,983/year (102 frost treatments and 53 freeze treatments)
• Traffic congestion savings: $4,060/year
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Benefit Cost Ratio
• 1.3 25 (net benefits of $675,184)
The NDDOT – Fargo District believes the two FAST systems are very effective in treating the
bridge structures, especially for frost conditions. Both systems have operated as expected in terms of
spraying at the appropriate time and applying the proper amount of chemical agent.
Key Observations

The benefit cost analyses produced favorable results for both FAST system installations. The major
benefits of the FAST systems relate to reductions in societal (resulting from vehicle crashes) and
transportation agency costs (maintenance activities). The costs of FAST systems include initial
implementation, anti-icing chemicals, and annual maintenance. The two ND FAST system
installations appear to be working as intended based on the results from the benefit cost analyses.
Several factors contribute to these successful systems, such as selecting appropriate locations for
FAST systems (primarily based on winter crash data); and having knowledgeable and dedicated staff
to assist in the design and implementation of the system, monitor its operation, and perform the
required maintenance procedures.
Reference

Shawn Birst and Mohamed Smadi, Evaluation of North Dakota’s Fixed Automated Spray Technology
Systems (Advanced Traffic Analysis Center, Upper Great Plains Transportation Institute, North
Dakota State University: October 2009). Available at: http://www.ugpti.org/pubs/pdf/DP219.pdf

25 Using a 20-year design life, the lower benefit cost ratio of the Red River Bridge FAST system, when compared to the
Buxton Bridge FAST system, is a result of the significantly higher installation cost. The higher installation cost causes the
chemical agent costs to have a smaller impact on the BCA.
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CASE STUDY 7.8 – AUTOMATIC VEHICLE LOCATION (AVL) SYSTEM
DEPLOYMENT IN KANSAS 26
Strategy Type:
Project Name:
Project Agency:
Location:
Geographic Extent:
Tool Used:

Weather Response or Treatment
Study of the Use of AVL for Highway Maintenance Activities
Kansas Department of Transportation (KDOT)
Highways
Statewide
Custom In-House Analysis

Project Technology or Strategy

Several State DOTs and municipal public works departments have implemented Automatic Vehicle
Location (AVL) and found it to be a valuable tool for maintenance and operations activities. AVL
systems are a fleet management tool that integrates several technologies to allow a fleet manager or
dispatcher to see the location of their vehicles at any given time. Many systems can also indicate the
status of each vehicle.
Project Goals and Objectives

Sponsored by the Kansas DOT, the University of Kansas conducted a study of the use of AVL for
highway maintenance activities, especially snow removal. As part of the process, the study included a
BCA associated with implementing AVL in their maintenance and operations. Toward this end,
researchers carefully selected key MOEs to identify strategies that would achieving the following
objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Improved fleet management (continuous location of snowplow fleet operations),
Reduced System Costs (capital and O&M),
Increased safety for the vehicle operator (reduced snow-related crashes),
Ability to detect and minimize waste and fraud, and
Improved communications efficiency (reduced paper work, ability to capture statistical data).

Methodology

To evaluate the cost-effectiveness of AVL for highway maintenance, cost data and qualitative and
perceived benefits data were collected from State and local transportation agencies in the United
States and Canada. Initially, all 50 State DOTs, all Canadian provinces, and 6 municipal public works
departments were contacted to evaluate their experience with AVL for highway maintenance.
Researchers found that 15 agencies were actively using AVL to track highway maintenance vehicles,
and eight of them were State DOTs. Questionnaires and follow-up emails and telephone calls were

Chapters 2 and 3 of this Compendium contain a discussion of the fundamentals of BCAs and an introduction to BCA
modeling tools. These sections also contain additional BCA references.
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provided to these agencies to further explore the technologies being used, benefits and costs
experienced, and obstacles encountered.
The BCA included four components:
•
•
•
•

Determination of life-cycle costs,
Methodological approach to cost/benefit analysis,
Quantification of risks, and
Assignment of dollar values to intangible benefits.

Two risk perspectives were examined: very low risk translated into conservative assumptions and
low risk translated into moderate (but somewhat conservative) assumptions. Costs remained
constant across the scenarios.
Expected Costs

This study assumed that KDOT’s existing 800 MHz radio system would be used, and a dedicated
channel would be added for data transmissions. The implementation cost for the dedicated data
channel was approximately $750,000 for a pilot project and $6 million for a statewide deployment.
The KDOT Bureau of Maintenance and Construction provided these estimates based on current
equipment costs. Costs will vary based on the specific deployment anticipated.
In vehicles, expenditures included an In-Vehicle Unit (IVU) consisting of a GPS receiver, a data
modem, and a Mobile Data Terminal (MDT). These were estimated to cost approximately $3,500,
including installation. A total of 24 units were considered for the pilot project—23 maintenance
vehicles and one paint truck. Road and air temperature sensors were estimated to cost $600 per
vehicle.
The operating costs generally involve the monthly fees for the Cellular digital packet data (CDPD)
connection, if a CDPD based communication system is used. For an implementation of AVL using
KDOT’s radio system, operation and maintenance costs are comprised primarily of maintenance
and repair for the radio system’s dedicated data channel, the in-vehicle units, and the base station
equipment.
Annual maintenance costs were estimated to be the purchase price of the equipment divided by the
typical service life. Only equipment unique to the AVL system was considered. That is, the cost of
maintaining the 800 MHz radio system is a cost that would be incurred regardless of whether or not
an AVL system was implemented. Consequently, the implementation of AVL adds no incremental
cost to the maintenance of the existing radio system. As stated earlier, the cost of the in-vehicle
units is estimated to be $3,500 each. Assuming one base station at each area office with an initial
cost of $7,000, also with a service life of 7 years, the annual maintenance cost of the base stations
would be $26,000.
The incremental maintenance costs incurred by the addition of a dedicated data channel were
estimated based on the KDOT Replacement Life Cycle of 12 years, assuming that an average of
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1/12 of the equipment will be replaced each year. Under this assumption, each year’s maintenance
would be equal to the cost of the entire system times the percentage of the system deployed divided
by 12. The total annual maintenance cost of the system, once fully deployed, would be $818,500.
Expected Benefits

The nature of the expected benefits can be drawn from the experience of other agencies combined
with the operational characteristics of KDOT maintenance crews. Expected benefits include the
following.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More timely response to emergencies,
Improved resource management by analyzing past activities to improve efficiency,
Reduced snow-related accidents due to reductions in snow removal times,
Increased security for drivers,
Reduced legal costs from tort claims allegedly involving KDOT maintenance vehicles,
Reduced material costs with more efficient application strategies,
Reduced time associated with routine paperwork,
More timely pavement condition information, and
Enhanced locational accuracy of various inventories and map segments.

Model Run Results

Three implementation scenarios were considered. After the pilot test completion in 2004, the
aggressive implementation schedule assumes one district is added to the system each year until the
system is complete. The moderate implementation schedule assumes full implementation occurs
over 10 years, and the conservative implementation schedule assumes full implementation occurs
over 20 years.
The assessment indicated that the application of AVL in highway maintenance has a benefit-to-cost
ratio ranging from 2.6:1 using conservative assumptions, to 24:1 (or higher) using moderate
assumptions. A moderate estimate of the net present value of statewide implementation ranges from
$233 million to more than $433 million over 20 years, depending on the implementation schedule.
The annual efficiency savings for the department are estimated to be nearly twice the annual
maintenance cost of the system. Overall, the analysis conducted suggests that AVL can provide a
significant benefit to highway maintenance operations.
Key Observations

The study showed that the potential for AVL to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of highway
maintenance operations appears to be significant. Because the technology is well established and
there is some precedent among transportation agencies from which to learn, AVL implementation
can be cost-effectively accomplished with a high level of confidence that the system will prove
beneficial. The agency and user cost savings afforded by AVL make the technology a very appealing
tool for highway maintenance activities, and the state of the practice is ready to support reliable
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deployment. With proper attention to planning and evaluation, AVL can help KDOT and other
transportation agencies further improve the quality of highway transportation.
This case demonstrates some of the fundamental building blocks of a BCA. The study team
developed clear project objectives and selected alternative deployment strategies that allowed the
comparison of different management decisions. In this case, both strategies proved to be efficient,
even when very conservative assumptions were made for the input data. The completion of this
analysis allows management not only to compare alternative AVL deployments, but to compare the
benefits of AVL deployment to other TSMO investments.
Reference

Eric Meyer and I. Ahmed, “Benefit Cost Assessment of Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) in
Highway Maintenance,” presented to the 83rd Annual Meeting of the Transportation Research
Board, Washington, DC, January 2004.
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CASE STUDY 7.9 – HYPOTHETICAL STUDY OF THE USE OF AUTOMATIC VEHICLE LOCATION
(AVL) FOR HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 27
Strategy Type:
Project Name
Location:
Geographic Extent:
Tool Used:

Weather Response or Treatment
Automatic Vehicle Location for Winter Maintenance
Highways
Statewide
TOPS-BC for Life Cycle Cost and Benefit Cost Analysis

Project Technology or Strategy

Several State DOTs and municipal public works departments have implemented Automatic Vehicle
Location (AVL) system and found it to be a valuable tool for maintenance and operations activities.
AVL systems are a fleet management tool that integrates several technologies to allow a fleet
manager or dispatcher to see the location of their vehicles at any given time. Many systems can also
indicate the status of each vehicle.
Project Goals and Objectives

This case study assumes a hypothetical Midwestern traffic management agency is conducting a study
on the use of AVL for highway maintenance activities, especially snow removal. The overall goal of
the system is to facilitate the following.
•

Continuous location of snowplow fleet operations,

•

Ability to identify vehicles with abnormal behavior,

•

Increase safety for the vehicle operator,

•

Ability to detect and minimize waste and fraud,

•

Ability to capture statistical data, and

•

Improved communications efficiency.

Data

To evaluate the cost-effectiveness of AVL for highway maintenance, cost data, and qualitative and
perceived benefits data were collected from State and local transportation agencies in the United
States and Canada. Questionnaires and follow-up emails and telephone calls were provided to these
agencies to further explore the technologies being used, benefits and costs experienced, and
obstacles encountered. In this case study we used these data to demonstrate a BCA of AVL for
RWM in TOPS-BC.

Chapters 2 and 3 of this Compendium contain a discussion of the fundamentals of BCAs and an introduction to BCA
modeling tools. These sections also contain additional BCA references.

27
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The BCA includes four components:
•
•
•
•

Determination of life-cycle costs,
Methodological approach to cost/benefit analysis,
Quantification of risks, and
Assignment of dollar values to intangible benefits.

A moderate implementation plan assumes full implementation occurs over 10 years.
Benefit Cost Analysis

A BCA to determine whether to implement the AVL strategy can be conducted using TOPS-BC.
TOPS-BC provides the framework for conducting a BCA of an RWM alternative like AVL. For
many technologies, TOPS-BC provides a rich database of likely TSMO costs and benefits. FHWA
also periodically adds new information to TOPS-BC, including both entirely new technologies as
well as new benefit and cost information on technologies already in the system.
In this case, the user can utilize the TOPS-BC spreadsheets to set up the BCA, to estimate
annualized costs and benefits, to apply alternate discount rates, to estimate some benefits and to
display the results. Since TOPS-BC does not now provide cost and benefit data unique to an RWM
AVL application, the user must supply much of this data. The information can be collected from
other DOTs that have implemented AVL programs or the data can be produced from engineering
estimates. A search of the FHWA ITS database may provide much of this information.
What would you like to do today?

To set up TOPS-BC to conduct this analysis, the user will open
the spreadsheet modeling tool to the start page (Figure 7-17)
and click on “Estimate Life-Cycle Costs” and in the left hand
column of the Cost Page, click on “Road Weather
Management.” Depending on the current version of TOPS-BC,
you may or may not see any information on the costs of AVL
systems. If no AVL costs are displayed, the user can input cost
data from available information on the specific project or may
locate information on the FHWA ITS Cost database.
(http://www.itscosts.its.dot.gov/its/benecost.nsf/ByLink/Cost

Docs).
Figure 7-17. TOPS-BC Start Page
If the user needs to input new cost information, TOPS-BC
– Estimate Life-Cycle Costs
maintains a blank cost estimation worksheet that can be used to
create cost estimation capabilities for new strategies that may not currently be included. A blank cost
estimation worksheet is provided as a hidden sheet titled COST TEMPLATE, shown in Figure 7-18
with new user provided AVL cost data included. This worksheet has all the analysis capabilities
present in all other strategy worksheets, but lacks any default equipment or cost data. You may copy
the data in this worksheet in its entirety and paste it into a new worksheet. This new worksheet may
then be renamed and populated with your customized defined equipment and cost data as shown in
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Figure 7-19, to create new strategies, assuming that the new data is entered in the same format (e.g.,
equipment name, capital cost, useful life, annual O&M costs).
Unneeded rows may be deleted. You will need to manually modify the navigation capabilities and
link the new worksheet to the SUMMARY sheet or other worksheets where they intend to use the
output cost data. These procedures are explained in the TOPS-BC User’s Manual. It can be found
at: http://www.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/fhwahop13041/fhwahop13041.pdf.
If we take the cost estimates for a statewide deployment of AVL to support the maintenance vehicle
fleet as shown in Table 7-14, the user can create a cost sheet in TOPS-BC. TOPS-BC will take the
basic cost information provided and generate the annual costs as well as the net present value (NPV)
of cost for use in a BCA (more information about calculating NPV can be found in Chapter 2 –
Fundamentals of Benefit Cost Analysis). The user also provides a start date, an analysis period and a
discount rate.
Table 7-14. AVL Cost Estimate for Statewide Deployment
Cost Line Item

Cost per Unit

Base Station Hardware
Software (Licensing)

$7,000/area
$25,000 for first
computer, $5,000
per additional
$15,000 (software)
$3,500/unit
$3,000/area
$4,000/year/area
$15,000/area
NA

Number of
Units
26 (1/area)
26 (1/area)

Total Cost
$184,000
$150,000

Sensors and Software Integration
NA
$15,000
In-Vehicle Units
585 units
$2,047,500
Training (3 days onsite)
26 areas
$78,000
Repair and Maintenance
27 areas
$104,000
System Integration
28 areas
$390,000
Add Data Channel to Radio System
NA
$6,000,000
Total Expenditure
$8,968,500
Note: These estimates are provided as representative. In actuality, the costs will be unique based
on each deployment’s characteristics
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FHWA Tool for Operations Benefit/Cost (TOPS-BC): Version 1.0
PURPOSE: Estimate Lifecycle Costs of TSM&O Strategies

WORK AREA 1 - ESTIMATE AVERAGE ANNUAL COST

Automatic Vehicle Location for Winter Maintenance

Equipment

Capital /
Replacement
Costs (Total)

Useful Life

O&M Costs
(Annual)

Annualized Costs

Basic Infrastructure Equipment

Base Station Hardware (O&M includes vehicles)

5

$

184,000 $

Sensors and Software Integration

5

$

15,000 $

104,000 $
-

$

3,000

System Integration

5

$

390,000 $

-

$

78,000

Add Data Channel to Radio System

10

$ 6,000,000 $

-

$

600,000

Software (Licencing)

5

$

-

$

30,000

104,000 $

851,800

150,000 $

$ 6,739,000 $

TOTAL Infrastructure Cost

140,800

Incremental Deployment Equipment

In-vehicle Units

10 $ 2,047,500

$

-

$

204,750

Training (3 days on-site)

10 $

$

-

$

7,800

$ 2,125,500 $

-

$

212,550

TOTAL Incremental Cost

78,000

INPUT

Enter Number of Infrastructure Deployments

1

$

851,800

INPUT

Enter Number of Incremental Deployments

1

$

212,550

INPUT

Enter Year of Deployment

$

1,064,350

User Supplied
Cost Inputs +
Green Boxes

2014

Average Annual Cost

FHWA Tool for Operations Benefit/Cost (TOPS-BC): Version 1.0
PURPOSE: Estimate Lifecycle Costs of TSM&O Strategies

WORK AREA 2 - PROJECT STREAM OF COSTS AND ESTIMATE NET PRESENT VALUE

Automatic Vehicle Location for Winter Maintenance’
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Cost Item
Infrastructure Costs

$

-

$ 6,843,000

$

104,000

Incremental Costs

$

-

$ 2,125,500

$

Total Annual Cost

$

-

$ 8,968,500

$

Cumulative Cost

$

-

$ 8,968,500

$ 9,072,500

104,000

INPUT

Enter Number of Years in the Analysis Time Horizon

INPUT

Enter the Beginning Year of the Analysis

INPUT

Enter Discount Rate

TO

104,000

$

-

$

$
$

104,000

$ 9,176,500

$

104,000
104,000

$ 9,280,500

$
$
$

104,000
-

$

843,000

$

-

104,000

$

843,000

$ 9,384,500

$

10,227,500

TOPS-BC continues
the annual series for
the full 20 year
analysis period.

20 Source: TIGER Grant Application Recommendations
2014

2013
7.0% Source: Office of Management and Budget

NET PRESENT VALUE OF COSTS
2014

$

$9,507,459

2034

Figure 7-18. TOPS-BC New Cost Estimation Worksheet for RWM AVL Statewide
Deployment
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The deployment of an AVL system is expected to provide a range of benefits. These include:
•

More timely response to emergencies,

•

Improved resource management by analyzing past activities to improve efficiency,

•

Reduced snow-related accidents due to reductions in snow removal times,

•

Increased security for drivers,

•

Reduced legal costs from tort claims allegedly involving maintenance vehicles,

•

Reduced material costs with more efficient application strategies,

•

Reduced time associated with routine paperwork,

•

More timely pavement condition information,

•

Enhanced locational accuracy of various inventories and map segments,

•

Increased completeness of various inventories (e.g., Pavement Management Systems),

•

Automatic and continuous updates of pavement conditions for maintenance,

•

Potential feed of near real-time information to Advanced Traveler Information,

•

Improved efficiency and effectiveness of roadside maintenance, and

•

Reduced fleet maintenance costs due to improved fleet management.

In this example, we are running TOPS-BC and we would like to modify the inputs to reflect new
data. We might do this because of the similarity of an existing deployment to the one we are
considering or because we have more recent or project specific information than TOPS-BC
provides. In this case, by using the navigation column again we can go to the benefit inputs page for
RWM and input the data for TOPS-BC to calculate certain benefits or enter benefit values we have
calculated outside of TOPS-BC. These values will be used in all calculations calling for these values
in TOPS-BC.
In addition to the characteristics that describe your project such as technology specific costs,
roadway descriptions, number of installations, etc., you may also want to input values different from
the TOPS-BC defaults for economic parameters related to the measures of benefits for the project.
Examples may be the value of time or reliability. Others include the price of fuel, the cost of
crashes or dollar value of other benefits you may have data to support their inclusion simply to add
the estimated value of these benefits to the “User Entered Benefit.”
Entering your own data allows you to make the analysis as specific as you can for your project. In
addition, it provides a simple process for testing the sensitivity of the results to a particular variable
or set of variables. Figures 7-18 and 7-19 illustrate both user-supplied data inputs (Green) and
TOPS-BC supplied inputs (Yellow). While there are many benefits of AVL that should be estimated
in a full BCA, in this case we will use TOPS-BC to calculate only the dollar benefits of a reduction in
crashes. Some other hypothetical benefit estimates will be entered directly from a previous study for
Kanas DOT and will be referred to as User Supplied Benefits. These include:
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•

Annual reductions in paperwork costs - $100,000

•

Annual savings from more efficient fleet management - $1,600,000

•

Annual operating efficiency - $70,000

Figure 7-19 depicts the benefit calculation input page from TOPS-BC. In this case we are only
using the Facility Performance and Safety sections of the inputs to describe the change in crash rates
by crash type. If we had traffic data on before and after deployments, TOPS-BC could assist in
calculating travel time savings or reliability benefits. In this case, we are just focused on the
procedures for calculating safety benefits, and other benefits are added as User Estimated Benefits.
The safety impacts we are assuming are input to the light green cells for: Number of Fatality
Crashes, Number of Injury Crashes and Number of Property Damage Only Crashes. TOPS-BC
uses this information to estimate the annual safety benefits from our AVL deployment. You should
note that this analysis is overriding the usual VMT change based safety impacts with the safety
impacts estimated for AVL in other studies. The override makes immaterial some usual TOPS-BC
inputs such as the Length of the Analysis Period which is related to the peak traffic period. TOPS-BC
requires a number in this cell to move forward with the analysis, but it is not used in this case due to
the override.

Figure 7-19. Input Variables & User Supplied Data for Use of Automatic Vehicle
Location (AVL) for Highway Maintenance Activities
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The user can also test the inputs to see where additional benefits may be realized. This can be
accomplished by modifying assumptions about the project costs, size or other dimension. The user
can get a range of estimated benefits and costs. One can also test the value of assumptions such as
crash rates, prices and discount rates. For example, an alternative set of crash costs by type (fatality,
injury or property damage) only that reflects local crash cost experience would improve the
applicability of this tool for your project.
Model Run Results

The TOPS-BC Cost Effectiveness analysis indicates that the average annual cost for this AVL
technology will be $1,064,350 (Figure 7-18) with total annual benefits of $5,422,936 per period
(Figure 7-19) for a total annual net benefit of $4,358,586. This results in a Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR)
of 5.10.
Table 7-15. Benefit Cost Summary
Benefit/Cost Comparison
Total Annual Benefits
Safety
Other, User Entered
Total Annual Costs
Net Benefit
Benefit Cost Ratio

$5,422,936
$3,652,936
$1,770,000
$1,064,350
$4,358,586
5.10

Benefits

The two primary benefits of AVL deployments are improvements in operating efficiency of the fleet
and a reduction in expected crashes. Together they result in net annual benefits of about $5.5
million. Each project plan is different and the realized benefits can be impacted by the plan. By
varying the assumptions in the plan, BCA models like TOPS-BC allow you to see how plan
assumptions will impact the expected benefits.
In this case, TOPS-BC estimates that the project benefits exceed the costs. This results from the
gain in operating efficiency for the system under study. This case study also demonstrated that with
AVL there was better allocation of maintenance resources, resulting in less energy use.
Key Observations

This case discussed development of a TOPS-BC analysis model testing AVL feasibility on urban
interstate freeway. Although this model is just a prototype, it provides a framework for the
development of a model which could be used as a measure of effectiveness in fuel costs and
expected safety (as measured by crash reductions) of an AVL managed roadway, thereby providing
an agency with objective and predictable measures for determining whether an AVL deployment is
cost effective. Prior to and after the deployment, a State DOT can collect data on system
performance to be able to compare the changes brought about by the deployment. Those
performance changes revealed impacts on both freeway and agency cost performance. These
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realized changes are what a pre-project deployment analysis needs in order to estimate the expected
project benefits and costs. Once the project is deployed, performance indicators and their changes
are known and can be used as an estimate of what might be expected if a similar project is deployed.
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